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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The overall objective of the Department of Defense Computer-aided
Acquisition and Logistic Support (CALS) Program is to integrate the
design, manufacturing, and logistic functions through the efficient
application of computer technology. NIST has been funded since
Spring 1986 to recommend a suite of industry standards for system
integration and digital data transfer, and to accelerate their
implementation

.

During FY86 NIST tasks for CALS in the area of graphics standards
focused on identification of recommended standards to OSD which
would be applicable to the DoD environment; comparison of graphics
standards among themselves and with product data standards; and the
status of ongoing graphics standards efforts as well as related
validation efforts . CALS* needs for graphics standards were
assessed, and an architecture for their inclusion into specific
CALS programs was created. Finally, a plan was recommended for
accelerating the development, related validation efforts and
implementation of graphics standards into the CALS program.

Building on the knowledge and experience gained during FY86, NIST
tasks for CALS in the area of graphics standards in FY87 emphasized
the particular graphics standard dealing with the transfer of
pictorial data from one system to another, namely the Computer
Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard (FIPS PUB 128)^. Graphics tasks
included an assessment of raster-to-vector conversion technology,
and where the CGM might fit into that process; efforts toward
development of CGM validation routines; injection of CALS
requirements into the Extended CGM (CGEM) standards work, as well
as into the CGM Registration process. In addition, functional
requirements and conceptual design documents were completed for a
reference implementation for CGM; a design specification was
created for an IGES-to-CGM translator; and a preliminary CALS
Application Profile for CGM was formed from the application profile
work of the MAP/TOP organization.

During FY88, NIST tasks for CALS in the graphics standards area
were in large measure a continuation of those efforts begun the

^Kemmerer, S., Editor, "Final NBS Report for CALS, FY86," U.S.
Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, NBSIR 87-
3566, May 1987.

^Kemmerer, S., Editor, "A Collection of Technical Studies
Completed for the Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Support
(CALS) Program, Fiscal Year 1987," U.S. Department of Commerce,
National Bureau of Standards, NBSIR 88-3727, March 1988.
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year before^. Final text was completed for the initial publication
of a Military Specification which is the CALS Application Profile
for CGM. NIST continued to participate in graphics standards work
in support of CALS requirements in the areas of CGM conformance
testing, the CGEM, and CGM Registration. In the particular area
of CGM conformance testing, the needs for testing both to FIPS 128
and to the Application Profile for CGM were identified; existing
commercial implementations of CGM were analyzed and compared
functionally to both CGM and Application Profile requirements; and
required CGM conformance testing tasks were described in detail,
responsibilities in the testing process delineated, and the impact
of CGM testing was assessed both for CALS and the commercial
marketplace.

This collection of reports represents the continuing efforts of
the Graphics Software Group of NIST/NCSL in FY89 in support of
computer graphics standards for CALS, and in particular CGM^. It
provides a progress report on continuing graphics standards efforts
related to the Computer Graphics Metafile (CGM) standard, including
the Extended CGM (CGEM) , Graphics Registration, and the CGM
Application Profile for CALS (or MIL-D-28003) . In addition, the
creation of a Test Requirements Document for MIL-D-28003 is
detailed. This Test Requirements Document will provide the basis
for developing conformance tests to determine compliance with MIL-
D-28003.

This report is subdivided into four separate final CALS
deliverables, entitled as follows:

1. Test Requirements Document for CALS CGM Conforming Basic
Metafiles

2. Injection of CALS Requirements in the Extended CGM (CGEM)
Standards Work

3. MIL-D-28003 Revision Recommendations

4 . CGM Registration in Support of CALS Requirements

^Morgan, Roy S., Editor, "A Collection of Technical Studies
Completed for the Computer-aided Acquisition and Logistic Support
(CALS) Program, Fiscal Year 1988, U.S. Department of Commerce,
National Institute of Standards and Technology, NISTIR 4315, 4316,
and 4317.

^The publishing of this collection of reports does not imply
that the CALS Office has endorsed the conclusions or
recommendations presented.
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An additional deliverable completed for CALS by the Graphics
Software Group during FY89 detailed the impact that two other
graphics standards (namely PHIGS, or the Programmers Hierarchical
Interactive Graphics System, and PIK, or the Programming Imaging
Kernel)^ will have on the CALS environment. It was published under
separate cover, and is available through the CALS Policy Office or
through the National Technical Information Service.

Kemmerer, Sharon J., and Skall, Mark W. , "Graphics
Application Programmer's Interface Standards and CALS," U.S.
Department of Commerce, National Institute of Standards and
Technology, NISTIR 89-4199, October 1989.
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1- Summary & Recommendations

1 . 1 Overview

This report describes activities during FY89, presents final
recommendations, and recommends future work for updating the CALS
Application Profile (AP) of CGM, MIL-D-28003 (CALS SOW Task
4.1.2)

.

This task has consisted of two subtasks:

A. Reconciliation of the CALS and TOP APs of CGM.

B, Recommendations for modifications and extensions of the
CALS AP.

Subtask A has resulted in substantial agreement between CALS and
MAP/TOP technical personnel and is at a point where
administrative action is required by both sides to create and
execute the mechanisms for consolidating the projects. Further
attention on this subtask is needed in FY90 to bring about a
consolidation of the separate industry and government efforts.

Subtask B has resulted in a substantial body of recommendations
for amendments to MIL-D-28003. These recommendations are
detailed in the body of this report. There is also a plan for
the updates to MIL-D-28003 which addresses:

o timing, including coordination with activities in
graphics standards

;

o body of content to be included;

o mechanics and procedures of producing the new
MIL-D-28003.

Some of the content of the MIL-D-28003 revision is being
sponsored in Graphical Registration. Close liaison with the
proposers has been maintained.

Finally, the recommendations in this report are not complete
because:

o Some content is pending completion of actions in
graphics standards committees - these will be
relatively routine.

o Other content has been specified at a conceptual level
but requires detailed formulation - these are items
which derived from NIST/NCSL requirements studies
produced late in FY89.
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o The work of this fiscal year has identified a body of
changes larger than anticipated and resources were
therefore not sufficient to cover all needed work.

This subtask will require additional work to produce the final
text for revised MIL-D-28003 in FY90.

Because of slower than expected progress of needed CALS
extensions in both the formal standards (the CGM addenda) and
graphical registration, the criteria for inclusion of some
extensions into the MIL-D-28003 revision have been changed. The
new criteria insure adequate US national review but do not
require the formal completion of the standards or registration
process

.

The extensions and additions proposed in the recommendations of
this report derive from and logically follow events in the
graphics standards committees. In this report the issues of
procedures and timing for amending MIL-D-28003 have been
investigated, and NIST/NCSL concludes that the most effective
procedure will be one where the MIL-D-28003 review and amendment
process can start at a time that is linked to milestones in the
graphics standards process.

2. Reconciliation of the TOP and CALS Profiles

One of the goals of the Profile work from the beginning was a
reconciliation of the differences between the TOP and CALS
profiles

.

The TOP CGM Application Profile was the starting point for the
CALS profile. The NIST/NCSL representative participated in the
review and refinement of the TOP profile until its completion in
1988. The CALS profile then had more than 6 months of additional
review and refinement. As a result there are a number of
discrepancies between the two profiles. Some of these are due to
extensions and additional specifications in the CALS profile,
such as additional engineering line types and hatch styles.

It has always been a goal of this project to keep the TOP and
CALS profiles identical where they overlap. The proliferation of
similar but slightly different "dialects" of CGM would cause
confusion in the industry and should be avoided. The TOP and
CALS constituencies are considered to be sufficiently similar
that they might use the same profile, or at least use subsets of
a single profile.
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To explore this possibility the NIST/NCSL representative met with
the TOP CGM expert and editor of the TOP profile, Mr. Kern
Hardman. This meeting took place at the National Computer
Graphics Association exposition in Philadelphia in late April
1989. After some discussion it was agreed that it was desirable
to fold the TOP and CALS profiles into a single specification,
perhaps with a separate TOP document pointing to the single
specification and defining a subset.

As an aid in evaluating whether to pursue this merger, and as a
necessary first step in defining the TOP document, a study of the
differences between the two profiles was produced. This was sent
to Mr. Hardman in early August. The study and cover letter to
Mr. Hardman are in Attachment 1 of this report.

There has been subsequent communication with Mr. Hardman. The
consolidation of effort is agreeable in principle to both
parties. The preliminary technical content of the first
MIL-D-28003 revision, as detailed in this report, is generally
agreeable to Mr. Hardman. There are a number of procedural
issues which must be resolved. The Information Technology
Requirements Council (ITRC) of MAP/TOP has stated its position
that the efforts of industry and government should be merged, and
detailed its concerns over procedure, in a letter to the Director
of the CALS office. Dr. Michael McGrath. This letter is
contained in Attachment 2 to this report. Further action at the
technical experts level is not likely to be effective until
administrative arrangements are agreed.

3 . CALS Profile Revision

What follows is a discussion of the activities during FY89 for
the task of defining the next revision of the CALS profile.
Criteria used to guide the selection of additions and changes to
the profile will be presented. Finally all of the recommended
functionality will be listed, indicating its status, and
indicating what further actions are required before draft text
can be produced.

During FY89 some procedural and timing questions were opened and
resolved, and they will be discussed as well.

3 . 1 Activities

The following work has been done to prepare the recommendations
for revision of MIL-D~28003.
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1 . Assessed the 31 functions of CGM Addendum 1 for importance
to CALS graphical interchange and produced sorting by
inclusion or exclusion.

2 . Contacted X3H3 registration experts at NIST/NCSL to
determine the status and expected timetable of all of the
CALS registration proposals currently in progress; verified
and discussed US positions on these proposals in the ISO
bodies

.

3. Reviewed past and current CALS requirements studies.

4. Contacted NIST/NCSL CALS liaison to ascertain and decide
policies, procedures, requirements, and timetables for the
amendment process for MIL-D-28003.

5. Contacted NIST/NCSL CALS liaison and members of the CALS
Industry Standards Working Group to attempt to ascertain
what implications, if any, a pending 184 OA "presentation
problem" has for MIL-D-28003.

6. Correlated all potential extension items and modification
suggestions with requirements and feasible timetables to
produce the set of recommendations in this report.

7. Prepared interim report with preliminary recommendations,
and circulated this report for comment within the CALS,
graphics standards, and MAP/TOP communities.

8. Prepared this final report.

3 , 2 References

In the remainder of this report a few key documents are referred
to:

1. CGM Addendum 1: the first set of formal standard extensions
of CGM; recently completed substantive ISO processing; final
text should be available near the end of the year or early
in 1990.

2. Registration Proposals: exist in various X3H3 documents; are
contained in the final report titled FINAL REPORT, CALS FY89
SOW TASK 4.3.4, CALS REQUIREMENTS FOR CGM.
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3 . 3 Procedural Considerations

The content of the first revision to MIL-D-28003 depends to some
extent upon the procedure by which the amendment is made, and
upon the anticipated frequency of amendments. Because the
functionality of the amendment is taken from work already
completed or work in progress within the graphics standards
bodies, the amendment procedure must be coordinated and
correlated with certain milestones in the graphics standards
bodies. The ideal timing of the amendments should be;

batch of functionality reaches sufficiently stable milestone
in graphics standards and registration processes;

CALS required functionality extracted and included in
proposed amendment;

DoD, services, and industry review commences.

The extensions ideally are driven by the progress of needed items
through the graphics standards process.

At the start of FY89 it was not known whether this method of
proceeding would be acceptable within the established review and
amendment procedures, or fit the goals and timetable of the CALS
program. In particular the following information was needed
before defining what the scope of the amendments should be.

1. How is MIL-D-28003 amended? What are the procedures and
milestones in the process, and who are the key organizations
and individuals?

2. How long is the process anticipated to take from
commencement to conclusion?

3. Does CALS have a firm schedule for when the first set of
amendments should be processed?

4. Is there a regularly scheduled amendment cycle, for example
every year or every two years?

5. If not does CALS then have any requirements, guidelines, or
criteria for minimum or maximum time between amendments or
extensions?

6. Does Version 2 of MIL-D-28003 supersede Version 1 at some
point in time, or do Version 2 and Version 1 both exist as
legitimate interchange indefinitely? If the former, is
there a period of overlap where both are acceptable or does
Version 1 become obsolete and Version 2 operational on some
definite fixed date?
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7. Is there a requirement for backwards compatibility of the
profile, implying for example that there can be no deletions
from Version 1?

These issues were presented and discussed with the NIST/NCSL CALS
liaison. Further discussion within NIST/NCSL and with the
Services have resulted in these conclusions;

1. The MIL-D~28003 revision schedule will be coordinated with
certain key milestones in the graphics standards and
registration process over the next fiscal year, FY90.

2. The magnitude of the changes to the profile will classify it
as a revision, and the resulting profile will have a new
designation of MIL-D-28003A.

3. The requirement for backwards compatibility is not clear.
However the desirability of such is clear and changes which
create an incompatibility between the current and revised
profile will be considered carefully.

4. There should minimally be two years between substantive
revisions to the profile.

3 . 4 Criteria for Inclusion

There is a large number of potential extensions that are now or
within 6 months will be at a sufficiently stable point in the
standards and registration pipeline. In selecting those changes
to go into the first revision of MIL-D-28003 NIST/NCSL has
attempted to balance a number of sometimes conflicting criteria
and guidelines.

Firstly, the proposal must be fairly stable. Ideally everything
in the profile would be a part of the CGM standard or a completed
standard extension. The delays in that process, particularly CGM
Addendum 3, may make this level of stability impractical. A
timeliness requirement may force inclusion of features ahead of
their formal inclusion in the standard. If this is the case,
then NIST/NCSL thinks that industry could tolerate the extensions
being included in a preliminary formulation that is
architecturally and functionally similar to what is expected to
appear in the formal CGM extensions.

The implications to implementations of the profile leading the
formal standards are as follows. Implementations would have to
make an investment in new basic technology now. If the profile
were amended again in a couple years when a piece of

6



functionality had completed formal processing and had become part
of the CGM standard, then an implementation would have to revise
mostly the interface to the piece of basic technology. What this
means is that the parameterization or precise structure of the
particular functionality would change in the final version, and
would require some modification to the metafile encoder or
decoder of the implementation. This would be a minor effort
relative to the initial effort to implement the basic technology,
since the major part of the implementation effort is devising and
including the basic technology.

While it would be preferable to have no changes in the future to
extensions being currently included, NIST/NCSL feels for any
given functional extension that one change of such a nature will
be acceptable. NIST/NCSL does not think that two changes would
be; it will create too much confusion in the industry. This
could happen for example if a GDP (Generalized Drawing Primitive)
were included as a private GDP in MIL-D-28003, and then a changed
formulation completed graphical registration and were adopted in
an amendment, and then yet another different formulation were
included in the formal CGM extensions that comprise Addendum 3

and adopted in a second amendment.

With these principles in mind, almost all of the functionality
which NIST/NCSL recommends for MIL-D-28003A is:

1. In the CGM standard or the first standard extension, CGM
Addendum 1; or

2. Will be in CGM Addendum 3 in some form; or

3 . Has completed Graphical Registration or has reached a
"stable" milestone in Graphical Registration.

Concerning the second and third points, note that a number of CGM
extensions identified in CALS requirements studies are being
promoted through the standards and registration process as part
NIST/NCSL' s work on CALS.

The qualifier "almost all" needs explanation. Some features that
were included in MIL-D-28003, in particular a few of the hatch
styles, have been rejected by the Graphical Registration
Authority in its first consideration (all of the rest of the line
types and hatch styles were approved) . A narrow view of what
comprises a "hatch" was taken, and NIST/NCSL thinks the decision
will be reversed. But in any case, the styles were identified in
CALS requirements studies, and if the ISO committees refuse the
proposals then they should stay in the profile as private types
and values.

7



The definition of "stable" as it is used above needs definition.
Ultimately no proposal is stable until it is approved by the
relevant ISO body and is "on the books." The US position on
registration is that the ISO Graphical Registration Authority
should only reject or modify a proposal if it is flawed,
incorrect, or unworkable. By this principle, once the US takes
the proposal out of X3H3 (the domestic graphics standards
committee) to ISO it should then be stable. This is the
criterion NIST/NCSL will apply for inclusion of registration
proposals in the amended MIL-D-28003. The US procedures
generally result in two rounds of review in X3H3 . This should
take a year or less (but its timeliness is dependent upon
continuity of efforts to "shepherd" the proposals once they are
formulated)

.

In selecting this definition the alternatives were considered.
There are two earlier milestones that could potentially be chosen
as the inclusion milestone for CALS extensions:

the initial formulation of the proposal itself;

the end of the first round of review within X3H3

.

NIST/NCSL thinks both of these are inadvisable and likely to
introduce errors and incompatibilities into the profile. This is
no reflection upon the talent of the proposer or the quality of
that work. Rather the current set of graphics standards and
related specifications is so broad and so interwoven and
interrelated that review by experts and specialists in all of the
disciplines of X3H3 is necessary in order to assure that the
proposal is both correct and consistent with related work.
NIST/NCSL therefore recommends the inclusion guideline:

Recommendation: a proposed functional extension is stable
enough for inclusion in MIL-D-28003 if either the item is a
registration proposal with two rounds of review in X3H3 , or the
item is in the final text of CGM or one of its addenda, or the
item has completed the registration process in ISO.

While NIST/NCSL does not preclude the inclusion of something less
stable, the requirement should be compelling if this is
considered.

MIL-D-28003A will contain additions to MIL-D-28003 and may also
delete some specifications or alter some specifications.
NIST/NCSL believes that backward compatibility is a strong goal
(if not a requirement, see previous section) and so deletions and
changes are approached with some caution. There is no question
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if there is a mistake or defect to be fixed. Other cases must be
approached on a case-by-case basis. If a specification is not
being used or implemented, then there is little problem with
deleting or changing it. If it is in use then the justification
for change should be strong.

One final criterion which deserves some discussion is timing of
amendments and changes. There are two aspects to this issue:
when should the first amendment begin review; and how often
should major amendments be anticipated. NIST/NCSL recommends
that:

Reconmendation: the first amendment should commence review
after final text of CGM Addendum 1 is produced, and after the
second batch of registration proposals completes its second X3H3
review (see below)

.

Recommendations a major upgrade about every two years is
acceptable; more frequently would be too demanding on the
industry.

3.5 Addendum 1: Status & Recommendations

The first formal standard extension to CGM, Addendum 1, completed
its final ISO ballot in June. Preliminary final text has been
produced and is being reviewed for accuracy for 6 weeks. Early
indications are that a second 6-week review will be required,
commencing sometime in November. Final text should be available
by January 1990.

There are two basic pieces of functionality in CGM Addendum 1

that CALS has been interested in and has been promoting:

o Global Segments: this is an internal symbol definition and
instancing capability. This was identified as a high
priority item in FY87 CALS requirements studies.

o Closed Figure: this is a primitive that is a composite of
other primitives and which is a filled primitive like
POLYGON. Lines, arcs, rectangles, polygons, etc., can be
strung together to form a complex shape which is treated as
a single primitive.

Altogether there are 31 new functions in CGM Addendum 1. Several
are required to implement each of the above two capabilities.
Several others will be required in order to make the needed
features work properly.

Recommendation: the features of CGM Addendum 1 should be
adopted in MIL-D-28003A as indicated in Table 1. Estimated date
of stability: January 1990.

9



TABIiE 1. Recommendations - CGM Addendum 1 Function List

Addendum 1 Element Recommendation Notes

Begin Segment include 1

End Segment include
Pick Identifier exclude 2

Copy Segment include
Inheritance Filter include 3

Clip Inheritance exclude
Segment Transformation include
Segment Highlighting exclude
Segment Display Priority include
Segment Pick Priority exclude
Segment Priority Extent include

Maximum VDC Extent include
Device Viewport include 4

Device Viewport
Specification Mode include; limit to 0,1 5

Device Viewport Mapping include

Line Representation exclude 6

Marker Representation exclude 6

Text Representation exclude 6

Fill Representation exclude 6

Edge Representation exclude 6

Line Clipping Mode include; limit to SHAPE 7

Marker Clipping Mode include; limit to SHAPE 7

Edge Clipping Mode include; limit to SHAPE 7

Begin Figure include
End Figure include
New Region include
Connecting Edge include

Save Primitive Attributes exclude
Restore Primitive Attributes exclude

Circular Arc Center Reversed include

Notes

:

1. Both Global Segments and Local Segments should be allowed.

10



2. As CGM Addendum 1 states, the meaning of PICK IDENTIFIER is
not standardized and is by agreement between generator and
interpreter. Its use is application dependent and it should
therefore not be included in the profile.

3. For the way that internal symbols are most likely to be used
in engineering applications, both values of the INHERITANCE
FILTER are needed. For value STATE_LIST, the defined symbol
has no attached attribute but inherits it from the context
into which it is instanced. For example one might define a
colorless symbol and then set the color just before
instancing the symbol into a picture. For SEGMENT, the
symbol has the attributes in effect at the time of its
definition. For example a certain dash pattern might be
required for some lines within the symbol. Inheritance is
specified on a per-attribute basis, and it is easy to
postulate examples that require mixing modes within one
symbol (e.g., combine the two examples above).

4. This should supersede the Escape -302 of MIL-D-28003. It is
precisely the same function. Since this Escape has never
been seen in practice, NIST/NCSL thinks it is safe to simply
remove it from the profile rather than leaving it in and
deprecating its usage.

5. Value 0 is "fractional", like the current Escape -302.
Value 1 is "millimeters". Value 2 is native device units,
which is device dependent and should be disallowed in the
profile.

6. While these functions provide something of a useful macro
capability for some attributes, no applications in the US
are using bundled attributes and no requirement for these
capabilities has yet been identified by CALS.

7. There appears to be no need for LOCUS clipping (see Addendum
1 text) but there is definite need for SHAPE clipping.
Unfortunately the Addendum 1 default is LOCUS so these
elements must be included to override the default.

In addition to the new functions of CGM Addendum 1 there are some
new rules for using existing functions:

1. COLOR TABLE and PATTERN TABLE can occur in the Picture
Descriptor as well as the Picture Body, and use within the
Picture Body is discouraged. This solves (in Addendum 1)
the problem that MIL-D-28003 dealt with by restrictions on
placement and usage of the two elements.
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2 . Several of the Picture Descriptor elements - COLOR SELECTION
MODE, LINE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE, MARKER SIZE
SPECIFICATION MODE, EDGE WIDTH SPECIFICATION MODE - may now
appear in the Picture Body. This is required in order to
make Global Segments work properly. With the exception of
the color mode, which can be tedious to switch, the elements
are not particularly difficult for implementations to deal
with in a Picture Body.

3.6 Registration: Status & Recoinmendations

There are three batches of registration proposals currently in
progress and a fourth being formulated. The content of each is
looked at below and a decision proposed whether it should be
included in MIL-D-28003A or deferred.

Batch 1.

These comprise the engineering line types and hatch styles which
are already included in MIL-D-28003. All of these have now been
approved by the ISO authority except for some of the hatch
styles. Those hatch styles have been rejected because they did
not meet the ISO definition of hatch.

The ISO authority should be assigning positive registration
indices within a few months. MIL-D-28003A should use the
positive indices. Because no instance of the negative indices of
original MIL-D-28003 have been encountered, NIST/NCSL feels that
the negative values can be safely prohibited rather than allowed
but deprecated.

Recommendation: The negative indices in MIL-D-28003 be
replaced with the positive ISO register indices where applicable.
Expected timetable: May 1990.

"No." in the following table heading refers to the registration
proposal number.
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TABLE 2. Batch 1 Registration Proposals

No. Description Recommendation Notes

2 Linetype, Single Arrow change index
3 Linetype, Single Dot change index
4 Linetype, Double Arrow change index
5 Linetype, Stitch Line change index
6 Linetype, Chain Line change index
7 Linetype, Center Line change index
8 Linetype, Hidden Line change index
9 Linetype, Phantom Line change index
10 Linetype, Break Line 1 change index
11 Linetype, Break Line 2 change index

12 Hatch Style, cast iron . .

.

change index
13 Hatch Style, steel change index
14 Hatch Style, bronze, brass, . .

.

change index
15 Hatch Style, white metal.

zinc, . .

.

change index
16 Hatch Style, magnesium.

aluminum, . .

.

change index
17 Hatch Style, rubber, plastic, .

.

change index
18 Hatch Style, cork, felt, . .

.

change index
19 Hatch Style, sound insulation undetermined 1

20 Hatch Style, thermal insulation change index
21 Hatch Style, titanium . .

.

change index
22 Hatch Style, concrete undetermined 1

23 Hatch Style, marble, slate, . .

.

change index
25 Hatch Style, rock change index
26 Hatch Style, sand change index
27 Hatch Style, water and other

liquids undetermined 2

28 Hatch Style, with grain wood undetermined 2

29 Hatch Style, across grain wood undetermined 2

Notes

:

1. Was rejected by ISO; continue to use the negative index of
MIL-D-28003.

2. Was rejected within X3H3 and never forwarded to ISO;
continue to use the negative index of MIL-D-28003.
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Batch 2.

This batch of proposals covers

1. finer drawing control (line cap, join, etc.) such as found
in various proprietary systems and Page Description
Languages (PDLs)

;

2. user-defined linetype;

3. advanced geometry (splines, conics, etc.).

The proposals have been through two X3H3 ballot and review
rounds. The resulting proposals are now being sent to ISO. The
ISO ballot is expected to end sometime in February 1990. It is
expected that these can be included in this revision of
MIL-D-28003. All of these are high-priority CALS items, and all
are in draft Addendum 3, in substantially the same form (except
for user line type)

.

Recommendation: The registration proposals in "batch 2"

should be included in MIL-D-28003A as indicated in Table 3.

Estimated date of stability; November 1989.

"No." in the following table heading refers to the registration
proposal number.

TABLE 3. Batch 2 Registration Proposals

No. Description Recommendation Notes

1 Linetype for Setdash include 1

36 Set Dash include 1

37 Set Line Cap include
38 Set Line Mitre Limit include
39 Set Line Join include
40 Cubic Bezier include
41 Conic Arc include
42 Set Conic Arc Transformation

Matrix include
43 Parametric Spline Curve include
44 Rational B-Spline Curve include

Notes

:

1. The two functions comprising the user-defined line type are
formulated quite differently from the draft Addendum 3 work.
NIST/NCSL thinks that the problems arising from an
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architectural distinction in Addendum 3, which will be
stable within 2 years, justify using the Addendum 3

formulation, with a negative ESCAPE id, rather than using
the registration proposal in this case.

Batch 3 .

This batch contains proposals for improvement of CGM text
capabilities. These are high priority changes. Getting high
quality text in metafile pictures is currently one of the most
difficult things to do and one of the most important for
publication quality graphics.

Unfortunately this batch is also the furthest from completion in
the X3H3 review process. There has been one ballot and review
round. There were heavy comments, and these will likely result
in significant changes to the proposals. The comments have been
returned to the proposer. If the proposer is able to modify the
proposals by the time of the Nashua X3H3 meeting in September,
then the second X3H3 review round could take place before the
late January 1990 X3H3 meeting, and it is possible that there
would be a set of final proposals to go to ISO around February.

According to the 2-review criterion noted above, it would then be
February 1990 before any proposals were mature enough to put into
the revisions of MIL-D-28003.

Recommendations improvements to text and font capability are
sufficiently important that production of draft text for
MIL-D-28003A should be delayed until appropriate registration
items are advanced enough and FY90 work supplies other needed
definitions. Estimated timetable: February 1990.

There was strong liaison between the Registration Item proposer,
the NIST/NCSL representative, and the X3H3 CGM experts group
before and at the September X3H3 meeting in Nashua, NH.
NIST/NCSL feels that enough consensus was achieved that the text
capabilities of MIL-D-28003 can be improved as per the above
recommendation. (Note: At the Nashua meeting there was
extensive work on the US position on the ISO Working Draft of
Addendum 3 . The text needs of CALS as reflected in the
registration proposals should be nearly identical to what the US
wants in Addendum 3 .

)

NIST/NCSL thinks it likely that a phased approach to improving
the MIL-D-28003 text capabilities is most likely to succeed.
Under a phased approach it should be possible to identify a
relatively small number of not too difficult extensions that
would greatly improve the capabilities for many applications.
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These would go into MIL-D-28003A. Then a thorough and complete
set of capabilities would go into the next revision,
MIL-D-28003B. The time frame for MIL-D-28003B is likely to be
roughly when work on Addendum 3 is substantially complete.

NIST/NCSL understands that it is likely that the proposals in the
third batch will be substantially revised by the proposer.
Therefore NIST/NCSL is recommending "include when stable" with
the understanding that at least some of the high priority text
items should go into this revision of the profile.

"No." in the following table heading refers to the registration
proposal number.

TABLE 4. Batch 3 Registration Proposals

No. Description Recommendation Notes

45 Edge Mitre Limit include when stable
46 Edge Cap include when stable
47 Edge Join include when stable
48 Set Italic Text include when stable
49 Set Outline Text include when stable
50 Set Shadow Text include when stable
51 Set Underline Text include when stable
52 Set Bold Text include when stable
53 Set Fully Justified Text include when stable
54 Set Condensed Text include when stable
55 Set Extended Text include when stable
56 Pel Array include when stable 1

57 Set Indexed Color Response exclude 2

58 Set Direct Color Response exclude 2

Notes

:

1. This is substantially the same as the current CGM CELL ARRAY
except that compression techniques (CCITT Group 3 and Group
4, and LZW) are added. CGM binary encoded CELL ARRAY
already has some compression capabilities. These are being
used effectively in real world applications - NIST/NCSL has
seen raster images of 512x512, both index and direct color,
encoded in 30K-50K bytes. Given this fact, the Pel Array
may not be as high priority as some other items. This will
need to be coordinated closely with the X3H3 CGM experts,
who are working on Addendum 3 . This latter work is
including tiling capabilities such as those found in the ISO
8613/8 tiling addendum and in MIL-R-28002. The topic of
color compression needs some work as well.
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2 . The need for advanced color capabilities in MIL-D-28003 is
uncertain. It appears that the majority of use is going to
be for bi-level black & white or grayscale work.
Accordingly NIST/NCSL thinks these proposals can be assigned
lower priority.

In addition to the attribute selection capabilities of these
proposals the revised text functionality of MIL-D-28003A should:

1. allow in metafiles and mandate for interpreters the fonts
Helvetica, Times Roman, Courier or their metric equivalents.
These are copyrighted or trademarked names but virtually
every publishing system has the metric equivalent available.

2. define how to use the FONT LIST to name a font resource at
varying levels of specificity, from the capability to
unambiguously name a particular resource to the capability
to call out a class of fonts based on some attributes (e.g.,
state that any "serif bold" font will do)

.

3. define how to use the attributes of the above registration
proposals, within the body of the metafile, in combination
with the FONT LIST mechanism.

4. define how to use symbol and character sets that do not fit
well within the ISO 2022 model of character sets and
character set switching.

5. define for metafiles and interpreters how to specify
character codes for the dozen (approximately) character sets
needed to support IGES drawings and SGML fonts.

These topics were discussed at the Nashua meetings. Except for
the last two, detailed recommendations can now be prepared based
on existing material in registration, draft Addendum 3, and NIST
requirements studies.

3 . 7 Other Recommendations

3.7.1 Baseline Document

The original CGM standard was published in both a US version and
an ISO version. The US version is an ANSI standard ANS
X3. 122-1986. The ISO version is designated ISO 8632/1-4:1987.
They are identical except for document style and layout. The
ANSI document was adopted by FIPS PUB 128, which in turn is the
baseline document that is referenced in MIL-D-28003. X3H3 is
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currently working on getting domestic CGM work redesignated as an
"international project". By these procedures the main technical
work takes place in ISO committees with US participation. US
public review of the resulting milestone ISO documents is
automatic, as is the adoption of the final result as an ANSI
standard.

In reality this is exactly how work has been taking place for the
last several years. Giving the project this new designation will
mean that X3H3 does not have to have a US document editor to
revise the ISO document stylistically, and does not have to
conduct tedious parallel voting and review procedures. In the
end there will only be one document, an ISO document.

X3H3 intends X3. 122-1986 to be replaced by ISO 8632/1-4:1987 and
CGM Addendum 1 to be handled by the new procedures. NIST/NCSL
will be revising the FIPS designation of CGM to reflect this, but
will not do so until X3H3 has obtained formal approval. In the
interim:

Recommendation: MIL-D-28003 should be revised to point to the
appropriate ISO documents for CGM and addenda until they get FIPS
designations

.

3.7.2 METAFILE VERSION

The MIL-D-28003A will include some of the functionality of CGM
Addendum 1. Metafiles conforming to CGM Addendum 1, and using
new capabilities, will have a METAFILE VERSION value of 2 . The
original CGM is a proper subset of CGM Addendum 1 (proper
terminology is uncertain here - CGM Addendum 1, or
CGM-plus-Addendum-1

, or...). A legal ISO 8632:1987 metafile will
be a legal ISO 8632/AD. 1 : 1989 metafile. Such a file may have
METAFILE VERSION value of 1.

Recommendation: The Basic Values of METAFILE VERSION shall be
1 or 2

.

3.7.3 METAFILE DESCRIPTION substring

Metafiles corresponding to MIL-D-28003 must contain a substring
"MIL-D-28003/BASIC-1" (case insensitive) in the string of
METAFILE DESCRIPTION, to identify the metafile as a CALS
metafile. This requirement will need to be revised.

Recommendation: The METAFILE DESCRIPTION element shall
contain the substring "MIL-D-28003A/BASIC-1"

.
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3.7.4
Escape -302

The current Escape -302 is a device viewport, identical to a
function which will be adopted from CGM Addendum 1.

Recommendation: Remove Escape -302 from MIL-D-28003.3.7.5

An Additional Hatch Style

Registration proposal #59 defined an additional hatch style which
consists of a pattern of alternating dots. The proposal has been
accepted by X3H3

.

Recommendation: Include the hatch style of registration
proposal #59 in the Basic Set of MIL-D-28003A.
3.7.6

Text Precision & Append Text

The CGM standard allows TEXT PRECISION to be changed between
partial text strings which are appended. The intended results
are nearly impossible to figure out, and will be highly
implementation dependent. MIL-D-28003 should prohibit this.

Recommendation: The TEXT PRECISION element shall not occur
between non-final TEXT, RESTRICTED TEXT, or APPEND TEXT and
following APPEND TEXT in conforming basic metafiles.

3.7.7

Private Additions to Parameter Lists

Files have been encountered in which private parameters have been
added to parameter lists of elements. This occurs on elements
with fixed-length parameter lists, and the Parameter List Length
of the binary element header is adjusted appropriately to include
the private data. The CGM standard does not specifically
prohibit the practice, but there are ample indications that it
should not be legal. The Metafile Maintenance Rapporteur Group
is likely to rule that this is illegal. In the meantime:

Recommendation: The Parameter List Length of elements in
conforming basic metafiles shall be as indicated in the tables of
the CGM Binary Encoding (Part 3) ; in particular no private
parameters shall be added to elements.
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3.7.8
Use of Font Indices

One of the biggest impediments to predictable interchange is the
failure to define required font indices.

Recommendation: All font indices which are explicitly used in
the metafile shall be defined in the FONT LIST.3.7.9

Color vs. Black-and-White

The necessity of supporting a rich color model has been
questioned. Much technical publishing and engineering drawing
work needs no more than bi-level black & white, or multi-level
grayscale. It is uneconomic to force all CALS-compliant
suppliers to have full color capability.

Recommendation: MIL-D-28003A should have mechanisms and
structure so that full color, black & white, and grayscale
implementations are all recognized as conforming implementations.

Note: this is one aspect of a more general "levelling" or
"structuring" issue which is being raised now about CALS
conformance.

3.7.10

Temporal Priority

Many metafiles, particularly those coming from graphics arts
packages, assume that the recipient device is a "temporal
priority" device. This means that objects occurring later in the
file overlay and obscure objects occurring earlier in the file.
This assumption works fine on raster display monitors, raster
driven slide cameras, and various high quality plotters. But on
certain COM devices which are not driven from a frame buffer and
on pen plotters such as those sometimes used in drafting and
design this assumption causes problems. A descriptor element has
been proposed which would declare whether the file contents
assume temporal priority or not. There has not yet been a
concrete proposal for either registration or addendum 3

.

Recommendation: MIL-D-28003B should have an ESCAPE, which
occurs in the Metafile Descriptor, which declares whether
temporal priority is assumed for successful interpretation and/or
rendering of the file.
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3.7.11 I/O and Record Formats

MIL-D-28003 inherited from TOP certain specifications concerning
the size of records and tape blocks for metafiles. This
specification has been widely criticized. It does not appear to
belong in MIL-D-28003 itself, but is more properly dealt with at
the next higher level - MIL-STD-1840A - or left to supporting
data transport services in the computing support environment.

Recommendation: The record formatting specifications of
MIL-D-28003 should be removed, and the specifications of
MIL-STD-1840A ensured to be adequate for successful interchange
over the specified media.

3.7.12 Levels and Structuring

It is now becoming clear that it will not be economic for the
CALS program to force conformance of all suppliers to all
possible specifications in the second version of the profile,
MIL-D-28003A. There are two particular areas where this is true:
color vs monochrome; and character set, glyph collection, font
support. By example, a system which is designed to handle the
equivalent of IGES engineering drawings should be required to
carry the full color capability and dozen SGML glyph collections
that a high quality technical illustration system might have to
support. To force conformance of all suppliers to all possible
specifications will unnecessarily force up the government's
acquisition costs for the components to implement CALS systems.
However, any leveling or structuring must be designed clearly and
minimally so that it does not require technical expertise for
procurement officers to specify in contracts what is needed in a
system.

Recommendation: MIL-D-28003A should have some minimal
packaging, levelling, or structuring to account for the different
application requirements that are all being addressed by CGM.

This aspect of the revision will be addressed in FY90.

4. The Presentation Problem

A potential interchange problem was raised in a series of
communications early in FY89. These communications were between
members of the CALS Industry Standards Working Group. The
problem can be summarized as a "presentation problem." Briefly
the issue is: how are the separate contents, such as CGM
illustrations, IGES drawings, etc., assembled and positioned
within viewports in the complete document?
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During this fiscal year, the NIST/NCSL representative began to
contact people in the working group who are interested in the
problem and are addressing it. Results are incomplete at this
time. Progress on this question will be entirely dependent upon
the pace of an ad hoc group which has been set up to investigate
it, and which has not yet met.

Recommendation: The work of this ad hoc group should be
tracked in FY90 and any implications for the profile should be
accounted for in MIL-D-28003A.

5 . Future Work

The recommendations of this report should be implemented in FY90
by:

1. by following the appropriate work in the standards and
registration bodies;

2. producing draft text for MIL-D-28003A;

In addition, the CALS/TOP reconciliation and consolidation should
continue to be pursued at the technical level once agreement is
established at the administrative level.
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6. Glossary

AFNOR The French equivalent of ASC X3H3

.

ANS American National Standard, the final
stage in the ANSI pipeline, nothing
remains but possibly the printing.

ASC X3H3 Accredited Standards Committee X3H3 , the
ANSI accredited committee responsible
for computer graphics standards in the
US.

BSI British Standards Institute, the British
equivalent of ASC X3H3

.

CGEM Computer Graphics Extended Metafile, a
set of addenda and extensions to CGM,
being processed by ISO, currently
nearing DP stage.

CGI Computer Graphics Interface, another
ANSI/ISO standards project, currently at
the 2nd DP stage. CGI is an interface
standard which exists about at the level
of the CGM in the graphics reference
model (device level) . CGI is an
interactive (input) and highly extended
and enriched interface specification,
whereas CGM has output-only
functionality (for picture definition)
and is a picture description protocol (a
graphical database) . CGI embeds CGM
output functionality as a subset.

CGM Computer Graphics Metafile, ANSI
standard X3. 122-1986 and ISO standard
ISO 8632/1-4 1987.

DAD Draft Addendum, the same as DIS, but for
an addendum as opposed to a standalone
project.

DIN The German equivalent of ASC X3H3

.
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DIS Draft International Standard, the
project stage in the ISO pipeline after
DP. The technical content of the
project is supposedly highly stable and
it is expected that IS text can be
produced subsequent to processing the
DIS ballot results.

DP Draft Proposal, the second stage in the
ISO processing pipeline. After national
bodies have commented on the WD, it is
altered and refined and then registered
as a DP. Another round of ballot and
comment takes place on the DP.

GDP Generalized Drawing Primitive, a CGM
element which is a catch-all for
geometric primitives which are not
standardized in the CGM standard itself.
These are private or user defined
primitives. GDPs also may be submitted
for graphical registration.

GKS Graphical Kernel System, an application
programmer interface to computer
graphics, now an ANSI and ISO standard.

GKSM A metafile for use with GKS. One was
proposed in non-standard Annex E of GKS.
Work on it was deferred in favor of CGM,
and now of extended CGM (CGEM)

.

Graphical Registration A process by which private geometric
primitives (GDPs such as Pel Array)

,

private control functions (ESCAPES such
as Set Dash), and private types (e.g., a
private line type) is given a fixed
identifier and entered in a central ISO
register. The item thereby becomes
accessible in a uniform manner to all
users, and can be thought of as having
"semi-standard” status.

IS International Standard, the final stage
in the ISO pipeline, nothing remains but
possibly the printing.

ISO TC97/SC21/WG2 The predecessor to SC24 (prior to
December 1987)

.
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ISO/IEC JTC1/8C24

MRG

PDAD

PHIGS

WD

WG3

X3H3.3

International Standards Organization,
Joint Technical Committee 1, Standing
Committee 24, the international
counterpart to X3H3

.

Metafile Rapporteur Group, the sub-group
of WG3 responsible for CGM maintenance
and CGM extensions.

Proposed Draft Addendum, the same as DP,
but for an addendum as opposed to a
stand alone project.

Programmers Hierarchical Interactive
Graphics System, an application programmer
interface to computer graphics, with 3D,
structure hierarchy, etc. , meant to be
highly dynamic. It is nearly completed
as an ANSI and ISO standard.

Working Draft, the first complete draft
of a proposed ISO standard, the starting
document for subsequent work and review.

The working group of SC24 responsible for
standards work in metafiles and
device-level interfaces, i.e., CGM and
CGI.

The subcommittee of X3H3
responsible for CGM and CGI.

that is
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Attachment 1

:

Liaison Documents to TOP
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4 August 1989

Mr. Kem Hardman
Boeing Computer Services
P.O. Box 24346
Seattle, WA 98124

Dear Kern,

I'm writing in my capacity as a CALS consultant on maintenance and
extension of MIL-D-28003, the CALS application profile of CGM. I'd
like to follow up on our conversation at NCGA, when we discussed how
to maintain consistency between the MAP/TOP and CALS application
profiles. To summarize that conversation: we concluded that
maintenance of separate and complete documents for the TOP CGM AP
and the CALS CGM AP (MIL-D-28003 ) no longer appears desirable.

This is not to say
.
that the APs should be identical . That should

only be the case if our respective user communities are identical
and have identical requirements. We have not concluded that to be
the case. However, our respective user communities are very
similar, and we did conclude that where their functional
requirements overlapped, then the AP specifications pertaining to
those requirements should be identical. In other words, one AP
might contain capabilities or specifications that the other does not
contain and does not intend to contain, but where the APs overlap
they should be identical.

We have really had this goal from the beginning, as the CALS
community reviewed and participated in the specification of the TOP
profile, and vice-versa. We have not quite realized our goal. This
is probably inevitable given our distinct processing methods, review
procedures and timetables. In these circumstances it is inherently
difficult to maintain two complete documents and keep them identical
in overlapping areas.

There are a two practical possibilities for maintaining a single
document. The first: we could try to encapsulate the APs of the TOP
and CALS communities as distinct specifications in the single
document. The second: we could write the document to specify the
"larger" AP and have the second AP be a "delta document" against the
complete document.

From a procedural point of view, the second approach appears most
likely to achieve our goals. The principle reason is that it allows
the two communities to continue to have their autonomous review
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cycles and procedures, and at the same time it ensures that the
profiles stay highly compatible because there is ever only one
complete document.

At this point the CALS AP appears to be the larger AP, i.e., it has
more specifications and restrictions, and has added more
functionality as well. From our conversations, it appears that
likely that this will continue to be true. We ainticipate that the
CALS AP will be ammended in the next year or so to add
specifications from CGM Addendum 1, from Graphical Registration,
etc-

If we agree to this approach, MIL-D-28003 would become the base
document for both the CALS AP and the TOP AP. The current TOP AP
would be replaced by a document that points to MIL-D-28003, and
specifies changes, deletions, and limitations. The TOP community
would participate in the revision of the base document by forwarding
new requirements to CALS, and proposed ammendments to the CALS AP
would be circulated to the TOP community for review and comment.
When MIL-0-28003 is ammended then the TOP community would decide how
and when to revise its profile to be based on the new common
docximent. This should work smoothly, particularly as we both have a
strong goal of keeping the revised profiles bac3cwardly compatible
with previous versions.

The question that we must now address is: how do we implement this?
I think there are two steps: firstly, we reaffirm that, we intend to
proceed in this way; secondly, the TOP AP would be replaced with a
new document which points to the MIL-D-28003 document.

I think having an exact list of differences between the current
version of the two APs would help in both steps: it will let you
evaluate the implications of making the change; and it will give you
the basic "raw material" for writing the delta document.
Accordingly, I have reviewed and compared both documents and
produced a list of differences of substance. The list is enclosed.
For each list item, I have included a brief assessment of
implications for TOP — whether the item seems like a good idea in
general or is really CALS-specific.

Could you please, at your earliest convenience, get in touch and
give me your current thoughts on the matter, and your ideas on how
best to proceed? I think this is something that we should be able
to take care of fairly easily, with beneficial results for our two
closely related user communities.

Sincerely yours.

Lofton R. Henderson
President, Henderson Software
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CALS/TOP Assessment

Differences between the TOP and CALS
Application Profiles

1. The Metafile Description element in TOP contains the substring
TOP/BASIC-1, whereas in CALS it contains the substring
MIL-D-2a003/BASIC-l. Assessment: both TOP and CALS should keep
their unique sxibstrings to identify the profile.

2. The Metafile Description element in CALS is required to have a
substring identifying the source (company and product) . In TOP
this is only a suggestion. Assessment: experience has shown id
information to be very valuable. It should be valuable for TOP.

3. TOP allows interpreters to use only the Hershey fonts for
rendering pictures. CALS allows the use of any font which is
"metrically identical" to a requested Hershey font. Assessment:
the CALS specification is fomulated to give identical results,
metrically, to the TOP, and it does give implementors more
freedom and the option of producing better quality. Its
adoption should be seriously considered for TOP.

4. CALS has added a number of additional line types and hatch
styles for engineering applications. Assessment: CALS
identified a requirement for these. TOP has not identified such
a requirement, and so might well eliminate these for the TOP AP.

5. CALS has specified two conformance levels for interpreters
(Publication Level and Draft Level) , whereas TOP specified only
one. Assessment: The two levels arose in CALS as a result of
considering the implications of forcing all interpreters to
implement the profile fully, for complete uniformity ' and
predictability. This would essentially mean: no fallbac3cs, no
monochrome interpreters, etc. For publication this is in fact
required. For development it seemed excessive, amd would make
all interpreters more expensive and resource intensive. CALS
thinks that the distinction is a useful one. TOP should
consider having this specification.

6. CALS and TOP differ somewhat on their reference to Annex D. CALS
goes into more detail, and makes distinctions based on Draft
Level versus Publication Level. TOP doesn't define conformance
level precisely (does it intend something more like Publication
or Draft? It appears the former) , and which fallbacJcs of Annex D
are allowed is not completely clear. Assessment: The intent
appears to be the same. The effective specification perhaps
would be identical if the APs both had the seune conformance
level structure. If TOP adopts the two-level structure, the
references could be identical. If not, then the TOP AP would

Lofton Henderson 4 August 1989
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CALS/TOP Assessment:

need its own Aiinex D reference, which presumably wouj.d be a
clarification of the current one.

7. There is a note in CALS suggesting that the first three elements
of the metafile be, in order, Metafile Version, Metafile Element
List, and Metafile Description. This apparently will not be a
feature of CGM Addendum 1 as originally anticipated, but is
still thought to be useful. Assessment: it is useful, and in
its current form of a non-binding suggestion should not cause
any problems for TOP.

8. In CALS the behavior of the Device Viewport escape has been
clarified and brought into alignment witii the specifications of
ISO CGI and the ISO CGM Addendum 1. It is not clear whether this
is slightly different from what is intended in TOP or simply a
more precise statement of the same requirement. Assessment: we
assume the latter, and so this should not be objectionable to
TOP.

9. The maximum string length is 256 in CALS and 254 in TOP. 256 is
somewhat of an arbitrary choice, being based around some
perceived limitations of popular computer systems. However some
systems actually cannot go longer than 255. The longest string
expressable in a short-format CGM binary text string is 254.
Assessment: there does not seem to be any requirement for 256
over 254 ; compatibility between TOP and CALS should pertain in
this case.

10. The Basic values of Trsmsparency in CALS have been limited to
the single value 1 (on) . The effects of this element in CGM
itself are described as device dependent for the value 0 (off) .

Assessment: no requirments for value 0 (off) have been stated,
amd a lot of experience has failed to reveal a single usage of
the feature in practice. Value 0 (off) should be eliminated
from the Basic Set.

11. CALS has dropped the requirement that the Metafile Descriptor
contain the Character Set List element listing (0,4/1) and
(1,4/2). The vast majority of applications will simply use
ASCII, and that is the default, so announcing the requirement
for the other set is misleading. Assessment: it is thought that
this TOP specification was intended to effectively require that
interpreters support both sets. This is already achieved by the
table in 6.2. 6.2. Since it presents misleading information to
the recipient of the metafile, TOP should drop the
specification.

12 . TOP says all Color Taible elements must appear before the first
graphical primitives. CALS now says that they just must appear
before they are first used by a primitive or attribute.

Lofton Henderson 4 August 1989

.
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CALS/TOP Assessment

Assessment: the effect (preventing color dynamics) is the same
but the CALS specification is easier for many applications and
generators to implement; TOP should have this specification.

13 . The previous distinction applies to Pattern Tadsle elements as
well. Assessment: same.

14. There is no requirement for color index definition in the
metafile in TOP. CA^ now requires that either all indexes which
are used in a metafile be defined, or none be defined. The case
of having some indexes which are used be defined and some not
defined is prohibited. Assessment: experience in the NCGA
Integrate demos has shown that partial definition of color
indices is a real contributor to unpredictable and sometimes
inexplicable results. For the goal of interoperability TOP
should have this specification.

15. The TOP AP defines the default Color Table for interpreters to
be a cyclic repetition of the colors Red, Green, Blue, Yellow,
Magenta, Cyan, Black, White, starting at index 2. Indexes 0 and
1 are left undefined. In the default case CALS now specifies
the same table except that index 0 is defined to be white and
index 1 black. CALS allows these two to be swapped in Draft
Level inte^reters. Assessment: the reasons for this
specification are the seime as the reasons for the previous
specification. For predictable interchange TOP should have this
specification.

16. CALS has added an Escape element. Implicit Color Table, with
Escape Indicator -303. This element allows a generator to
specify how interpreters are to initialize their color tables.
One option is "none", which means the interpreter is to use its
native color capabilities as best it can and initialize its
color table accordingly. The other two options are shorthands
for selecting one of two useful initialization schemes — the
first is the "cyclic" scheme (the default for the AP) , and the
second is a uniform sampling of the RGB color cube. Assessment:
this was thought to be a useful feature in CALS; TOP should
assess whether it is useful for its constituency.

17. CALS has defined how metafile color requests should be mapped by
Draft Level interpreters when the output device is only capable
of two levels (foreground and background) . Assessment: this
removes an ambiguity. Some implementations have made bad
choices here. The specification improves interoperability, so
should be useful to TOP.

18. CALS specifies what shall be the clipping limits in all cases.
Assessment: this removes a CGM ambiguity and improves
interoperability, so should be useful to TOP.

Lofton Henderson
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GALS/TOP Assessment

19. CALS specifies that line types and edge types shall be continued
across interior vertices of a polyline or polygon. Assessment:
this removes a CGM ambiguity and improves interoperability, so
should be useful to TOP.

20. In CALS, at Publication Level all text must be rendered at
stroke precision. In TOP, all metafiles must have an item in
the Metafile Defaults Replacement which sets text precision to
stroke. Assessment: it is thought that the CALS specification
achieves what was intended by the TOP specification (but which
is not achieved, because the default can be circumvented by an
explicit precision setting in the picture body)

.

21. The TOP document has some description of generation and
interpretation of metafile from a system architecture
standpoint. Assessment: there is no problem with this remaining
in TOP if CALS is used as the base document for TOP.

22. CALS has a specification that the character set selected shall
be representable in the font selected. Assessment: this is not
achieved in either CALS or TOP now, because Hershey cannot
represent complete ASCII; it is nonetheless a desirable goal and
should be stated.

23. CALS has a section correcting known errors in the CGM standard.
Assessment: this is useful to all CGM users.

24. TOP and CALS both say that Metafile Defaults Replacement shall
not be partitioned. TOP further says that no element within MDR
shall be partitioned. Assessment: CALS should say this as
well. It will be put into the next revision. TOP should keep
the specification.

25 . TOP has a section on metafile transfer using FTAM and MHS

.

Assessment: this was not appropriate for the current CALS
environment. There is no problem with TOP retaining the
specification.

Lofton Henderson
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•DRAFT-

"USER COLLABORATION: A Proposal to improve the Efficiency of Information Technology

Standards Selection for Government and Industry*

Prepared for Or. M. McGrath, Director, CALS Office

by the MAP/TOP Division of The Information Technology Requirements Council

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The voluntary standards process in the United States has been changing over the last

several years. One of the more noticeable changes has been the involvement of the user

community in what has been a vendor dominated activity. This user push is based on

user requirements to apply information technology to a^ieve competitive advantage in a

world market The government as a user shares the same need as industry. Both groups

need to be able to easiiy share useful information electronically within and between

organizations on a global scale. Both groups need solutions that are cost effective, that

can evolve to meet chartging needs and that will preserve the existing investment made in

computing equipment and applications software. This cannot be done without the

acceleration of strategic standards. There is a genuine concern today that the United

States is falling behind Europe and Japan in developing and promoting the use of

international standards.

Today, there exists two or more separate processes for this user push. One process

focuses on industry users, the others on the governments needs. This paper proposes a

collaboration of government and industry to pursue the mutual objectives of the

information technology "user*.
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BACKGROUND

SInca tha eariy '80*s, the United States voluntary standards process for information

technology starxfards has been changing. A number of issues provided the catalyst for

these changes.

The development of base standards was vendor dominated. Users and user

requirements were noticeably absent in the process.

The government, both civilian and military agendas were being pushed by

congress to use the voluntary industry standards instead of developing their own.

The development cyde for standards and for conforming products took way too

long.

Products developed to these base standards frequently dd not work together.

(x.2§ is a good example).

The changes that began to o^r as a result of these issues are for the most part, very

positive.

Ngg. new NlSTJnitiated a series of workshops to provide an open forum for

vendor implementation agreements. These agreements • the refining of a stable

base standard • were a necessary step if ^mpat&le products were to be built.

The MAP/TQP User Gfoup was formed. The primary objective of this multi»

industry user group is to accelerate the availability of Information technology

standards based products that meet real user needs. Activities Indude a
consensus based process to define core sets of user requirements, carry forward

those requirements into appropriate activities, induding the NIST agreements

process, and document the final results in spedfications that can be used to

procure systems that meet the established requirements.

co/nmenf: Various forms have been used to define this user process: profiling,

tailoring, and flavoring are ait terms used to mean the reduction of a general base
standard into a more impiementabie specification.

The CorsQfgtionJQiLjOpen Systems (COS) was established to develop the tests

ne^ssary for testing and certifying products that are compliant to the standard

spedfications.

The Govemmem QSI User Gfoup was formed under the auspices of the Department

of Commer^. This group generally performs a similar set of functions as
MARrrOF for file government The specification produced becomes a Federal

Information Frocesslng Standard that is used aa a procurement spedficatlon. The
otrrent version GOSIF. version 1, FIPS 14$ is a compatible subset of the

MAPn’OP spedficatlon work.

The DQD CALS Pfooram was initiated as a major program by the Department of

Defense. This activity is broader in s(^pe than MAP/TOP and GOSIP bemuse it

covers areas beyond the one of accelerating standards confisrming products. CALS
is intended to accelerate the use of electronic information exchange between
military agendas and their suppliers and comractors. One aspect of the CALS
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prag^ does focus on the documentation of MILSPEC standards for data

imerchange, again a tailoring of a base standard to meet the military agency user

requirements. In addition, CALS will use FIPS 146 to define the network

products and application services to exchange information in the formats

specified by the CALS interchange standards.

Parallel Aetivitles

The MAP/TOP activity, the GOSiP activity, and parts of the CALS activity ail have

common elements

All three are user driven activities.

Ail focus on the use of information technology standards produced by the

voluntary standards process.

All groups define user requirements, or assume a knowledge of user

requirements, tailor or profile base standards to meet those requirements, and

document the results in specifications used to procure systems.

All groups are attempting to accelerate the availability of compliant products.

Currant Benefits

The results of ail of these activities, NIST, MAP/TOP, COS^ GOSIP, and CALS, are

positive. The output of all three user group activities, are reasonably consistent. User

input is made into the standards process arxl the agreements process. Output of the

agreements process is the basis for the user specifications, and a trial test activity is

underway with a good start on the tests necessary to certify products as MAP, TOP and
GOSIP compliant

THE PROBLEM

From a user perspective, the current parallel user activities present some* problems.

1 ) Because there are three separate groups, each establishing requirements and
publishing specifications, few vendors or users not involved in all the processes

understand that the work is complementary and compatible • at least today. The
result of this confusion is product delay. Vendors doni know which specifications

to use and users doni know what to buy.

2 ) There is no established process to keep future work aligned.

3 ) The process is inefficient. Multiple committees are addressing the same issues,

schedules are dfferent and extra steps are inserted in the process to harmonize

the results and make them technically consistent

4 ) The multiple committee process forces skills dilution affecting the quality of the

output.

5 ) While the MAP/TOP committees are open to everyone and all work is distributed

for comment the government specification development is done in dosed
committee with only the final work published for comment. This difference in

process makes 'harmonizing" difficult.
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6 ) Worst of all, as users we are not leveraging and pushing the market the way we
would as a combined force. As a unified effort, products would be available faster

and at lower cost to everybody.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

The proposed solution consists of three areas of collaboration: planning, spedfication

development, and joint promotion.

Planning

Each group has one or more activities planning new work items in the information

technology standards area. This planning appears to tpe done on a yearly basis. To
improve the process, a recommended logical first step is to form a joint planning

activity which would meet at least annually.

Each group would come prepared with its work items

Work would be split into common activities and organization unique activities.

The schedules for common activities would be reoonclied.

Shared committees would be formed, to address common activities identified.

Each organization would pursue their unique activities independently.

Sneeifteatfen Development
The joint or shared committees would:

Compile requirements to meet needs of government and industry.

Identify any special requirements that would prevent development of cost

effective products • hopefuily these are a few isolated cases.

Reach agreement on how special requirements are to be handled.

Carry forward consolidated requirements into other appropriate forums.

Develop common text to be used in ail specifications.

Distribute agreed upon common text to be used in all specifications for public

comment and review. This can be done in one of two ways:

1 ) Each group conducts indepen^nt comment and review process.

2 ) A combined comment and review process is used.

Modify text based on valid comments.

Each group would then proceed to publish specifications using their normal procedures
and processes, using common text and cross-referencing each other.
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PfomotloH
In ord^ 10 insura ttiat maximum benefit and impact is achieve 1, joint promotion should

be planned. Activtties could include:

joint press releases

shared sessions at conferences

cross-reference other groups activities whenever possible

hold joint conferences

hold joint demonstrations

Jointly publish papers and articles

ADMINISTHATION OF JOINT ACTIVmES

The options for hosting these joint activities are several.

NIST
OCO
nrc
MAP/TOP
others

rmc was established to promote the partnering of govemmern and industry in the

pursuit of the basic objective that all three of the groups under discussion share today •

the acceleration of the development and acceptance of information technology standards

and the availability of a wide choice of tested and compliant products that meet user

requirements.

ITHC is therefore recommended as the organization to administer this process. However,

any reasonable alternative that effectively addresses the problems outlined in this paper

would be acceptable.

RESULTS

If this proposal is acted upon, the results would be:

A dramatic acceleration of the availability of products that conform to

information technology standards.

Better choice of products for all users

improved reliability and compatibility

Better functionality

Lower cost

Biminatlon of the currem confusion that government and industry are

independently converging on different sets of standards.
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Ajnore efficient process to assure compatible products that meet all user

requirements

Elimination of duplicate committees

Better utilization of scarce resources to pursue user goals

Elimination of extra steps to 'harmonize* results of parallel processes

More cost-effective, timely approach to accomplish shared goals.

A collaboration that will encoui^e other United States users to join this process

instead of starting up new activities which will create additional confusion.

A partnership that will allow the United States to more effectively leverage its

interests in international standards development and allow us to more effectively

compete in the world community.
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1

.

INTRODUCTION

This is the final report for FY89 in support of CALS SOW Task
4.1.4, which states: Continue to define CGM extensions needed to
support CALS. Support identified extensions through the
registration process.

This task was further subdivided into four subtasks as specified
below:

1. Lines and Hatches:

Define requirements for lines, hatches and text font
usage to support automated publications. Identifica-
tion of requirements will be based on applicable MIL-
STD's and existing commercial practice.

2 . Text

:

Develop and define a new text Graphical Display
Primitive (GDP) and associated escapes (to implement
attributes) that can fully implement the portions of
the model of ISO DP 9541 which are appropriate for
graphics standards. Extensions to the "CGM
Environment" compatible with the ISO font description
and transfer work shall also be developed.

3 . Named Items and Symbol Libraries

:

Develop extensions to CGM to define collections of
graphical primitives as macros or symbols.

4. Sponsorship of Registration Proposals:

Negotiate any required changes with the X3H3 committee.
Following ASC X3H3 approval, sponsor each proposal
through the ISO registration process, responding as
necessary to requests for changes and clarification.
For previously proposed items, continue support through
the registration process.

1 . 1 Progress to date

In the area of CGM lines and hatches, no additional requirements
for specific lines or hatches were generated during this fiscal
year. This report provides the rationale used to develop the
previously defined user-defined line styles and defines the
requirements for a user-defined hatch style. A registration
proposal is included for a general fill that can meet the needs
of a "user-defined hatch." This report also identifies the need
for support for closed figures. Since Closed Figure support is
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included in CGM Addendum 1, no additional proposals were
developed, as those in Addendum 1 are suitable for CALS use.

In the area of text, this report provides extensive analysis and
requirements development. A phased approach is taken, with both
near term and future strategies being considered. The
relationship of text font to character set is explained and the
difficulty of registering new character sets is described. The
naming of "fonts" is described and various approaches to what
should be "named" are compared and the difficulties described.
The architecture derived is a significant contribution towards
achieving compatible usage of font resources among various
presentation processes (including CGM-based computer graphics
systems, SPDL, ODA, and SGML systems) . No CGM extensions are
proposed in the area.

In the area of named items and symbol libraries this report
develops a set of requirements and provides extensive analysis of
competing approaches. As with text, a phased approach is taken,
with both near term and future strategies being considered. The
approach taken is compatible, in the long run, with the approach
to text. It will allow the eventual definition of font and
symbol resources that are compatible as possible.

In the area of sponsorship of registration proposals the work
done is described. There were a set of comments on previous
proposals that were "referred back to the proposer," and changes
to these proposals based on the comments have been made. At the
Nashua X3H3 meeting (25-29 September 89) modifications to a
previous set of proposals that allowed them to pass X3H3 ballot
were agreed on. The final versions of these modifications are
also included here.

1.2 CGM Extension Philosophy

There are several important assumptions that compose the
philosophy of CGM extensions. These have been implicit in the
CALS work to date, but should be formally documented to help
others understand this work. These assumptions are:

1) Whenever possible, adopt extensions directly from other
standards or de-facto standards that reflect
predominant commercial practice. This includes
adopting flawed and non-optional solutions where
operability is not degraded and compatibility is
enhanced.

2) Any CALS CGM should be interpretable by a non-CALS
system in a predictable way.
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3) Invention of new primitives and concepts should be
avoided if an existing CGM element's meaning can be
reasonably modified to meet CALS requirements. (This
maximizes the extent to which non-CALS interpreters can
interpret CALS CGM files.)

4) Make only the minimal extensions required for CALS
rather than more general ones useful to other
application areas.

2. LINES AND HATCHES

Based on review of MIL-STDs in hand and commercial practice, no
additional specific line styles or hatch styles have been able to
be identified as required for CALS, other than the user-defined
hatch style as defined below.

Several "line-types" have been identified as needed in what
appear to be a limited number of cases in drawings constructed
according to various MIL-STDs. Since there are not enough
examples of CALS document practice to judge the universality of
many of these, the approach adopted has been to implement those
of them that cannot be done with the existing user-defined line
type proposal by using a closed figure construct. A further
argument against registering additional lines and hatches at this
time is that the arguments for them derive primarily from
engineering drawing exchange, not technical illustration exchange
format. The CGM is not yet an allowable exchange format for
engineering drawings in CALS. For this reason, a set of
additional graphical constructs are defined below that are needed
CGM extensions to meet CALS requirements. These are adopted from
CGM Addendum 1.

2.1 General Approach to "Hatches"

For reasons explained in previous CALS reports, NIST/NCSL has
adopted an approach of meeting CALS requirements for treatment of
the interiors of filled objects by slightly extending the concept
of "hatch" to allow irregular fills. Although the ANSI X3H3
committee was convinced of the appropriateness of this approach,
US delegates were not able to convince their ISO counterparts at
the ISO level registration meeting held earlier this year.
Consequently, several proposals for hatch styles were not
accepted for registration. These were essential for CALS use.
Fortunately, they are already part of the CALS CGM AP
(Mil-D-28003) .

No change in the approach is planned for several reasons:
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1) The ISO objections were based on a narrow
interpretation of the definition "hatch" as defined in
GKS.

2) The only alternative to expanding the definition of
hatch is to define a new "interior style" different
from the presently allowed hollow, solid, pattern,
hatch, and empty. This is difficult to do by
registration alone since the list of interior styles
cannot itself be extended through registration.
Nonetheless, a set of registration proposals is being
submitted with this report to allow a general fill.
The requirements to be satisfied with "extended hatch"
can be met, although not optionally, with this general
fill. It is included to meet certain technical
illustration requirements that cannot be met with
predefined, registered hatch patterns.

3) In the long term new Application Programmer Interface
standards (such as revisions to GKS and PHIGS) and CGM
extensions work is expected to validate the need for a
new alternative interior style treatment. This style
could be added to the list of allowable interior
styles, or the concept of hatch could be extended.

2-2 User-defined "Hatch" Style

It is evident that there are special circumstances where there
will be areas whose interiors must be "filled" with a more or
less regular graphical "pattern." The more common of these have
been previously identified and proposed for registration. Less
common and more specialized ones are needed nonetheless,
especially in technical illustrations, and some mechanism must be
found for accommodating them. Since resulting drawings are not
revisable, these interior treatments cannot be "rendered" by
drawing them with individual graphical primitives. This is
because the primitive scale is the drawing. A further argument
for their use is the additional compactness that results from
describing a repeating graphical "pattern" only once.

It takes only a brief review of the hatch styles thus far
proposed for registration to realize that no restrictions can be
placed on the allowable graphical primitives that can define the
"pattern" in such a filled area. In particular, allowing only
traditional straight lines in such a user-defined hatch is not
adequate. Similarly, raster-like patterns are inadequate. What
is required is a concept similar to what Page Description
Languages (PDLs) call "ink," whereby a "picture" can be drawn
using any valid operators and repeated on a regular basis
throughout the area to be- filled. Consequently the Generalized
Fill escape proposed with this report will allow any valid
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picture to be used as its "fill pattern." Existing reference
points and sizing information for fill patterns can be used to
place and size the filling picture.

2.3 Other Required Graphical Elements

Several graphical elements are required both to allow
user-defined edges and lines and to meet requirements identified
for defining closed figures by composite curves. All of these
can be based on elements defined in the CGI, so little
controversy is expected over their definitions. During the last
year, CGM Addendum 1, which incorporates these CGI facilities,
has advanced far enough so that adopting the following elements
into the CALS AP can be recommended rather than submitting
duplicate proposals through the registration process:

1) BEGIN FIGURE
2 )

END FIGURE
3 ) CONNECTING EDGE
4) NEW REGION

These escapes are used to construct closed figures as follows.
BEGIN FIGURE starts the accumulation. Subsequent graphical
drawing primitives or GDPs (not the limited set allowed in the
CGI proposal) are accumulated into the figure. This process is
stopped by an END FIGURE escape. The CONNECTING EDGE escape
controls whether edges are drawn connecting subsequent primitives
that might not otherwise connect. The NEW REGION escape causes
the sub-figure being accumulated to be closed and a new
sub-figure to be started.

In addition NIST/NCSL does not perceive requirements for clipping
to arbitrary regions within CALS. A general user-defined "fill"
can create most, if not all, the graphical effects that clipping
to arbitrary regions can achieve. In the remaining cases, (if
any) the burden is best placed on the generator to perform the
clipping, rather than on all interpreters. The generating system
must already be able to do this kind of clipping since it must
"preview" the CGM files or the local drawings they are derived
from. There are further important arguments for a generalized
"fill" over clipping to arbitrary boundaries:

a) Interpreters that cannot clip to arbitrary boundaries
would get a very wrong picture, with the objects being
clipped spilling over onto other areas; in the
generalized fill approach, the correct objects would
still be drawn and appropriate defaults could cause it
to still look about right.
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b) Usually it is not desirable to have the "insides" of
arbitrary filled areas transform as the picture is
revised; the "clipping to arbitrary boundaries
approach" cannot prevent this.

2 . 4 Color Support

Some color models, such as CMYK, are device and printing
process-dependent. (The amount of "K", usually "black", that is
applied depends on printer ink characteristics and on mechanical
or physical reasons. "K" is used to achieve highly saturated
areas of black, in lieu of more expensive cyan, (C)

,

yellow (Y)

,

and magenta (M) inks, or to prevent paper from getting too wet.)
Therefore they are not suitable for device-independent
interchange. Others, such as CIE models, provide a degree of
precision and device-independence that is pointless for CALS
applications, and can be avoided (for CALS purposes) by simply
using calibrated exchange based on an RGB model. Besides, most
CALS technical illustrations will be monochrome or gray-level.

Industry practice today is to exercise precise color control only
for final form documents and then only as represented in four
color separates and only within a single system. The following
typical list of steps shows the nature of the complex,
device-dependent processing involved:

1) Producing three separate RGB bitmaps representing the
picture.

2) Transforming these bitmaps through a complex,
system-dependent process into CMYK bitmaps. These
transforms correct for:

a) device calibration;
b) different color gamuts in the display and printing

devices

;

c) gray balance, gray component replacement, and
production of a black separate.

3) Production of a Cromalin proof (hard-) copy from the
separates to provide to the printer.

Therefore, support for additional colour models is not required.
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3. TEXT

There are many issues to address in extending the CGM to support
the text requirements for CALS. After providing necessary
background information and reiterating the text requirements
developed previously, these issues are defined and addressed in
turn. The major issues are:

1) What character sets are required for CALS?

2) How should character sets be associated with the glyphs
in a font?

3) What should the contents of a "font list" be?

4) What "names" should be registered for fonts?

5) What extensions, if any, are needed to the CGM text
model to support use of DIS 9541 font resources?

6) To what extent should font substitution information be
supported in the CGM?

7) Are user-defined fonts required? If so, what approach
should be taken?

Subsequent paragraphs below address each of these issues in turn.

3 - 1 Introduction

This subsection provides a condensed version of background
information from standards in the areas of computer graphics,
codes and character sets, and office systems. Knowledge of this
material is necessary to understand the concepts presented
elsewhere in this report. Throughout, standards are referred to
by their ISO rather than ANSI or FIPS designators. Most of the
indicated standards have, or will have, both ANSI and FIPS
counterparts

.

3.1.1 Codes and Character Sets

The first standard concerning coded character sets was ISO
646-1973. It defined a basic 7 bit character set designed to be
specialized for national use by assigning country-specific values
to certain national symbols, such as the currency symbol. ANSI
X3. 4-1977 specialized ISO 646 for US use as the familiar "ASCII"
character set. ISO 2022-1986 defined an extensible framework
whereby both 7 and 8 bit character sets could be built from
smaller components called "C" sets and "G" sets of 94 or 96
characters ("C" for control and "G" for graphic)

.
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These C and G sets can be switched in and out of the active code
table through a process known, as code extension. In this
technique, each C set or G set is identified by a unique escape
sequence. Escape sequences can be registered in the
International Register of Coded Character Sets to be Used with
Escape Sequences or can have a privately-understood meaning. For
example, the ASCII "G" set is invoked as the primary graphics
character set (called the GO set) by the sequence "ESC 02/08
04/02." Appendix A contains the descriptions of both the ASCII
character sets and the Latin alphabet No. 1 character sets from
this register.

More recently, ISO 6937-1983 has consolidated previous standards
and defined general techniques for the use of coded character
sets in text communication. Among the subsequent standards based
on 6937 is ISO 8859 which defines 8-bit single byte coded graphic
character sets. Part 1 of ISO 8859 defines Latin alphabet No. 1

by consolidating the two G sets from ISO 64 6 and the registered
version of Latin alphabet No. 1. Appendix A contains a copy of
the pages of ISO 8859-1 that define Latin alphabet No. 1.

The codes and character sets in all computer graphic standards
today are based on the above standards. These standards and the
coding techniques embodied in them were developed by ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC2 and are based largely on telecommunication requirements.
They are less than adequate for describing and coding typographic
quality text.

ISO 8879 (SGML) takes a somewhat different approach to character
sets. Beyond use of a subset of the basic "ASCII" characters
(referred to by their decimal equivalents in Figure 1 of ISO
8879) additional "character entity sets" are defined in Appendix
A. Also an ISO 646/ISO 2022 "multicode" structure allows the use
of standard GO and G1 national character sets.

3-1.2 DIS 9541, Font Information Interchange, and ISO 10036,
Procedures for Registration of Glyph and Glyph Collection
Identifiers

These standards define an alternative scheme for dealing with
"codes and character sets." The first step in this process is to
separate the "symbol" being represented from the "code" used to
identify it in transfer. The term glyph is defined to replace
the overused term character. A glyph is simply an identified
abstract graphical symbol independent of any actual image. The
term glyph collection is a precise substitute for the loosely
defined term font. Glyphs and glyph collections are registered
and assigned identifiers according to the procedures defined in
ISO 10036. Appendix B contains a somewhat out-of-date sample
from a prototype glyph register showing the same accented Latin
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characters described in Latin alphabet No. 1. It also contains
sample forms used for registering glyphs.

The font information interchange architecture and for*mat defined
in DIS 9541 is centered on an object called a font resource. A
font resource is a collection of glyph representations together
with descriptive information and font metrics which are relevant
to the collection as a whole. A font resource consists of:

1) Descriptive attributes
2 ) Font metrics
3) Glyph descriptions

- Glyph metrics
- Glyph shapes

Some of the information in a font resource depends on the "path"
along which the text progresses as it is written. This is called
the writing mode in DIS 9541. Thus a single font resource may
contain several sets of font metrics and glyph metrics, one for
each supported writing mode.

The complete set of font information is not needed for all
purposes, so the interchange format defined in DIS 9541
identifies named subsets that incorporate each major class of
information. These subsets are:

1) Minimum Font Description Subset
2) Minimum Font Metric Subset
3) Minimum Glyph Description Subset
4) Minimum Glyph Metric Subset
5) Minimum Glyph Shape Subset

The set of information in each subset is:

1) Minimum Font Description Subset

o Font resource name (e.g. IS09541/Helvetica/Bold)
o Source name
o Font family name (e.g. Helvetica)
o Posture (upright, oblique, back slanted oblique,

italic, back slanted italic, or other)
o Weight (ultra light, extra light, light, semi

light, medium, semi bold, bold, extra bold, or
ultra bold)

o Proportionate width (ultra condensed, extra
condensed, condensed, semi-condensed, medium,
semi expanded, expanded, extra expanded, or ultra
expanded)

o Design group (e.g. serif)
o Structure (solid, outline, inline, shadow, or

patterned)
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o Design size (the body size at which the resource
was designed to be used, in nun.)

o Minimum size
o Maximum size

2) Minimum Font Metric Subset (repeated for each writing
mode)

o Writing mode (left to right, bottom to top, right
to left, or top to bottom)

o Average lower case escapement
o Average capital escapement
o Tabular escapement

3) Minimum Glyph Description Subset (repeated for each
glyph)

o Glyph structured name (see discussion below)

4) Minimum Glyph Metric Subset (repeated for each glyph,
unless the font is fixed pitch)

o X position point
o Y position point
o X escapement point
o Y escapement point

5) Minimum Glyph Shape Subset (repeated for shape
representation technology supported by the font
resource)

o Glyph shape representation technology (bitmap,
straight”line, outline, circular outline, conic
outline, Bezier outline, or mixed)

o Glyph shape ( a "code-body" defining the shape; it
is assumed that CGM elements, or primitives that
can be easily translated to CGM elements will be
used)

Certain additional information is included only in the complete
font resource and is not in any subset. Important information in
this category includes:

o Device-independent font resource name (a font resource
containing this one, together with other resources that
use different shape description technologies)

o Proprietary data indicator (e.g. copyright and
trademark citations)

o Typeface name (e.g. Helvetica Bold Italic)
o Glyph complement (identification of the glyphs in the

font)
o Ligature table
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o
o
o

Minimum feature size
Forward, left, backward, and right extents
etc.

Each glyph will have a structured name by which it will be
referenced in DIS 9541. The structured name will be composed of
the glyph description, as illustrated in the sample in Appendix
B, preceded by other identifiers in a hierarchical fashion. For
example, the "Grave A" that shows up in Latin alphabet No. 1 in
position 00/04 and is called "CAPITAL LETTER A WITH GRAVE ACCENT"
and with bit combination 12/00 in ISO 8859-1 might have a
structured name of "IS01003 6/ACCENTED LATIN CHARACTERS/GRAVE A".

One issue that has yet to be settled is the precise form of the
"code-body" that will describe the glyph shapes. Several
alternatives have been mentioned:

1) line segments
2) conics
3) Bezier curves
4) bitmaps

The ultimate usability of font resources by computer graphics
standards hinges upon the adoption of a shape description
technique that is readily translatable into CGM/CGI-like
graphical primitives and attributes.

3.1.3 Character Sets and Fonts in the CGM

The metafile descriptor of each CGM file can contain a FONT LIST
and a CHARACTER SET LIST. A font list is a set of strings that
contain the names of all fonts used in the file. These names may
be private or registered. The font list also associates an index
with each font. The character set list declares the character
sets that are used in text primitives. It also assigns an index
to each character set. A CHARACTER CODING ANNOUNCER element
informs the interpreter of the sort of code extension
capabilities that may be required.

The CALS CGM AP (MIL-D-28003 ) restricts these values as follows:

FONT LIST: up to four names from a basic list of Hershey
fonts (e.g. HERSHEY: SIMPLEX_ROMAN)

CHARACTER SET LIST: ASCII plus the right hand part of Latin
Alphabet No. 1 (as defined in ISO 8859-1)

CHARACTER CODING ANNOUNCER: basic 7 bit and basic 8 bit.
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Therefore, the relationship between font and character set in the
CGM is an implicit one inferred through the use of ISO character
coding standards.

3 . 2 Character Sets

This section derives a phased approach to character set usage in
CALS CGM files, based upon the requirements and existing
commercial practice.

3.2.1 Character Sets in Commercial Practice

Today most vendors provide a proprietary character set that
includes the 7-bit ASCII standard of ANSI X3.4 as a subset. Most
8 -bit proprietary character sets include at least a part of the
right hand part of Latin alphabet No, 1. Also, most proprietary
character sets replace less frequently used ASCII and Latin
characters with customized glyphs. Appendix A contains example
vendor-specific character sets from the Apple Macintosh and the
IBM PC that clearly illustrate this phenomenon.

In addition, a variety of specialized character sets are used in
mathematics, technical illustrations, and engineering drawings.
These special character sets often do not conform to the
architecture of ISO 2 022 and have never been registered in the
International Register of Coded Character Sets. This means that
no standardized escape sequences are available for their
invocation in a CGM. Appendix B illustrates this by presenting
extracts from IGES 4.0 that show the 14 "fonts'* that are
supported. Many of these "fonts" have custom character sets
(glyph collections) defined with them.

SGML defines the following set of "character entity sets" all of
which are allowed in CALS SGML files by MIL-M-28001A:

1) Added Latin 1

2) Added Latin 2

3 ) Greek Letters
4) Monotoniko Greek
5) Russian Cyrillic
6) Numeric and Special Graphic
7) Diacritical Marks
8) Publishing
9) Box and Line Drawing
10) General Technical
11) Greek Symbols
12) Alternative Greek Symbols
13) Added Math Symbols: Ordinary
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14) Added Math Symbols: Binary Operators
15) Added Math Symbols: Relations
16) Added Math Symbols: Negated Relations
17) Added Math Symbols: Arrow Relations
18) Added Math Symbols: Delimiters

The SGML standard mentions that these groupings reflect the
requirements of ISO 6937, but these particular character sets
cannot be found in any ISO character set standard or in the
International Register.

3.2.2 A Phased Approach to Character Sets for CALS Use

Many CALS requirements can be met by using the two character sets
supported in the CALS CGM AP today: ASCII and the right hand part
of Latin alphabet No. 1. Unfortunately, many technical
illustrations derived from IGES files will contain special
"characters" from the Symbol 1, Symbol 2, and Drafting fonts.
There are many examples of technical illustrations that contain
Greek letters or mathematical symbols. To meet these long term
requirements the special SGML-defined character sets described
above should be supported, as well as the IGES character sets
described above.

There are three feasible approaches to meeting these
requirements

:

1) Propose the needed character sets for registration
through ISO.

2) Add the needed character sets to the CALS CGM AP and
designate private escape sequences to designate them.

3) Leave it up to each DoD program to define any
additional character sets it needs.

The second approach is best in the near term: add at least three
IGES character sets (Symbol 1, Symbol 2, and Drafting fonts) and
the eighteen SGML character sets to the CALS CGM AP. The process
of formal ISO registration of these character sets could
simultaneously begin, as this would be a preferable long-term
approach. (None of these character sets appear in the register
today.

)

3 . 3 Character Set and Glyph Association

Longer term, CALS requirements are best met by defining CGM
extensions that de-couple the notion of character set from glyph.
As the full DIS 9541 font resource model is implemented in the
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CGM such a glyph-to-character set association will no longer be
available as it is today due to the exclusive use of coding
standards developed by ISO/IEC J.TC1/SC2 . With this report a new
CGM element is being proposed that will allow the association of
a set of codes with a set of structured glyph names and with an
escape sequence. It is likely to be needed in the long run by
CALS. Since it will take some time to achieve consensus in this
area, it may be best to start the process now.

The requirements developed for this CGM extension are that it:

1) be independent of code length (allowing 8, 16, 32,...
bit coded "character sets")

;

2) allow registration of commonly-used associations and
their invocation by a simple identifier;

3) be compatible with DIS 9541 and ISO 10036 (e.g. use
structured glyph names)

;

4) allow specification by changing only selected codes
from a standard set;

5) allow citation of any ISO registered glyph collection
in a straightforward and simple manner.

6) allow definition of a glyph collection and its
association with a "character set" in a straightforward
and simple manner.

The specific escape proposed does not meet all these requirements
since additional technical work is needed in this area. It will
however meet near-term requirements in an expeditious manner.

3.4 Font List Contents

This section addresses requirements for "calling out" fonts in
the CGM. It surveys current vendor practice, the requirements
imposed by DIS 9541 compatibility, and CALS requirements. Based
on these it develops a phased approach to font list contents in
CALS.

3-4.1 Fonts in Commercial Practice

Commercially available computers and peripherals use a wide
variety of different fonts. Appendix B lists the font
capabilities of many commercially-available printers and
plotters. It is readily apparent that a small core of fonts, or
their generic equivalents, are widely implemented. These are:
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- Helvetica
- Times
- Courier

In addition, it is apparent that a wide variety of fonts are
available to meet special needs. The availability of many of
these fonts is restricted to a single manufacturer.

Inspection of many IGES files indicates that most engineering
drawing exchanges use either Symbol 1 or Symbol 2 fonts. These
fonts/character sets are not widely supported outside of CAD
systems

.

Fonts in systems today are generally acquired from a small set of
vendors. These include MonoType, Allied, Bitstream Inc.,
International Typeface Corporation (ITC)

,
URW Corp., Adobe, and

Compugraphic Corporation. While the master descriptions of a
font are generally in "analog" fora as drawings on paper (see the
examples in Appendix B) , they are usually translated into one of
a variety of shape representation technologies, such as raster
bitmaps and Bezier curves, for use within a system.

Many vendors provide publically available font metrics in file
fora. These files are not substantially different from the
equivalent subsets of a DIS 9541 font resource. Appendix B
contains a description of the font metric file format used by
Adobe Systems.

3.4.2 A Phased Approach to Font Lists for CALS Use

Most CALS requirements for fonts in technical illustrations,
which is the most immediate CALS need, can be met with a very
small set of government mandated fonts. These include:

- Helvetica, or a look-alike
- Times, or a look-alike
- Courier, or a look-alike
- mathematical symbol fonts

At the point when CALS wants engineering drawings transferred
using the CGM, then at least the two IGES "symbol" fonts will
have to be added.

Last fiscal year NIST/NCSL submitted the first of a series of
registration proposals for adding enhanced text font capabilities
to the CGM. The approach taken then was to match predominant
commercial practice and minimize interpretation burdens on
implementers by:

1) using font family names, like Helvetica and Times, in
the font list;
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2) set the other attributes of the font by escape
functions (for example, boldness is turned on and off
by an escape)

;

The rationale for this approach was:

1) It minimized the size of the font list and the number
of names that must be either registered or agreed upon
by profile or private agreement. For example, if font
names rather than font family names are used, then
registering names (or assigning them in a profile)
would require the listing of at least 6 postures X 10
weights X 9 proportional widths X 5 structures = 2700
names for a single family such as Helvetica! (This
assumes listing all possible variants of posture,
weight, proportional width, and structure identified in
DIS 9541. For example, there must be separate listings
for Times Italic Bold Medium Solid and Times Upright
Bold Medium Solid.)

2) It minimized to difficulty of parsing the names in a
font list to recover attributes.

3) It recognized that most systems have an entire font
family in all sizes and many attributes available;
those systems (notably low cost laser printers) that do
not have an entire font family cannot derive their font
support requirements from the font list anyway, since
their "font resources” are size dependent.

The next logical step beyond this approach is to allow structured
font names (registered or private) in the font list. Such names
can imply some attributes of a typeface ("font”)

,

including such
things as its weight (boldness) and posture (italicness)

.

Unfortunately, it will be several years before the mechanisms of
DIS 9541 are in place and a set of conforming font resources are
available. There is even some doubt as to whether the major font
foundries, such as ITC and Bitstream, will participate in
defining font resources for their fonts. (They do not
participate in the work within ISO/IEC JTC1/SC24 that is
developing the necessary standards.) Therefore full DIS 9541
support, including use of registered names and vendor-supplied
font resources, must be regarded as a long term goal.

The arguments above then lead into a consideration of what the
next logical steps should be towards getting useful font
information in CALS CGM files. The options are:

1) Continue to allow only the Hershey fonts as options
(the current MIL-D-28003 approach)

;
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2) Invent a set of "generic" font descriptions for use
with CALS. Add these to MIL-D-28003; or

3) Use the typographic names of fonts as used in current
commercial practice in the font list, where the
allowable names could be:

a) registered;
b) listed in the CALS AP (MIL-D-28003) ; or
c) left up to individual DoD programs to specify.

In considering these options, it is concluded that:

1) Option 1 is rejected because:

a) The Hershey fonts do not represent current
practice in document and illustration systems. In
fact all these systems have used typographic fonts
for some time and none support Hershey fonts. (See
the data sheets in Appendix B.)

b) The quality achievable with Hershey fonts is not
acceptable in commercial practice.

2) Option 2 is rejected because:

While generic font names may be used within a
single document and illustration system, generic
variants are sufficiently different so that
interchange cannot be based on them. For example,
the character sets supported, the kerning pairs
(or lack of them) , and even the escapement values
are different among generic variants of the same
font. ("Generic variant" in this sense means, for
example, the creation of a "Swiss" font by a
vendor to avoid licensing the trademarked name
Helvetica.

)

Therefore, only option 3 has the possibility of matching current
commercial practice.

3.5 Registration of "Font" Names

The feasibility of registering the trademarked names of actual
fonts for interim use with computer graphics standards has been
explored. However, several difficulties with this approach have
emerged that cannot be overcome. They are:

1) The one example of text font registration in the
registration procedures includes glyph shape
information. This information is not publicly
available for "real" fonts. Therefore only the names
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and the glyph-to-code correspondence could be listed in
the proposals. Such proposals will be regarded as
incomplete by some countries such as the UK, and are
unlikely to be accepted.

2) All glyphs in a given character set may not be
represented in a font. Some countries (notably the UK)
have indicated they will not approve any registration
proposals that do not code the complete character set.
This problem is the same one that prevents registration
of the Hershey fonts.

3) Within ANSI X3H3 , many prominent companies have stated
that they will oppose the registration of any font
names at all. Their feeling is that only IS 1003 6

registered glyph collection names should be used.

4) Registering a complete set of typographic font resource
names is combinatorially prohibitive, as there is
typically one such resource for each combination of
font attributes. The 2700 names per font family
derived above is not too unrealistic. For example,
Adobe and Bitstream sell over 240 types Helvetica fonts
today, each with a different set of attributes!

Consequently, it would be counterproductive to attempt to
register a set of font names for use by CALS. Further, it is
very unlikely due to very dynamic marketplace conditions (the
Adobe and Apple/Microsoft/IBM font interchange format "wars")
that any major font vendors will seek to voluntarily use the
mechanisms of IS 1003 6 any time soon. Therefore the only
feasible approach may be to modify the CALS CGM AP to specify
allowable "font” names, which would require that the changes
(outlined in the next section below) to the CALS CGM AP should be
considered during some future revision.

3 - 6 Recommended Approach to Font Naming in CALS

Based on the above rationale and trade studies, including a basic
set of trademarked names in the CALS AP should be considered
during a future revision, plus freely allowing individual DoD
programs to specify other font names as needed to meet their
needs. The reasons for this are:

1) It is not feasible to register real font names.

2) Individual programs with homogeneous equipment may wish
to use more specialized fonts. This should not be
prohibited unless there is an overwhelming DoD-wide
interest in insuring that all illustrations and
drawings are imageable on all systems with "equivalent"
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results. This may not be a "requirement" since it is
not only technically infeasible today, but would
greatly increase the cost and reduce their quality
significantly.

3) There would appear to be no legal problems with listing
trademarked names in an AP, so long as:

a) the trademark is cited;

b) the fonts are widely implemented and available
from multiple sources; (For example, Times and
Helvetica are both registered trademarks of Allied
Corporation; but Times and Helvetica versions are
sold by multiple sources and available in many
printers

.

)

c) the specification of alternate fonts by name is
freely allowed in the profile;

d) generators and interpreters are free to use
substitute fonts with "equivalent" metrics. (This
would require that the font metrics be both
released by the vendors and transmitted in some
fashion with the CGM file so that a match could be
made

.

)

4) Receiving systems with generic versions of trademarked
font names can easily determine an appropriate
substitution

.

Therefore, the following approach for defining names in the CGM
font list has been developed and should be considered for
addition to the CALS CGM AP as a future revision:

1) allow interpreters and generators to map local fonts
into "close equivalent" font names where portability is
enhanced, as long as such a mechanism does not restrict
competition and the font metrics are available to all;

2) allow compact font lists that list only partially
descriptive font names, combined with the use of escape
functions that state attribute selections allow optimal
font substitution strategies;

3) explicitly list the following names as allowed in a
font list, while recognizing that neither generators or
interpreters need use fonts from the trademark owners:

a) Times
b) Helvetica
c) Courier
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[It is not feasible to list either SGML or IGES-derived
font names at this time since accompanying character
sets have not yet been defined.

]

4) continue to allow the use of the present Hershey fonts
for upward compatibility;

5) define an explicit way of constructing names for font
lists.

Based on the various trade studies in this report, including the
one on font substitution below the following naming technique has
been derived:

1) No "naming authority" name should be used.

2) Each name should begin with a font family name.

3) Additional portions of the names can specify as
detailed of font attributes as wished and in any order;
the attributes that can be specified are restricted to
these from DIS 9541:

posture
weight

a)

b)
c)

d)
e)

proportional width
structure
scores

.

In each case, the attribute name must be one of those
specified in DIS 9541, except in the case of scores,
where the names "underscore", "overscore", and
"throughscore" shall be used. [Use of the DIS 9541
names is needlessly complex and non-intuitive since a
left-to-right writing mode is assumed.

]

4) Portions of names should be separated by the "standard"
separator symbol used in OSI and office systems naming.
This is the solidus glyph (/)

.

5) Only characters (and codes) in ASCII (X3. 4-1977) should
be used in names.

6) Those attributes that are explicitly listed in the font
list shall not be substituted by the receiving system.

7) Those attributes that are selected by the registered
Escape functions (posture, weight, proportionate
weight, structure, and scores) can be substituted with
the closest available equivalent value. The closest
available equivalent is a value that is closest to the
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selected one in the ordered list of attributes in DIS
9541. For example, both medium and ultra bold are
allowable substitutes for bold, if semi-bold and extra
bold are not available. If the selected value is
available, it shall be used. [Both generators and
interpreters are always free to substitute the "font
family name" by an equivalent.]

Here are some examples of how this would work:

1) The following names would all be allowable in a Font
List:

Helvetica
New Century Schoolbook
Times/bold/ italic
Times/ italic/bold
Helvetica/ italic/normal/medium
Courier/underscore

2) If a bold Helvetica font is required then the Font List
should contain: "Helvetica/bold".

If substitution is allowable, the font list should contain:
"Helvetica" and the Select Typeface Weight (bold) escape function
should be used to indicate the preference for bold.

It is left for further study whether there is a meaningful way to
include typeface design grouping in a font naming scheme. In
this regard it can be pointed out that terms used colloquially in
the computer graphics community, and indeed in many font lists,
are not used correctly. For example. Serif and Sans-serif are
not major typeface design groups, but are in fact subgroups that
occur in many design groups. For example, the familiar Times
Roman font family is classified as a "Rounded Legibility" font
(It was designed in 1931 for the Times of London to squeeze more
type onto a page in a "legible" wayl). Most graphics experts
would call it a "serif" font! The familiar Helvetica font, on
the other hand, is a "Sans serif Gothic Neo-grotesque" font.

3 . 7 CGM Text Model Extensions

This section contrasts the CGM text model with the information
available in a DIS 9541 font resource and with the requirements
of commercial typographic practice.

3.7.1 Basic Text Model
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The CGM standard recognizes the following positioning points for
text alignment:

1) top 6) left
2) cap 7) right
3) half 8) centre
4) base 9) continuous vertical
5) bottom 10) continuous horizontal

These points are shown in Figure 1.

1

“ Body

Chafer
Height

t

NJJU

left center right

Figure 1. CGM "font description coordinate system”

The CGM standard recognizes four text paths:

1) right 3) up
2) left 4) down

The "font model” of DIS 9541 uses the term "alignment line"
rather than baseline, since the later only has meaning in
horizontal writing directions. A different alignment line can be
specified for each writing mode. This is illustrated in Figure
2 .

+Y

Origin and Position point

Alignment line

X-

Escapement direction

^ Escapement point

Figure 2. DIS 9541 text model.
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The four supported writing inodes in DIS 9541 (see section above)
correspond directly to CGM text paths. Data to implement CGM
baseline and centre alignment can be derived from the alignment
lines in the various writing modes. In addition, the top, base,
left and right alignment points can be derived from the Maximum
Forward, Left, Backward, and Right Extents in the font resource.
(The correspondence is writing-mode dependent.)

There is no "capline" information in a font resource, but the
needed information can be derived from the Left Extent of the
Capital H character in left to right writing mode. (This is the
actual measurement that is used in typographic practice for Latin
alphabets.) There is no "halfline" information in a font
resource, but the needed information can be derived from the left
extent of the lower case "x" in left to right writing mode.
(This is the actual measurement that is used in typographic
practice for Latin alphabets.) Information to implement
continuous alignments can be similarly derived from the
positioning point extent, and glyph shape information in a font
resource. Table 1 below summarizes this information:

TABLE 1. Deriving CGM Text Attributes from a Font Resource

9541 Font Information CGM Alignment

left to right mode, alignment line
right to left mode, alignment line
top to bottom mode, alignment line
bottom to top mode, alignment line
writing mode dependent extent data
writing mode dependent extent data
writing mode dependent extent data
writing mode dependent extent data
left to right mode, left extent of "H"
left to right mode, left extent of "x"
positioning point, extents, glyph shape
positioning point, extents, glyph shape

baseline
baseline
centre
centre
top
bottom
right
left
cap
half
continuous horizontal
continuous vertical

No revisions are necessary to the basic text model by
registration to make the DIS 9541 infomation usable with the
CGM. CGM addenda work should consider a closer alignment of text
and font terminology at the next revision of the standard.

Two CGM text attributes do not correspond to typographic practice
(for revisable documents) are:

1) CHARACTER EXPANSION FACTOR
2) CHARACTER SPACING
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The use of these attributes should be deprecated by the CALS CGM
AP since they conflict with typographic layout practice and
hinder font substitution.

Finally, MIL-STD-1840A and/or the CALS Handbook will need to be
modified at some future point to allow the inclusion of font
resources as a file type, or at least insure that the font
metrics are made available so that a "close approximation" to the
actual, proprietary fonts may be realized.

3.7.2 Graphical Primitives for Text

As reported previously, the CGM text model and primitives are not
suitable for CALS use without modification, since they do not
support modern typographic practice. Once CGM Addendum 3

functionality has been adopted this problem will be resolved.

New text primitives are not needed in the CGM, since an existing
primitive can be easily modified to meet requirements. (Adding
new primitives by registration as GDPs would severely impact the
portability of the resulting CGM files, since any interpreter
that did not understand the GDPs would get no text. At least an
interpreter that fails to understand the Set Fully Justified Text
escape would only layout and/or size text incorrectly.)

Additional control over the line layout algorithm that is applied
to position individual text characters into a string that fits a
given restriction box are also needed. The problem is that
individual systems and printers apply different, proprietary
algorithms to fit text into a given space. These algorithms may
modify:

1) the space between characters?
2) the space between words;
3) the shape (and consequently the extent) of individual

characters

.

The possibility of adding an additional escape, or modifying the
one already proposed, to allow specification of the layout
algorithm has been investigated . It has been concluded that it
is adequate at present to add a suggested default layout
algorithm to the description of the Set Fully Justified Text
escape. This has been done.

3 . 8 Font Substitution Support

Font substitution is a subject of considerable importance in open
interchange of graphical information. Since the generating and
interpreting systems may not have "equivalent" fonts installed or
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available, sufficient infonnation should be provided to allow an
intelligent selection of alternative fonts.

There are two approaches to font substitution infonnation:

1) The receiving system derives the data from information
in the font list. In current practice this is done by
using either simple, "generic" names (such as
"SERIF/BOLD) , or vendor-specific names (such as
"Helvetica") , that can be parsed to derive font
characteristics. Once DIS 9541 is widely implemented,
equivalent information will be available from the
Minimum Font Description Subset. (Widespread
implementation of DIS 9541 is still many years away.)

2 ) The CGM can be extended to carry the data in the
Minimum Font Description Subset. This could be done by
adding one or more escape functions to the CGM.

The first approach is probably the best one because:

1) Information in a font resource should be used by the
CGM, not duplicated within the CGM. Duplication of
this information within the CGM can lead to needless
incompatibilities

.

2) Even if the Minimum Font Description Subset is not
available to a CGM interpreter, the name of the font
resource alone is expected to carry enough data to
allow substitution in most cases. (An example name
would be Helvetica/Bold/Italic.)

3) The Font Resource Name has already been selected as the
name that is carried in the "font list", (in the long
run) so the name will be readily available for use in
deriving substitute fonts.

4) The set of fonts that will be used most often in
"portable" interchange will actually be quite small and
will likely be restricted by application profiles. The
information in the Minimum Font Description Subset is
likely to be widely available for these fonts. In a
CALS environment this subset could be included on
MIL-STD-1840A tape deliverables.

5) In cases where special Font Resources are required,
they can be interchanged along with the CGM files to
make at least the information in the Minimum Font
Description Subset available.

6) The first approach is consistent with the short term
approach, where "font names" specified in the CALS CGM
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AP are used in the font list. These names are
sufficiently structured that font substitution
information can be derived from them.

Font substitution will, in all likelihood, play only a minor role
in initial CALS data exchanges (that is, the delivery of
documents between parties for the first time) . This is because
of the many difficulties pointed out above in achieving
high-quality results with non-identical fonts. In commercial
practice today where high-quality results are needed, exchanges
are based on the use of fonts with identical metrics, often from
the same vendor. Contracts calling for CALS deliverables should
place sufficient restrictions on the fonts and character sets
used to make font substitution a minor concern.

Continued usability of CALS deliverables requires that documents
be reproducible as easily as possible on a variety of equipment.
This is necessary when suppliers change or when manufacturers go
out of business. Consequently, there is a continuing requirement
to indicate font substitution information within a CGM file. The
registration proposals proposed to date go a long way towards
meeting these requirements, but further work and study will be
necessary in this area.

3.9 User-defined Fonts

There are several circumstances where user-defined fonts may be
advantageous

:

1) When a specialized drawing containing mathematics or
drafting-derived material (where special symbols are
used routinely) is transferred to a system without
necessary font support.

2) In high-quality graphics arts where customization of
fonts is used to achieve special effects.

3) In transfers to CGM interpreters where adequate font
support does not exist.

None of these requirements exist for routine CALS data exchanges.
In those rare cases where a special symbol is needed (for
example, as part of a label for an illustration)

,
that symbol can

be drawn in the CGM file with geometric primitives. Consequently
user-defined fonts are not viewed as a required CGM extension for
CALS use. As previously stated, contracts calling for CALS
deliverables should place sufficient restrictions on the fonts
and character sets used to make user-defined fonts unnecessary.
Further, as mentioned above, needed character sets, glyphs, and
glyph collections should be defined and proposed for
registration.
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Nonetheless, for completeness, alternative approaches to
implementing user-defined fonts are described below. There are
two feasible approaches:

1) Use the Font Resource facilities of DIS 9541. The data
in a font resource should be easily interpretable by
most computer graphics systems, since it will consist
of simple graphical primitives.

2) Develop CGM extensions for defining fonts. This could
be done by adding a set of escape functions to
"collect” the primitives that define a glyph into a
glyph description and to define the glyph metrics.

The choice between these alternatives is clear: the Font Resource
facilities of DIS 9541 should be used. A standardized mechanism
in DIS 9541 for defining fonts is being added but is still
several years away. To provide a duplicate facility within the
CGM would be counterproductive and hinder compatibility and
interoperatibilty of office systems and computer graphics
standards. Further, there are complex issues to be resolved
dealing with "hints" necessary to allow outline fonts to be
rendered at different resolutions. Hinting technologies are
poorly understood in the computer graphics community today.

There is no justification for repeating information that is
readily available within a font resource inside a CGM file.
Therefore, whenever a user-defined font is required, a Font
Resource should be developed for it. This resource could then be
named in the font list and transferred with the CGM file for use
by the receiving system.
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4. NAMED ITEMS AND SYMBOL LIBRARIES

The final task was to develop, an approach to handling named
objects and symbol libraries within the CGM framework. First,
requirements in this area are reviewed and clarified, alternative
approaches defined, and a design approach derived. Then a
solution is presented that requires additions to the CALS CGM AP,
MIL-STD-1840A, and the use of CGM Addendum 1 features, but only
one new registration proposal.

4.1 Requirements for Named Items and Symbol Libraries

The requirements for "macro objects" and symbol libraries derive
from two principal sources:

1) the desire to reduce the size of an individual CGM file
by including repeated information only once;

2) the desire to reduce the size of files by not
retransmitting information in local libraries;

3) the desire to achieve uniformity by incorporating
standardized objects such as symbols and logos into
files by reference.

In addition, requirements for named objects derive from a desire
to identify "compound objects" whose attributes can be changed as
a whole rather than dealing with each individual primitive in the
object.

Analyzing the above requirements in the context of CALS near term
requirements (technical illustrations transferred on
MIL-STD-1840A tapes) it is clear that file size is a lesser
concern for two reasons:

1) file transfers will be on tape or optical disk, so file
size is less important (although the local staging
storage needed in going to and from tape is still an
issue)

;

2) technical illustrations (as opposed to engineering
drawings) contain few opportunities for compaction by
extraction of repeated information.

Further, most CGM generators and interpreters cannot take
advantage of a "macro" facility. Thus a phased approach to named
objects and symbol libraries in CALS should focus on externally
referenced symbols initially, then on providing compaction within
individual files by an internal "macro" or "global segment"
facility.
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One issue that arises immediately is how external symbols can be
named, referenced, and transferred for CALS use. Assuming
initially that an 1840A tape containing all the symbols needed to
produce a document is desired, there are several problems:

1) MIL-STD 1840A formats did not envision the use of
external references within graphics files and does not
provide a mechanism for CGM files to refer to other CGM
files on a standard tape deliverable. This can be
fixed by modifying the allowable contents of CGM
"header files" to include the names of relevant CGM
files.

2) Naming of external files should be consistent with
their callouts in SGML files.

Finally, the requirements for eventual registration and/or
standardization suggest that naming be compatible with the
"structured name" concepts used in office system and OSI
standards. In particular, this means that:

1) names should begin with a designator for a naming
authority, whether public or private;

2) the remainder of the name should then be constructed in
a hierarchical fashion to produce complete names.

For example, an acceptable structured name might be: "US DoD
CALS/Electronic Symbols/PNP Transistor". Unfortunately,
MIL-STD-1840A only uses 4 character designators (such as DOOl)
without any indication of naming authority. Further, "compound
names" are constmcted by simple concatenation with no separators
for parts of names. (This is adequate as long as names are fixed
length!) For example, a CGM file might be named DOOICOOI.

There is a longer-term requirement for the development of
standardized libraries of named objects and for the registration
of these names. It does not appear possible to use a subset of
the DIS 9541 font resource objects and ISO 10036 glyph name
registration techniques for these purposes. This is due to the
fact that the graphical objects to be described will require more
complex primitives than those required to describe glyph shapes.
(The present intention is that glyph shape technologies will
allow several different techniques, each of which is restricted
to use only very simple classes of graphical primitives - such as
lines, conics, or Bezier curves.) Perhaps a different
registration authority than the one used for fonts would be
necessary.
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4 . 2 Alternative Approaches

4.2.1 Naming

The alternatives are:

1) use "semi-structured" strings as names?

2) use structured (registerable) names in the OSI sense.

Since no formal mechanism is in place for registering symbol
names (or the "names" of any other graphical objects) , the best
approach is to simply use "strings" for names in any proposals
and further restrict their contents in the CALS CGM AP. The use
of structured names is not yet standard practice within the
computer graphics community and attempts to impose a structure
through registration rather than standardization will only delay
the approval of proposals.

Consequently, names should be described as simple "strings" in
registration proposals. A future revision to the CALS AP should
further restrict the names of external symbols as described
below, under the assumptions that:

1) all external symbols must be "deliverable" on a
standard 1840A tape;

2) symbols are stored as global segments within a CGM
file, as described below)

.

Thus, the derived naming technique should be:

1) no "naming authority" name should be used;

2) each name should begin with the file name of the CGM
file that contains the symbol?

3) the local symbol name of the symbol within that file
should come next (this means an character
representation of the integer segment name)

?

4) portions of names should be separated by the "standard"
separator symbol used in OSI and office systems naming.
This is the solidus glyph (/)

.

5) only characters (and codes) in ASCII (X3. 4-1977) should
be used in names.

For example, the symbol for a PNP transistor might be stored in
segment 10 in file D001C003. It would be named "D001C003/10"

.
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4.2.2 Symbol Definition

The following set of requirements for a single symbol definition
facility for the CGM that can be used internally or externally
has been developed:

1) Symbols should be able to be referred to by name.

2) When an "internal” (global) symbol is not present in a
CGM, there should be a way to inform an interpreter
that it is an "external” symbol. The external context
to be searched is not standardized, but could be set by
profile or other standard. For example, it might be
limited to the same MIL-STD-1840A deliverable tape.

3) A symbol should be able to be the entire contents of a
CGM file, and the entire contents of a picture should
be an allowable symbol. [NOTE: The next revision of
the CALS CGM AP will not deal with this, but it will be
an interesting capability and a requirement once the
CALS CGM AP is allowed for use in transferring
engineering drawings.]

4) The metafile and picture attribute associated with a
symbol need not be the same as those of the metafile
that references it. In particular, attributes such as
colour precision, VDC type and precision, VDC extent,
colour specification mode, colour table, and integer
precision may all be different. This is essential if
the symbol library generation process is to be
decoupled from the metafile interpretation process.

5) Symbols should be insertable by specifying (in effect)
position, scaling, and rotation.

6) An arbitrary position point (in local VDC) should be
associated with each symbol.

7) All attributes not specifically specified within a
symbol definition should be inherited from the defining
context.

8) No attribute settings within a symbol should change
continuing interpretation of the including file.

9) Symbol names should be of unrestricted length to allow
the convenient construction of structured names and
external references.

After reviewing the features of CGM Addendum 1 in light of these
requirements (with the view of using CGM segments as symbols) it
appears that:
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1) The "inheritance filter" concepts in Addendum 1

adequately addresses attribute inheritance at both the
level of the CGM and of APIs. It is much more complex
than required for CALS purposes and, if fully required,
will place an extreme burden on implementers of CALS
CGM interpreters.

2) The restrictions that segment names to be "realized" as
integers is most unfortunate, but actually the problem
is more syntax than fundamental semantics. The
Addendum 1 mechanism gives a very compact and efficient
internal name for a segment. The difficulty can be
overcome by adding a Segment List element similar in
scope and purpose to a Font List.

Nonetheless, the Addendum 1 features are usable for CALS
purposes. Consequently, the symbol library elements developed
under this task will not be proposed for registration, since
compatibility with (nearly) standardized elements is more
important than the ease of use of these elements.

Therefore, symbols that can be externally referenced should be
stored as global segments in some CGM file. This could be called
out in a local file by name using the Segment List element being
proposed for registration. In addition, internal symbols could
be contained in segments within any picture body, but they could
not be externally referenced.



5. SPONSORSHIP OF REGISTRATION PROPOSALS

There continue to be long delays in getting registration
proposals approved through the ANSI/ISO process. Most of these
delays are due to demands by X3H3 members that registered items
have the same level of "generality” as standardized items. This
means that attempts to register limited and CALS specific items
have not been successful, and that more work has been required,
and will continue to be required to modify proposals than
originally anticipated.

Despite these difficulties the use of registration to make
computer graphics standards suitable for CALS use has been
successful. Virtually without exception, NIST/NCSL proposals
have been adopted by X3H3 without any significant technical
change. Comments received on ballots are largely editorial in
nature. A few comments ask for an additional level of
specification of error handling and default behavior than is in
common commercial practice. Such requests are easily
accommodated

.

The table below contains the current status of those registration
proposals worked on this fiscal year. These proposals are
divided into four classes, and appear in their entirety in
Appendix C:

1) Proposals approved by X3H3 in September 1989 in Letter
Ballot #80. Final text ready to forward to ISO is
included for these.

2) Revised proposals from Letter Ballot #76. This text is
ready for review and then re-ballotting. A significant
amount of technical work has been done to align the
proposals with DIS 9541 and to coordinate them with the
CALS AP revisions being developed by another
contractor.

3) Partially revised proposals, to which a common set of
editorial corrections have been applied, but which need
additional technical work prior to ballot.

4) New proposals submitted for the first time this year.



Table 2- Status of Registration Proposals

Class of Item Name Status

(Final revised text for these proposals is provided with this report.)

Linetype User-specified dash pattern Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

Escape Set dash Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

Escape Set line miter limit Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

Escape Set line cap Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

Escape Set line join Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

Escape Set conic arc
transformation matrix

Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

GDP Conic arc Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

GDP Parametric spline curve Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

GDP Rational B-spline curve Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

GDP Cubic Bezier curve Approved by X3H3

;

with this report
final text

(The following proposals have been revised based upon ballot comments are
are ready for a second round of ballot comments.)

Escape Set edge miter limit minor revisions included with
this report; ready for review
and ballot

Escape Set edge cap minor revisions included with
this report; ready for review
and ballot

Escape Set edge join minor revisions included with
this report; ready for review
and ballot
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Table 2. Status of Registration Proposals-continued

Class of Item Name Status

Escape Select Typeface Posture revised and renamed proposal
#46; ready for review and
ballot

Escape Select Typeface Structure revised and renamed proposal
#49; ready for review and
ballot

Escape Select Typeface Scores revised and renamed proposal
#51; ready for review and
ballot

Escape Select Typeface Weight revised and renamed proposal
#52; ready for review and
ballot

Escape Set Fully Justified Text revised and renamed proposal
#53; ready for review and
ballot

Escape Select Typeface
Proportionate Width

revised and renamed proposals
#54 and #55 combined; ready
for review and ballot

(The following proposals have been partially revised to respond to coininents
of an editorial nature, but additional technical work will be necessary
before they can be re-balloted.

)

GDP

Escape

Escape

Pel array revised text with this report;
additional technical work
needed before another round of
balloting within X3H3

Set direct colour response revised text with this report;
additional technical work
needed before another round of
balloting within X3H3

Set indexed colour response revised text with this report;
additional technical work
needed before another round of
balloting within X3H3
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Table 2. Stratus of Registration Proposals-continued

Class of Item

(The following

Escape

Escape

Escape

Name

proposals are new with this

Select General Fill

Glyph Association

Segment List

Status

report.

)

ready for review and X3H3
ballot

ready for review and X3H3
ballot

ready for review and X3H3
ballot
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APPENDIX A

CHARACTER SET EXAMPLES
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TYPE

GPAI^IIC CHAilACM'Ciit SET

JEU DE GAPACTERES

GIUPHIQtTES

AVION NbrlBSa

D'CIRECISTHil-aJIlT 006

Gq set / jeu Go ESC 2/8 4/2

G| set / jeu G^ ESC 2/9 4/2

MULTIBYTE SET

JEU MULTIPLET

REGISTR/iTIOH DATE

UATE D•EI^IlEGISTRE^•IHIT

1975/12/01

ESCAPE SEQUENCE

SEQUENCE

D’ECHAPPEMEMT

NAi-lE/NOM

ASCII Graphic chaiactar set

Jeu de carac teres graphiques ASCII

A set of 94 graphic characters which, when invoked in columns 2-7 of a 7 bit code table

or an S-bit code table would be positioned as shown on page 24* l^le alternate

meanings are stated no substitution of graphic is intented.

Jeu de 94 carac teres graphiques qui, lorsqu'ils sont appelds dans les colonnes 2 a 7

d'un tableau de code h 7 ou 8 elements doivent Stre positionnes comme indlque en

page 24 . Bien que des significations de remplacement soient admises, des substitutions

de carac teres graphiques ne sont pas prevues.

"jFOi;sopyoRg,‘j;i5i-:E db parraihage

American llational Standards Institute 1430 Broadway NEW YORK, N.Y. 100 18 U.S.A,

Organisms National de Normalisation des Stats-lhiis

gniGiii (iis:;r)/origi;.'S (utiusatsur)

American National Standard X3.4 - 1968

Korme Internationale am^ricaine X3.4 - 1968

/lELD OP U^IiuZATICM/DCMM:::': D’AFPLIC'.TIC:;

Coded infoma tion interchange

Echange d' information cod^e
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ASCII graphic set

Coded repteeentatlon when Invoked in colunme 2-7 of code table

la 0 0 1 1 1 1

a 1 1 0 0 1 1

m 0 1 0 1 0 1

l3Si[30L_
2 3 4 5 6 7

0 0 0 0 0 T a P
%

P

0 0 0 1 1
1
• 1 A Q a q

0 0 1 0 2
II

2 B R b r

0 0 1 1 3 n 3 c S c s

0 1 0 0 4 $ 4 D T d t

0 1 0 1 5 % 5 E U e u

1

0 1 1 0 6 8 6 F V f V

0 1 1 1 7 7 G W g w

1 0 0 0 8 ( 8 H X h X
1

1 0 0 1 9 ) 9 I Y
•

1 y

1

1 0 1 0 10 * •
• J Z

•

2 z

1 0 1 1 11 + K C k c

1 1 0 0 12 / < L \ L 1

1 1 0 1 13
- M ] m >

1

1 1 1 0 14 > N A n

1 1 1 1 15 / 9
• 0 — 0
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ASCII graphic set

LEGENDS

POSITION WHEN
INVOKED IN

COLUI^NS 2-7

GRAPHIC

NAME OR MEANHIG

(additional names in PAREOTHESIS are ALTERIJATE KEANINCB

DETERMIlfED BY SYNTAX OR USUGE AND ARE NOT SUBSTITUTION

alternatives)

.

2/1 ! Exclaniation mark

2/a Quotation mark (diaeresis)

2/3 Number sign

2l\ 1 Dollar sign

2/5 $ Per cent

2/6 hi Ampersand

2/7
/ Apostrophe (closing single quotation mark ,

acute accent)

2/8 ( Left parenthesis

.
2/9 ) Right parenthesis

2/10 * Asterisk

zhx + Plus

2/12 f
Comma (cedilla)

2/13 - Hyphen (minus)

2/14 • Full stop (period, decimal point)

2/15 / Solidus (slant)

3/0 0 Digit 2 ero

3/1 1 Digit ooe

3/2 2 Digit two

3/3 3 Digit three

3/4 4 Digit four

3/5 5 Digit five

3/6 6 mgit six

3/7 7 Digit seven

3/8 • 8 Digit eight

3/9 9 Digit nine
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ASCII graphic set

LEGENDS

POSITION VfflEN
1

INVOKED IN
COLUMNS 2-7

GRAPHIC NAME GR MEANING

3/10 •
• Colon

3/11 1 Semi-colon

'ihz < Less than sign

3/13 a Equal sign

3/14 > Greater than sign

3/15 7 Question mark

4/0 8 Commercial at

4/1 A Capital letter A

4/2 B Capital letter B

4/3 C Capital letter C

4/4 D Capital letter D

4/5 E Capital letter E

4/6 P Capital letter F

4/7 0 Capital letter G

4/8 H Capital letter H

4/9 I Capital' letter I

4/10 J Capital letter J

4/t1 r Capital letter K

4/12 L Capital letter L

4/13 M Capital letter H

4/14 I Capital letter N

4/15 0 Capital letter 0

5/0 P Capital letter P

5/1 Q Capital letter Q

5/2 R Capital letter R

f
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ASCII graphic set

r
j

LEGENDS

POSITION WHEN

INVOKED IN GRAPHIC NAME OR MEANHIG

COLDMNS 2-7

5/3 S Capital letter S

5/4 T Capital letter T

5/5 U Capital letter U

5/6 T Capital letter V

5/7 V Capital letter W

5/8 X Capital letter X

5/9 T Capital letter T

5/10 Z Capital letter Z

5/11 [
Left square bracket

5/12 \ Reverse solidus (Reverse slant)
|

5/13 ] Right square bracket

5/14
A

Upward arrow head circumflex accent

5/15 Underline

6/0 Grave accent (opening single quotation mark)

6/1 a Small letter a

6/2 b Small letter b

6/3 e Small letter c

6/4 d Small letter d

6/5 e Small letter e

6/6 f Small letter f

6/7 Small letter g

6/8 h Small letter h

6/9 i Small letter i

6/lO j Small letter J

6/l1 k Small letter k

6/l2 1 Small letter 1

1

1
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ASCII graphic set

ux;Ein)s

POSITION WHEN

INVOKED IN

COLUMNS 2-7

GRAPHIC mm OR MEANING

6/13 m Small letter m

6/14 a Small letter n

6/15 0 Soiall letter o

7/0 P Small letter p

ih q Small letter q

7/2 r Small letter r

ih e Small letter s

il^ t Staiall letter t

7/5 a Small letter u

7/6 T Small letter v

"ih ¥ Small letter w

7/8 X Small letter x

7/9 7 Small letter y

7/10 r Small letter z

7/11 (
Left curly bracket (left brace)

ihz 1

Vertical line

7/13 }
Right curly bracket (right brace)

7/14

.

Tilde (overline, general accent)
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(RIGHT HAND)

CHARACTER

LATIN I

SET
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TYPE: . ,

.

96-Lharacter Graphic
Character Set

REGISTRATION NUMBER: 100

DATE OF REGISTRATION: Feb.1,1986

GO: -

Gl: ESC, 2/15 4/1

ESCAPE SEQUENCE: qj • ESC 2/14 4/1

G3: ESC 2/15 4/1

CO: -

Cl: -

NAME
Right-Hand Part of Latin Alphabet Nr.l

DESCRIPTION

A 96-character set intended for allocation to columns 10 to

15 of the 8-bit code called Latin Alphabet Nr.l in Internatio-
nal Standard ISO 8859/1.

SPONSOR - iSO/TC97/SC2/WG-7

- ECMA, EUROPEAN COMPUTER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

ORIGIN - ISO 8859/1

- Standard ECMA- 9

4

FIELD OF UTILISATION

This set of graphic characters is intended for use in data
processing and text applications and may also be used for in-
formation interchange.

The set contains graphic characters used for general purpose
applications in typical office environments in the following
languages :

Danish, Dutch, English, Faeroese. Finnish, French, German.
Icelandic, Irish, Italian. Norwegian, Portuguese, Spanish and
Swedish

.
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Pos. Name Nott

4/0 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH GRAVE ACCENT

4/1 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH ACUTE ACCENT

4/2 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

4/3 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH TILDE

4/4 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH DIAERESIS

4/5 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH RING ABOVE

4/6 CAPITAL DIPHTHONG A WITH E

4/7 CAPITAL LETTER C WITH CEDILLA

4/8 CAPITAL LETTER E WITH GRAVE ACCENT

4/9 CAPITAL LETTER E WITH ACUTE ACCENT

4/10 • CAPITAL LETTER E WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

4/11 CAPITAL LETTER E WITH DIAERESIS

4/12 CAPITAL LETTER I WITH GRAVE ACCENT

4/13 CAPITAL LETTER I WITH ACUTE ACCENT

4/14 CAPITAL LETTER I WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

4/15 CAPITAL LETTER I WITH DIAERESIS

5/0 CAPITAL LETTER D WITH STROKE

5/1 CAPITAL LETTER N WITH TILDE

5/2 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH GRAVE ACCENT

5/3 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH ACUTE ACCENT

5/4 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

5/5 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH TILDE

5/6 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH DIAERESIS

5/7 MULTIPLICATION SIGN

5/8 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH OBLIQUE STROKE

5/9 CAPITAL LETTER U WITH GRAVE ACCENT

5/10 CAPITAL LETTER U WITH ACUTE ACCENT

5/11 CAPITAL LETTER U WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

5/12 CAPITAL LETTER U WITH DIAERESIS

5/13 rADTTar r CTTTTD V UTTU ,\r*TT’rr \nnT'\t'n
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Pos. Name Note

2/0 NO BREAK SPACE 1

2/1 INVERTED EXCLAMATION MARK

2/2 CENT SIGN

2/3 POUND SIGN

2/4 . CURRENCY SIGN

2/5 YEN SIGN

2/6 BROKEN BAR

2/7 PARAGRAPH SIGN

2/8 DIAERESIS

2/9 COPYRIGHT SIGN

2/10 ” FEMININE ORDINAL INDICATOR

2/11 LEFT ANGLE QUOTATION MARK

2/12 NOT SIGN

2/13 SOFT HYPHEN 1

2/14 REGISTERED TRADE MARK SIGN

2/15 MACRON

3/0 DEGREE SIGN, RING ABOVE

3/1 PLUS -MINUS SIGN

3/2 SUPERSCRIPT TWO .

3/3 SUPERSCRIPT THREE

3/4 ACUTE ACCENT

3/5 SMALL GREEK LETTER MU, MICRO SIGN

3/6 PILCROW SIGN

3/7 MIDDLE DOT

3/8 CEDILLA

3/9 SUPERSCRIPT ONE

3/10 MASCULINE ORDINAL INDICATOR

3/11 RIGHT ANGLE QUOTATION MARK

3/12 VULGAR FRACTION ONE QUARTER

3/13 VULGAR FRACTION ONE HALF

3/14 VULGAR FRACTION THREE QUARTERS

3/15 INVERTED QUESTION MARK
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Pos. Name Note

6/0 SMALL LETTER a WITH GRAVE ACCENT

6/1 SMALL LETTER a WITH ACUTE ACCENT

6/2 SMALL LETTER a WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

6/3 SMALL LETTER a WITH TILDE

6/4 SMALL LETTER a WITH DIAERESIS

6/5 SMALL LETTER a WITH RING ABOVE

6/6 SMALL DIPHTHONG a WITH e

6/7 SMALL LETTER c WITH CEDILLA

6/8 SMALL LETTER e WITH GRAVE ACCENT

6/9 SMALL LETTER e WITH ACUTE ACCENT

6/10 SMALL LETTER e WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

6/11 SMALL LETTER e WITH DIAERESIS

6/12 SMALL LETTER i WITH GRAVE ACCENT

6/13 SMALL LETTER i WITH ACUTE ACCENT

6/14 SMALL LETTER i WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

6/15 SMALL LETTER i WITH DIAERESIS

7/0 SMALL ICELANDIC LETTER ETH

7/1 SMALL LETTER n WITH TILDE

7/2 SMALL LETTER o WITH GRAVE ACCENT

7/3 SMALL LETTER o WITH ACUTE ACCENT

7/4 SMALL LETTER o WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

7/5 SMALL LETTER o WITH TILDE

7/6 SMALL LETTER o WITH DIAERESIS

7/7 DIVISION SIGN

7/8 SMALL LETTER o WITH OBLIQUE STROKE

7/9 SMALL LETTER a WITH GRAVE ACCENT

7/10 SMALL LETTER u WITH ACUTE ACCENT

7/11 SMALL LETTER u WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT

7/12 SMALL LETTER u WITH DIAERESIS

7/13 SMALL LETTER y WITH ACUTE ACCENT

7/14 SMALL ICELANDIC LETTER THORN

7/15 SMALL LETTER y WITH DIAERESIS
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NOTES

The definition of this character is given in the

standards indicated in the ORIGIN field of this
registration.
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7.1 Charaetsrs of tha set and their coded representation

Table 1 — Character set — Coded representation

Bit

combi-

nation

Name
Bit

combi-

nation

Nama

(fi/OO SPACE (saa 6.3) 06/00 GRAVE ACCENT
02/01 EXCLAMATION MARK 06/01 SMALL LEHER a

02/02 quotation mark 06/02 SMALL LETTER b

02/03 NUMBER SIGN 06/03 SMALL LETTER c

02/04 DOLLAR SIGN 06/04 SMALL LETTER d

02/05 PERCENT SIGN 06/05 small LETTER e

02/06 AMPERSAND 06/06 SMAa LETTER I

02/07 APOSTROPHE 06/07 SMAa LETTER g
02/06 left parenthesis 06/08 SMAU LETTER h

02/09 RIGHT PARENTHESIS 06/09 SMAa LETTER I

02/10 ASTERISK 06/10 SMALL LETTER j

02/11 PLUS SIGN 06/11 SMAa LETTER k

02/12 COMMA 06/12 SMAa LETTER 1

02/13 HYPHEN. MINUS SIGN 06/13 SMAa LETTER m
02/14 FULL STOP 06/14 SMALL LETTER n

02/15 SOUOUS 06/15 SMAa LETTER o

03/00 DIGIT ZERO 07/00 SMAa LETTER p

03/01 DIGIT ONE 07/01 SMAa LETTER e

03/02 DIGIT TWO 07/02 SMAa LETTER r

03/03 DIGIT THREE 07/03 SMAa LETTER s

03/04 DIGIT FOUR 07/04 SMALL LETTER I

03/05 DIGIT FIVE 07/06 SMAa LETTER u

03/08 DIGIT SIX 07/08 SMAa LETTER V

03/07 DIGIT SEVEN 07/07 SMAa LETTER w
03/08 DIGIT BGHT 07/08 SMAa LETTER s

03/09 DIGIT NINE 07/09 SMAa LETTER y

03/10 COLON 07/10 SMAa LETTER t

03/11 SSMICOLON 07/11 LEFT CURLY BRACKET
03/12 LESS-THAN SIGN 07/12 VERTICAL UNE
03/13 EQUALS SIGN 07/13 RIGHT CURLY BRACKET
03/14 GREATER-THAN SIGN 07/14 TILDE

03/15 QUESTION MARK 10/00 NaBREAK SPACE (saa 6.3)

04/00 COMMStOAL AT 10/01 INVERTED EXCLAMATION MARK
04/01 CAPITAL LETTER A 10/02 CENT SIGN
04/02 CAPITAL LETTER 8 10/03 POUND SIGN
04/03 CAPITAL LETTER C 10/04 CURRBICY SIGN
04/04 CAPITAL LETTER 0 10/05 YEN SIGN
04/06 (UPITAL LETTER E 10/08 BRDKEN BAR
04/06 CAPITAL LETTER F 10/07 PARAGRAPH SIGN. SECTION SIGN
04/07 CAPITAL LETTER G 10/00 DIAERESIS
04/08 CAPITAL LETTER H 10/09 COPYRIGHT SIGN
04/09 CAPITAL LETTER 1 10/10 FEMININE ORDINAL INDICATOR
04/10 CAPITAL LETTER J 10/11 LEFT ANGLE QUOTATION MARK
04/11 CAPITAL LETTER K 10/12 NOT SIGN
04/12 CAPITAL LETTER L 10/13 SOFT HYPHEN (see 6.3)

04/13 CAPITAL LETTER M 10/14 REGISTERED TRADE MARK SIGN
04/14 CAPITAL LETTER N 10/15 MACRON
04/15 CAPITAL LETTER 0 11/00 RING ABOVE. DEGREE SIGN
05/00 CAPITAL LETTER P 11/01 PLUS-MINUS SIGN
05/01 CAPITAL LETTER Q 11/02 SUPERSCRIPT TWO
05/02 CAPITAL LETTER R 11/03 SUPERSCRIPT THREE
05/03 CAPITAL LETTER S 11/04 ACUTE ACCENT
06/04 CAPITAL LETTER T 11/05 MICRO SIGN
05/05 CAPITAL LETTER U 11/06 P1LCROW SIGN
05/06 CAPITAL LETTER V 11/07 MIDDLE DOT
05/07 CAPITAL LETTER W 11/08 CEDILLA
06/08 CAPITAL LETTER X 11/09 SUPERSCRIPT ONE
05/09 CAPITAL LETTER Y 11/10 MASCULINE ORDINAL INDICATOR
06/10 CAPITAL LETTER Z 11/11 RIGHT ANGLE QUOTATION MARK
05/11 LEFT SQUARE BRACKET 11/12 VULGAR FRACTION ONE QUARTER
05/12 REVERSE SOUOUS 11/13 VULGAR FRACTION ONE HALF
05/13 RIGHT SQUARE BRACKET 11/14 VULGAR FRACTION THREE QUARTERS
05/14 DRCUMFLEX ACCENT 11/15 INVERTED QUESTION MARK
05/15 LOW UNE 12/00 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH GRAVE ACCENT
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Tabla 1 — (condudedi 7.2 Code table

Bit

combi*
notion

Name

12/01 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH ACUTE ACCENT

12/02 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH ORCUMFLEX ACCENT
12/03 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH TILDE

12/04 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH DIAERESIS

12/05 CAPITAL LETTER A WITH RING ABOVE
12/06 CAPITAL DIPHTHONG A WITH E

12/07 CAPITAL LETTER C WITH CEDILLA

12/08 CAPITAL LETTER E WITH GRAVE ACCENT
12/09 CAPITAL LETTER E WITH ACUTE ACCENT
12/10 CAPITAL LETTER E WITH ORCUMFLEX ACCENT
12/11 CAPITAL LETTER E WITH DUERESIS
12/12 CAPITAL LETTER 1 WITH GRAVE ACCENT
12/13 CAPITAL LETTER 1 WITH ACUTE ACCENT
12/14 CAPITAL LETTER 1 WITH ORCUMFLEX ACCENT
12/15 CAPITAL LETTER 1 WITH DUERESIS
13/00 CAPITAL ICELANDIC LETTER ETH
13/01 CAPITAL LETTER N WITH TILDE

13/02 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH GRAVE ACCENT
13/03 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH ACUTE ACCENT
13/04 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH ORCUMFLEX ACCENT
13/06 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH TILDE

13/06 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH DIAERESIS

13/07 MULTIPUCATION SIGN

13/08 CAPITAL LETTER 0 WITH OBUQUE STROKE
13/09 CAPITAL LETTER U WITH GRAVE ACCENT
13/10 CAPITAL LETTER U WITH ACUTE ACCENT
13/11 CAPITAL LETTER U WITH ORCUMFLEX ACCENT
13/12 CAPITAL LETTER U WITH DIAERESIS
13/13 CAPITAL LETTER Y WITH ACUTE ACCENT
13/14 CAPITAL ICaUNOIC LETTER THORN
13/15 SMAU GERMAN LETTER SHARP s

14/00 SMAU LETTBI a WITH GRAVE ACCENT
14/01 SMAa LETTER a WITH ACUTE ACCBMT
14/02 SMAa LETTBI a WITH ORCUMR.EX ACCENT
14/03 SMAU LETTER a WITH TILDE
14/04 SMALL LETTER a WITH DUERESIS
14/05 SMALL letter a WITH RING ABOVE
14/06 SMALL DIPHTHONG a WITH a
14/07 SMAa LETTER e WITH CEDILLA
14/08 SMAU LETTER a WITH GRAVE ACCBfT
14/09 SMAa LETTER a WITH ACUTE ACCENT
14/10 SMAa LETTER a WITH ORCUMFLEX ACCENT
14/11 SMAa LETTER a WITH DIAERESIS
14/12 SMAa LETTER i WITH GRAVE ACCENT
14/13 SMAa LETTER i WITH ACUTE ACCENT
14/14 SMAa LETTER 1 WITH ORCUMFLEX ACCENT
14/15 SMAa LETTER I WITH DIAERESIS
15/00 SMAa ICELANDIC LETTER ETH
15/01 SMAa LEHER n WITH TILDE
15/02 SMAa LETTER o WITH GRAVE ACCENT
15/03 SMAa LETTER o WITH ACUTE ACCENT
15/04 SMAa LETTER o WITH ORCUMFLEX ACCENT
15/05 SMAa LETTER o WITH TILDE
15/06 SMALL LETTER o WITH DUERESIS
15/07 DIVISION SIGN
15/08 SMAa LETTER o WITH OBUQUE STROKE
15/09 SMALL LETTER u WITH GRAVE ACCENT
15/10 SMALL LETTER u WITH ACUTE ACCENT
15/11 small letter u WITH CIRCUMFLEX ACCENT
15/12 SMAa LETTER u WITH DIAERESIS
15/13 SMAa LETTER v WITH ACUTE ACCENT
15/14 SMAa ICELANDIC LETTER THORN
15/15 SMAa LETTER v WITH DIAERESIS

The code table (table 2) shows the characters listed at the DOSi°

tion in the code table corresponding to the specified bit com*

bination.

The shaded positions correspond to bit combinations that do
not represent graphic characters. Their use is outside the scope

of ISO 8859; it is specified in other International Standards, for

example ISO 646 or ISO 6429.

8 Designation of the character set

The graphic characters of this part of ISO 8859 constitute a

single coded character set. However, when this character sat is

implemented together with other coding standards such as

ISO 2022 or ISO 4873. the coda table of this part of ISO 8859

shaH be considered to consist of the following components:

~ The character SPACE represented by bit combination

02/00.

— A 94-char8cter GO graphic character set represented by

bit corrtbinations 02/01 to 07/14.

— A 96 character G1 graphic character sat represented by

bit combinations 10/00 to 15/15.

When required by other coding starxfards, for example

ISO 2022 or ISO 4873, the following pair of escape sequences

shall be used:

ESC 02/08 04/02

ESC 02/13 04/01

to designate the GO ar>d the G1 sets, respectively. According to

ISO 2022, the character SPACE does not require designation.
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Table 2 — Code table
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Second

digit First digit

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

0
NUL:-;: DLEx:

space 0 @ P
\

P A e
t oo

•

6 —

1

SOHi: DCi:-;:

1

• 1 A Q a q A e
•

±
i

2
STXi: DC2i: II

2 B R b r Q
X

1 <t
< “1 it

3
ETX DC3!: # 3. C S c s E

N

1 £ > 4
4

EOT:!:: DC4i:

$ 4 D T d L N 1 § ¥ f
t

5
ENQ i:: NAKi:

% 5 E U e u 6 1 • U
7

6
ACKi: SYNi:

K 6 F V f V 0 n a A
1

7
BEL:!: ETB:!: 1

7 6 W q w a
/

0 6 I « 0
8

BS CAN::

( 8 H X h X
\

a
\

0 n » y
9

HT EM::-:!

) 9 1 Y
•

1 y
A

a
A

0 © TT • • •

A
LFi:!:;: SUBi:

•

• J Z
t

J z a b
TM

B
VT:!:!: ESC + t

1 K [ k { a
mm

0
X

J

a
\

A
C

FFi:i::: FS

1
< L \ 1

1

•

a
X

U
• •

g >1

D
CR GS — = n ] m } q

>

u Q 0
E

so:;:!: RS
f > N

A
n e

A

u /E ae CE

F
SI US

/ ? 0 0
DEL:i: \

p u 0 0 oe

' stands for a nonbreaking space, the same width as a digit.

The shaded characters cannot normally be generated from the Macintosh keyboard

or keypad

Figure 1. Macintosh Qiaracter Set

Nonprinting or "contror characters ($00 through $1F, as well as $7F) are identified in the table

by their traditional ASCII abbreviations; those that are shaded have no special meaning on the

Macintosh and cannot normally be generated from the Macintosh keyboard or keypad. Tliose that

can be generated are listed below along with the method of generating them:
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Character

Set

(00-7F)

Quick

Reference

Character

Set

(80-FF)

Quick

Reference

240 U-
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c
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128 00 U-‘ :3 \(D <cd :cd /c^ ocd Cr <(U :(U /(U I <«i-H

HEXA

DECIMAL

VALUE o — rn »o VO 00 On < CD u Q LU Uu

OECIILUI

VALUE 1^ o — rn NO 00 On o — rn rf »o

I

a cr C/D 4-> 3 > >> — — — <
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ON NO VA cd JO CJ T3 (D dD ji: — JJ — s c o
o
00 un pHa O:^ c/:) H G > X N — / <
"i*

NO Tf © < W O Q w pj o G H—

1

J s :z: O
oo rn o (N m to VO r- CO Cv • • • V
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A (T •
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1

• \
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X O w
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VALUE
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4.2.9 GENERAL NOTE ENTITY (TYPE 212)

4.2.9 General Note Entity (Type 212). A General Note Entity consists of one or more text

strings. Each text string contains text, a starting point, a text size, and an angle of rotation of llie

text. Examples of general notes are shown in Figure 64. The FC value indicates the font number

and is an integer. Positive values arc pre-defined fonts. Negative values point to user defined fonts

or modifications to a pre-defined font.

The following fonts are defined:

Font Doscriptiun

0 Symbol Font (no longer recommended)

1 Standard Ulock

2 Lelloy

3 Futura

6 Comp 80

12 News Gothic

13 Lightline Gothic

14 Simplex Roman
17 Century Schoolbook

18 Helvetica

19 OCR-H [ISO 1073] (sec Appendix J)

lUOl Symbol Font 1

1002 Symbol Font 2

1003 Drafting Font (see Appendix J)

Font 0 is an old symbol font and should no longer be used. Figure II in Appendix I is a mapping

symbol definition for Font 0.

Font 1 does not have a defined display. Use of Font 1 implies the receiving system may use any font

which displays the appropriate ASCII format characters. The intent of tliis font is for usage when

the actual display of the characters is not critical for the application.

Font 19 is shown in Figure 65 and is defined in Appendix J (see Section J.5).

Fonts in the 1000 series display symbols mapped onto ASCII characters as shown in Figures 66, 67

and 68. Tiiey do not specify a character display font. Font 1003 is defined in Appendix J (see

Section J.5).

Table 6 provides names for the graphical characters generated for each valid code.

If the FC nunii/er is not sufficient to describe the font, a text font definition entity may be used

to define the font. If a text font definition is being used, the negative of the pointer value for the

directory entry of the text font definition entity is placed in the FC parameter. The use of the values

WT, HT, SL, A, and text start point are shown in Figure 69.

Within definition space, the parameters for the text block are applied in the following order (See

Figure 70).

1. Define the box height (HT) and box width (WT).

The rotate internal text flag indicates whether the text box is filled with horizontal text or

vertical text. The box width is measured from the start of the left-most (first) text charac-

ter/symbol in the positive XT direction along the text base line, and extends to the end of the
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righi-mosi (last) characicr/synihoi, extending N cliaracters/syinhols and N~l intcrcliaracter

spaces. The box height is measured in the positive Y'P direction and is the height of capital

letters. It is equivalent to the syinhol used in Appendix C of [ANS182]. Special symbols,

such as those appearing in Appendix C or[ANSI82|, which exceed “ir in height are centered

vertically. Descenders and portions of symbols exceeding “h” extend outside the lower and/or

upper borders of the box. The box height and width arc measured i>crore the rotation angle (A)

is applied. The text start point is defined as the lower left corner of the first character/symbol

box.

When a receiving system cannot fit a text string inside its defined text box, it shall give

precedence to maintaining the full original character height, as defined by the text box height.

2. The slant angle is then applied to each individual character. For horizontal text, it is measured

from the XT axis in a counterclockwise direction. For vertical text, the slant angle is measured

from the YT axis.

3. The rotation angle is then applied to the text block. This rotation is applied in a counter-

clockwise direction about the text start point. 'I'iie plane of rotation is the XT, YT plane at

the depth ZSn (where ZSii is the value given for the text start point).

4. The mirror operation is performed next. The value I indicates the mirror axis is the (rotated)

line peri>endicular to the text ba.se line and through the text start point, 'fhe value 2 indicates

the mirror axis is the (rotated) text b;^e line.

to specify the relative position of definition space

equal to the character count in its corresponding

Finally, the lYansformation Matrix entity is used

within model space.

The number of characters (NCn) must always be

text string (TEXTn).
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A SINGLE LINE OF TEXT

A

GENERAL NOTE
TH TWO LINES

TX3T OBRORRIM

Figure f)-1. Fxampics of (.lie (General Note Fntily
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The dcfinilion of this font can be found

in Appendix J (see Section J.5).

Figure 65. General Note Font 19
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Figure GO. General Note Font 1001
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Figure 67. General Note Font 1002
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The definilion of lliis font can be found

in Appendix J (see Section J.5).

Figure 68. General Note Font 1003
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'Fable G. Cliaracier Names for the Symbol anti Drafling Fonts

Name Symbol
Foiitf

1 1001 1002 1003

Space 32 32 32 see

Exclamation mark 1 33 33 33 App. J

Quotation marks It
34 34 34 for this

Pound sign # 35 35 Font

Plus/miniis ± 35

Dollar sign $ 3G 3G

Degree symbol 0
36

Percent sign % 37 37 37

Ampersand k 38 38 38

Apostrophe 1 39 39 39

Left parenthesis ( 40 40 40

night parenthesis
) 41 41 41

Asterisk
* 42 42 42

Plus sign + 43 43 43

Comma t
44 44 44

Minus sigii/hypiien - 45 45 45

Period . 46 46 46

Slash / 47 47 47

Numeric 0 0 48 48 48

Numeric I 1 49 49 49

Numeric 2 2 50 50 50

Numeric 3 3 51 51 51

Numeric d 4 52 52 52

Numeric 5 5 53 53 53

Numeric G G 54 54 54

Numeric 7 7 55 55 55

Numeric 8 8 5G 56 ‘56

Numeric 9 9 57 57 57

Colon : 58 58 58

Semi-colon
1

59 59 59

Less than < 60 60 60

Equal sign = G1 61 61

Creater than > G2 62 62

Question mark 7 G3 63 63

Commercial at G4 G4 64

Upper CIUS4! letter A A G5 65 65

Upper case letter B n GG 66 66

Upper case letter C c G7 67 67

Upper case letter 1) I) G8 G8 68

Upper case letter E E G9 69 69

Upper case letter F F 70 70 70

Up|)er case letter C c; 71 71 71

Upper case letter II 11 72 72 72

f Entries for each Font are decimal ASCII equivalent
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Table 6. Character Names for the Symbol and Drafting Fonts (continued)

Name Symbol
Fontf

1 1001 1002 1003

Upper case letter I 1 73 73 73 see

Upper case letter J J 74 74 74 App. J

Upper case letter K K 75 75 75 for this

Upper case letter L L 76 76 76 Font

Upper case letter M M 77 77 77

Upper case letter N N 78 78 78

Upper case letter 0 0 79 79 79

Upper case letter P P 80 80 80

Upper case letter Q Q 81 81 81

Upper case letter R R 82 82 82

Upper case letter S S 83 83 83

Upper case letter T T 84 84 84

Upper case letter U U 85 85 85

Upper case letter V V 86 86 86

Upper case letter W W 87 87 87

Upper. case letter X X 88 88 88

Upper case letter Y Y 89 89 89

Upper case letter Z Z 90 90 90

Left bracket
[

91 91 91

Backward slash \ 92 92 92

Right bracket
1

93 93 93

Caret
•

94 94 94

Underscore 95 95 95

Reverse quote t 96 96 96

Lower case letter a a 97

Angularity z 97

Marker/symbol X 97

Lower case letter b b 98

Marker/symbol 98

Division symbol -r 98

Lower case letter c C 99

Flatness n 99

Less tlian or equal < 99

Lower case letter d d 100

Profde of a surface 100

Greater than or equal > 100

Lower case letter e e 101

Circularity o 101

Marker/symbol A 101

Lower case letter f f 102

Parallelism // 102

Radical y 102

fEntries for eacli Font are decimal ASCII equivalent
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Table 6. Character Names for the Symbol and Drafting Fonts (continued)

Name Symbol
Foiitf

1 1001 1002 1003

Ix)wcr case letter g g 103 see

Cylindricity X/ 103 App. J

Cross product X 103 for this

Ix3wer case letter h h lOi Font

llunout 104

Congruence = 104

liowcr case letter i i 105

Symmetry 105

Not equal 105

rx)wer case letter j j 106

Position 106

Integral I 106

Lower case letter k k 107

Profile of a line 107

Implication D 107

Ixswer case letter 1 1 108

Perpendicularity 1 108

Union V 108

Lower case letter m m 109

Maximum material condition 109

Intersection A 109

I^wer case letter n n 110

Diameter 0 110

Approximately equal 110

I.ower case letter o o 111

All around applicability 0 111

Greek letter sigma (Sum) E 111

I^wcr case letter p P 112

Projected tolerance zone © 112

Up arrow t 112

Lower case letter q q 113

Centerline c 113

Down arrow 1 113

Lower case letter r r 114

Concentricity 0 114

Right arrow — 114

Lower case letter s s 115

Regardless of feature side 115

Left arrow 115

Lower case letter t t Ilf)

Marker/symbol 116

Greek letter phi
<i> 116

t entries for Fach Font are decimal ASCII equivalent
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Tabic fi. Cliaractcr Names for the Symbol and Drafting Fonts (continued)

Name Symbol
Fontf

1 1001 1002 1003

bower case letter u u 117 see

Markcr/symbol o 117 App. J

Greek letter theta 0 117 for this

l/ower case letter v V 118 Font

Markcr/symbol A 118

Greek letter gamma 7 118

Lower case letter w w 119

Marker/symbol <^ 119

Greek letter psi 119

Lower case letter x X 120

Markcr/symbol 4 120

Greek letter omega UJ 120

Lower case letter y y 121

Marker/symbol X 121

Greek letter lambda A 121

I^wer case letter z z 122

Marker/symbol Y 122

Greek letter alpha or 122

Left brace ( 123 123

Greek letter delta s 123

Vertical bar
1

124 124

Greek letter mu /* 124

night brace
)

125 125

Greek letter pi T 125

Tilde
-

12G 126

Ovcrscore — 126

f Entries for each Font are decimal ASCII equivalent
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APPENDIX J.5 ADDITIONAL GENERAL NOTE FONTS

J.5 Additional General Note Fonts

Two additional fonts—Font 19 (OCR-B) and Font 1003 (Drafting Font)-— au'e defined for use by tlie

General Note Entity (Type 212). See Section 4.2.9 for more detail.

Font 19 (OCR-B) [ISO 1073] is defined in Figure Jl.

Font 1003 (Drafting Font) is defined in Figure J2 and Table J2.

BL 0 0 € 0 P P f

P p

j j 1 1 k A Q Q a a q q

•fl
ft

2 2 B B R R b b r r

« # 3 3 C c S s c c 8 s

$ $ 4 4 D D T T d d t t

7. % 5 5 E E U U e e u u

k L 6 6 F F V V f f V V

1
0

7 7 G G V w g g V w

( (
8 8 H H X X h h X X

) )
9 9 I I Y Y i i y y

:

•

J J Z Z j j z z

+ + t > K K C
[

k k { {

$
< < L L \ \ 1 1 1 1

- - = = M M ]
1

m m } }

• • > > N N - A
n n

- •

/ /
7 7 0 0 “ - o 0

Figure Jl. General Note Font 19 (OCR-B)
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BL 0 0 C (9 p p 1 ± P ©
1 j 1 1 A A q Q a z q t
!•

19

2 2 B B R R b 1 r ©
# # 3 3 C c s s c o 8

$ s 4 4 D D T T d o t u
t % 5 5 E E u U a o u —

k 6 6 F F V V f // V
1 1

t
0

7 7 G G w w g /<y V V

( (
8 8 H H X X h X T

) )
9 9 I I Y Y i -E- y

# : • J J Z Z j z b.

+ • 9 K K c
1

k { {

• »
< < L L \ \ 1 © 1 1

- - s = M M ]
I

m 10) } }

• • > > M N -
n 0 - •

/ /
7 7 0 0 - - o

Figure J2. General Note Font 1003 (Drafting Font)
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APPENDIX J.5 ADDITIONAL GENERAL NOTE FONTS

Table J2. Character Names for the Drafting Font

Name
Fontf

Symbol 1003

Space 32

Exclamation mark 1 33

Quotation marks H 34

Pound sign # 35

Dollar sign $ 36

Percent sign % 37

Ampersand 38

Apostrophe * 39

Left parenthesis
( 40

Right parenthesis ) 41

Asterisk * 42

Plus sign + 43

Comma
1

44

Minus sign/hyphen - 45

Period e 46

Slash / 47

Numeric 0 0 48

Numeric 1 1 49

Numeric 2 2 50

Numeric 3 3. 51

Numeric 4 4 52

Numeric 5 5 53

Numeric 6 6 54

Numeric 7 7 55

Numeric 8 8 56

Numeric 9 9 57

Colon 1 58

Semi-colon
1

59

Less than < 60

Equal sign = 61

Greater than > 62

Question mark ? 63

Commercial at @ 64

Up|>er case letter A A 65

Upper case letter B n 66

Upper case letter C C 67

Upper case letter D D 68

Upper case letter E E 69

Upper case letter F F 70

Upper case letter G G 71

Upper case letter 11 11 72

Upper case letter I I 73

Upper case letter J J 74

f Entries are decimal ASCII equivalent
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APPENDIX J.5 ADDITIONAL GENERAL NOTE FONTS

Table J2. Character Names for the Drafting Font (continued)

Name Symbol

Foiitf

1003

Upper case letter K K 75

Upper case letter L L 76

Upper case letter M M 77

Upper case letter N N 78

Upper case letter 0 0 79

Upper case letter P P 80

Upper case letter Q Q 81

Upper case letter 11 R 82

Upper case letter S S 83

Upper case letter T T 84

Upper case letter U U 85

Upper case letter V V 86

Upper case letter W W 87

Upper case letter X X 88

Upper case letter Y Y 89

Upper case letter Z Z 90

I^ft bracket
i

91

Backward slash \ 92

Right bracket
)

93

Arc length 94

Underscore 95

Plus/minus dt 96

Angularity Z 97

Perpendicularity i. 98

Flatness n 99

Profile of a surface 100

Circularity o 101

Parallelism // 102

Cylindricity X/ 103

Runout z 104

Symmetry 105

Position 106

Profile of a line 107

Least material condition Q 108

Maximum material condition ® 109

Diameter 0 110

Square 111

Projected tolerance zone © 112

Centerline 113

Concentricity O 114

Regardless of feature side 115

fFiitrins are decimal ASCII equivalent
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Table J2. Cliaracier Names for the Drafling Foul (continued)

Name Symbol

Fontf

1003

Total runout u 116

Straightness
—

117

Counterbore 1—

j

118

Countcrsinlc V 119

Depth T 120

Conical taper 121

Slope 122

Left brace { 123

Vertical bar
1

124

night brace
1

125

Degree symbol o 126

fEntrics are decimal ASCII equivalent
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ACCENTED LATIN CHARACTERS
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A.3.2 accented Latin characters (id's s 61 696 -i-

)

Thene chnracicr idcnUncra arc reserved for acccnlcd Icllcrs.

Note: For ease of reading, only the low order 8 binary bits of the character ideniincr number

is notated. Therefore, please odd the following to each number shown:

Octal: 361000; Decimal: 61696; Ilex: FI 00.

IDKNTinKR

Oeial Dec Ilex.

SIIAl’B CIIAKACThlll nKSCIUITION

418 33 21 A Grave A

42g 34 22 A Acute A

438 35 23 A Circumflex A

44« 36 24 A Tilde A

468 37 25 A Macron A

468 38 26 A UreveA

478 39 27 A Diaeresis A = umlaut A

508 40 28 A King A = angstrom A
<AMS. AA>

518 41 29 A Ogonek A

52g 42 2A c Acute C

538 43 211 e Circumflex C

64b 44 2C c High dot C

65b 46 2D g Cedilla C

66b 46 2K e Hachek C = caron C

67b 47 2F D llachek D = caron 1)

eog 48 30 Grave B

61 g 49 31 E Acute B

62g 50 32 & Circumflex B

63g 61 33 E Macron B

64g 62 34 E High dot B

65g 53 35 E Diaeresis B = umlaut B

66b 64 36 e Ogonek B

67g 65 37 E Hachek B = caron B

70g 56 38 G AcuteG

718 67 39 e Circumflex G

72g 58 3A G Ureve

G

73g 69 311 G High dot G

74g 60 3C g Cedilla G

76b 61 31) ft Circumflex 11

76b 62 3E i Grave I

77b 63 3F { Acute 1
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IDRNTinRR SIIAI’E

Octal Dec Ilex.

IOOh 64 40 1

101b 65 41 i

102h 66 42 I

103b 67 43 1

104b 68 44 i*

105b 69 45 I

106b 70 46 J

107b 71 47 5
110b 72 48 L

111b 73 49

112b 74 4A L

113b 75 411 N

114b 76 4C fi

115b 77 4D

1168 78 4E N
1178 79 4F 0

120b 80 50 6
1218 81 51 0

122b 82 62 0

123b 83 53 0

124b 84 54 6

125b 85 65 6

126b 86 66 R
1278 87 67 R
1308 88 68 R
1318 89 69 &

132b 90 6A s

1338 91 511 §

134b 92 6C §

1358 93 6D T
136b 94 5IS i

1378 95 5F u
1408 96 60 u
1418 97 61 0
1428 98 62 0
1439 99 63 0
1448 100 64 0
1468 101 65 u

CllAllACTRK t)KSClUt*n()N

Circuniriux i

Tilde I

Macron 1

High doi I

Diaeresis I s umlaut I

Ogonek 1

Circumflex J

Cedilla K

Acute L

Cedilla L

llachek L = caron L

Acute N

Tilde N

Cedilla N

Hachek N = caron N

Grave 0

Acute 0

Circumflex 0

Tilde 0

Macron 0

Diaeresis 0 = umlaut O

Double acute 0

Acute R

Cedilla 11

Hachek 11 = caron R

Acute S

Circumflex S

Cedilla S

Hachek S = caron S

Cedilla T

I lachek T = caron T

Grave U

Acute U

Circumflex U

Tilde U

Macron U

Breve U

Dioeresis U = umlaut U
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Association for Font Mlnformation Interchange

Application for Assignment of a GlyphlD
Please answer the following questions as best as possible. The more information provided the

more likely that a correct registration of the glyph(s) can be made. Place hand drawn and
printed samples of the glyph on the last two pages of this registration.

1. Registrant

Name: Ronald J. Pellar (representative to ISO JTC1/SC2/WG2

)

Organizalion: Xerox Corporation SSAE 322

Address: 701 S. Aviation Blvd.

City: El Seoundo

State, District, or Province and Postal Code: California 90245

Country: USA

Telephone, Telex, and/or FAX /F: (213) 333-7364

2. Glyph name in native language. Franc

3.

Glypli name transliterated or transcribed into the latin alphabet . Franc
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Assudadon for Font Information tnlcrdian^Q

4.

Wlial script, aiphabclr syllibary, if any, is the glyph used with? Latin Alphabet
5.

What language, if any, is the glyph used with? French

6. Wliat category do the users of this glyph belong? (Please circle or underline choice(s))

Mathematics Linguistic Technical Other Monetary

7. This giypit is similar in shape to what other glyph already in the registry?

(ClyphID, if possible) The Latin Letter F ( 000 I 000 I 000 I 070

)

8. Tliis glyph is similar in meaning to what other glyph already in the registry?

(ClyphID, if possible) Franca ( 000 I 000 I 239 1 163

)

9. Are there unique metrics associated with this glyph? (YES or NO) Yes/No

10. Metrics: (Please denote measuring scheme and units) Font dependant

a. Side bearines N/A

b. Width Maybe on a figure width

c Height Numeral Height

d. Design size N/A

11. Does this glyph vary in any of the following ways, if so how ? Yes

a. Weight Font dependant

b. Italic version Font dependant

c. Slanting Font dependant

d. Scalability Scalable like rest of numerals

12. is this glyph design dependant or design transparent, i.e., does the siiape change with im

design? Design Dependant
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Associdlioti for Font iniomidtion InierdungQ

13. Arc there size liinitatioiis on this glyph? (YES or NO) No

a. If so what are they

14. Does this glyph exist in eleclronic format, either bit map or contour? (YES or NO) Yes

If so where, what format, and may it be submitted with release for use bv AFII?

Unknown

15.

Additional coinment(s), or information relating to this glyph:

This glyph has been designated as the official monetary symbol

Cor the French Franc. It is used on the new One Franc coin.
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Assoadiion for Font Informaiion Interchange

Typical printed sample showing the Glyph in context, or typical use
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Assoddiion for Font information Interdiange

/

HFH
biseiint biseiine

Hand drawn sample between H's.

Try to show relative height,

width, and placement of glyph.

Add notes or comments,
if necessary.

Hand drawn sample between /s.
Try to show relative height,

width, and placement of glyph.

Add notes or comments,
if necessary.

Handdrawn sample of how glyph might be used
in a typical < ontexl.
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Association for Font Binfonnation Interchange

GlyphlO (Decimal) New Old Rev. Den. Date ^ Signature

000 000 035 099 X 7/15/88

Action Taken: New glyph assignment. De[lnition-**Hausa small letter K (Smai

unvoiced ejective)". Parenthetical definition extracted from ISO 6438.

Ler velar

Application for Assignment of a GlyphID
Please answer the following questions as best as possible. The more information provided the
more likely that a correct registration of the glyph(s) can be made. Place hand drawn and
printed samples of the glyph on the last two pages of this registration.

t. Registrant

Name: Ronald J. Pellar

Orsanization: Xerox Corporation

Address: 701 S. Aviation Blvd.

Glv: SI Sequndo

Slate, District, or Province and Postal Code: California 90245

Coun try: USA

Telephone, Telex, andlor FAX IF: (213) 333-7364

2. Glyph name in native language. Unknown

3. Glyph name transliterated or transcribed into the latin alphabet . Unknown
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Associauon tor ront Intonnation Interchange

4.

Wlial script, alpliabet7 syllibary, if any, is the glyph used with? Latin Alphabet5.

What language, if any, is llie glyph used with? Hauaa

6. What category do the users of this glyph belong? (Please circle or underline choice(s))

Mathematics Linguistic Technical Other

7. Hiis glyph is similar in shape to what other glyph already in the registry?

(ClyphlD, if possible) The Latin Letter k f 000 I 000 I 000 1 107

)

8. This glyph is similar in meaning to what other glyph already in the registry?

(ClyphlD, if possible) The Latin Letter k f 000 I 000 i 000 1 107)

9. Are there unique metrics associated with this glyph? (YES or NO) No

10. Metrics: (Please denote measuring scheme and units) Font dependant

a. Side bearines Same as Latin letter k.

b. Width Same as Latin letter k.

c. Height Same as Latin letter k.

d. Design size Same as Latin letter k.

11. Does this glyph vary in any of the following ways, if so how ? Yea

a. Weight Pont dependant. Same as Latin letter k.

b. Italic version Font dependant. Same as Latin letter k.

c. Slanting Font dependant. Same as Latin letter k.

d. Scalability Scalable like rest of alphabet.

12. Is this glyph design dependant or design transparent, i.e., does the shape change with foi

design? Design Dependant
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Association for Font Information Interchange

13. Are (here size limitations on this glypii? (YES or NO) No

a. If so what are they

14. Does this glyph exist in electronic format, either bit map or contour? (YES or NO) Yes

If so where, what format, and may it be submitted with release for use hy AFIIf

This glyph can be obtained in Ikarus format and the letter it

represents is in the public domain.

15. Additional comment(s), or information relating to this glypin
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IIAUSA (Latin script)

Hausa is the second most widely spoken language in

Africa. In Nigeria alone it is probably spoken and under-

stood by ten million people.

It is wntten in Latin script, using the following special

letters: 6 (f £.

SPECIMEN This is part of a Hausa folk-tale:

Wannan warn mutum ke nan, raiumara ta 6ace. Sai

ta kama hanya, tana tafiya. Tana tafe tana hgar ganyen
itace, tana d.

Typical printed sample showing the Glyph in context, or typical use
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.m H
biseime biseiint

y-

Hand drawn sample between H's.

Try to show relative height,

width, and placement of glyph.

Add notes or comments,
if necessary.

Hand drawn sample between y's.

Try to show relative height,

width, and placement of glyph.

Acid notes or comments,
if necessary.

base/ine

Handdrawn sample of how glyph might be used
in a lyf)ical context.
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System Requirements

Technical Specifications

To iLsc ilie Apple laserWritcr One or more Mudntnsii

IIktx printer, you must iuve one (minimum 512K of RAM) or

of lliese systans: Apple ll(s> oNnputefs connect-

ed via tile iix'ahalk Cal)iing

System.

Marking engine

Canon IJ)I*-SX laser

XLTograpItic

Processor

Moton)bf)K()2U (16.67-

megalienz ckxk speed)

Memory

I nKr}ial)yte ROM;

2 megul)ytes RAM

Interfaces

SCSI, A()pleTalk, Apple

Desktop Bus* (for future expan-

sNMi), and RS-232-C pons

Expansion capabilities

ROM expansion via font-

expanskm .skit

RAM expaaskm up to 12

megaliytes

lixtemal SOJlport kx liard

disk font siomge

Apple Desktop Bus for future

expansKMi

Print quality

All te.\t and graphics printed

at 3(X) hy 3(X) dots per inch,

full (Kige

Built-in font families

> Tunes, IIeiveiica,Qxirier,

Symix)l, rre Avant (jaideGkhic,

rrc Ikx^tan, New Century

SciKxiDxxik, 1 lelvetka Nanow,

Palatino, ITC Zapf Qianceiy, /

and ITC Zapf Dinglxiis /

Speed

^ 8 |xiges per minute maxi-

mum tluougliptit (actual speed

depends ext images printed)

Printing protocols

> PostScript, a sulisct of tile

Dialik) 630 cixiunand .scl, and

Hewiclt-I’ackani laseijcl Plus

emulatkm

Print materials

^ letlcT, le^pl, A4, and B5

sizes, using 16- to 20-|xxind

single-slKxi phottxopy Ixmd,

H- to 34-p(Xind letteriiead and

colored sttxk, or transparency

overhead film. linvelopes,

blxHs, and paper (up to 36-

pcxind) supponed via manual

feed Envelopes also .supponed

via optkmal envekipe tray.

An M.S-DOSex OS/2 com-

puter with a UxalTalk PC Can

or an RS-232-C cable and ap-

propriate software.

> Any othcY computer with ai

RS‘232-C cable and appropriat

software.

Print capadUcs
> I*apercassetlesliold200

siieets of 20-p(xind pper.

Envelope cassette imids 1

5

envelopes.

Printable surfke

Letter size 8.0 by 10.5

indies; legal: 8.0 by 13.0 inchc

A4: 7.41 liy 10iJ6 indies; B5:

7.69 liy 10.16 indies (actual

printaiile area may vary

depending on applicalkin)

Size and weight

I Idglit: 8.6 in. (21.8 cm)

Wkltli:20in.(50.8ciii)

With letter tray attaciied, 26.4 ir

(67.1 cm)

Deptlt 18.5 in. (47 cm)

Wiiglit: 45 Ib. (20.25 kg)

Operating environment

Temperature: 50® to 90® F

(10® to 32® C)

Humidity: 20 percent to 80

percent

Power requirements

90 to 126 volts AQ
50t()60heiiz

Ordering information Apple LaserWriter ilxrx With yixir orclcT, ycxi’ll rcreive:
• > LaserWriter II liistaliation clLs.

Onicr No. M6215 lascTWritcr llrnx printer kiter cassette

liLserWritcT llm/Mix IkxiLs ToncT cartridge

disk Owner’s guide

> Limitexi warranty si:itemcnt
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• LaserJet 500 PLUS: Job offsetting can be used

between jobs to allow for easy job separation.

Prinlable Oiaraclers-Per-Line

(Rxcd Pilch)

Print Portratl/Landscape

Pilch Sid. Legal A4 B5

10 80/106 80/138 77/112 66/97

12 96/127 96/163 93/135 80/116

16.66 132/176 132/226 129/188 111/187

Printable Lines-Per-Page

UnM/ Porlrall/Landscapt

Inch Sid. Legal A4 B5

6 62/48 80/48 66/46 56/39

8 94/63 108/63 89/61 76/52

Printable Surface

Sid. Legat A4 85

Width: Inches 8.0 8.0 7.8 8.7

MM 203 203 198 170

Length: Inchee 10.8 13.8 11.3 9.7

MM 269 345 287 247

Power

• Voitage/Frequencies

ll5V+/-lO%60Hz

• Optional:

220V+/-10% 5OH2
240V+/-I0% 5OH2

• Power Consumption at 115 VAC
850 Watts Printing Maximum (2900 BTU/Hr)
170 Watts SUndby (580 BTU/Hr)

Environmental

Temperature (Printer & Cartridge)

Operating

Storage

Altitude

Operating

Non-operating

Humidity

Operating

Non-O|>emting

10 to 32J degrees (

.

(50 to 9 1 degrees F |

0 to 35 degrees C
(32 to 95 degrees F.'

0 to 1.500 metres

(0-8J00 feet)

0 to 1 5,000 metres

(0-49,200 feet)

20 to 80% RH

10 to 80% RH

Audible Noise

Printing < 55 dB(A) Standby < 45 dD(/

Note: Measured one meter from source accordtng to ISO/OIS 777

Physical (LaserJet and LaserJet PLUS)

Width
Depth (body only)

Depth (with trays)

Height

Weight

473 cm. (18.5 inche:

41.5 cm. (16.2 inche<

72J cm. (28.2 incite

29J cm. (1 1.4 inchc

32 kg. (71 pound

Physical (LaserJet 500 PLUS)

Width

Depth (body only)

Depth (with trays)

Height

Weight

47.5 cm. (18J> inciter

493 cm. (19.5 inche;

87.5 cm. (.34.4 incite

46.0 cm. (18.1 inche;

43 kg. (94 pound:

LaserJet Printer Font
Product Summary

Soft Fonts

Ask your HP De&.er or Sales Representative for the

latest information on soft font.s. Disc-based soft fontr

can be used with the LaserJet PLUS and LaserJet 500

PLUS printers only.

Font Cartridges (Currently Available)

922eeA
92286B
922B6C
922860
92286E
92288F
92286G
9228eH
9228eJ
92286K
92286L
9228eM
92288N
92286P
922880
9228SR
92286T
92286U
92286V
92286W
92286X
92288Y

Courier 1

Tms Proporllonal 1

liilernallonal 1

Preetige Ole
Letter Oothie
Tme Proportlonat 2
Legal Ote
Legal Courier
Melh Ole
Math Tme
Courier Poilrell and Landscafie
Preetige Ole Portrait and Landscape
Letter Qolhio Porlinll and Landscafw
Tme Rnvi Porirall and Landscape
Memo 1

Preeentallone 1

Tax 1

Forme Portrall

Forme Landecape
«f Code 3 0I.9/OCR-A
Bar Code EAN/UPC and OCR 8
PC Courier I

For font print samplee and oilier (onl Inlormallon, ask your HP
Dealer or Salee Represenlallve lor llie LaserJet Printer Font
Cartridge Selection Oulde. pert number 595<l.2270 (or ask to see the
LaserJet Printer Family Font Catalog, pait no. 5954.2277).

FonI cartridges and discs are available through your HP Dealer or
through HcwleU-P.ickatd's Direct M.irkcllng Division Call loll free:

800-538.8787 (In Calllornia catt 408-738-4 1 33 colleci)
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Tlie following table indicates tlie character sets available on each of the

three fonts. The character sets on the same line (such as 0, 10, and 20)

have the same characters for each decimal code. These sets are illustrated

on the next page.

Character Se

'7610A/'7560A/
*7670A/»7680A,B/

*7585A,B/7586B/769XA

»7680B/»7586B
7686B/769XA

Character Set

ISO
Registratior

NumberFixed-Space
Vector Font

Variable-Space
Arc Font

Fixed-Space
Arc Font

0 10 20 ANSI ASCII 006

1 11 21 HP 9825 HPL Character Set —
2 12 22 French/German —
3 13 23 Scandinaviam —
4 14 24 Spanish/Latin American —
5 15 25 Special Symbols —
6 16 26 JIS ASCII 014

7 17 27 Roman Extensions —
8 18 28 Katakana 013

9 19 29 ISO IRV (International

Reference Version)

002

30 40 50 ISO Swedish 010

31 41 51 ISO Swedish for Names Oil

32 42 52 ISO Norwegian Version 1 060

33 43 53 ISO German 021

34 44 54 ISO French 025

35 45 55 ISO British 004

36 46 56 ISO Italian 015

37 47 57 ISO Spanish 017

38 48 58 ISO Portuguese 016

39 49 59 ISO Norwegian Version 2 061

60 70 80 ISO French 069

99 — — Drafting —
100 — — Kanji —
101 — — Kanji —
-1 — — Downloadable (user-defined) —

'Giaracter seta 60, 70, 99, 100, 101, and -I not implemented on the 7S10A and 7550A.

^Vahabie^pace arc font and character sets 60 and -1 not implemented on the 7570A.

^All 7580A/71i85A ploltera and 7580B/75S5B plotters with serial prefix number 2309, 2331, 2334, and 2335 contain only character sr

0-5 und 10-15. 758X0 plotters with serial prefix number 2402 and higher contain all character seta (except 39, 60, 100, and lUl) in ;

three fonts.
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Fonts

TIMES ROMAN

ABCDEPGIIIJKlJvlNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijkimnopqrsluvw»yz&yK^00astEfi^9A4n'finni(Tli

0123456789'/4y4 A/^, ;:!?0[]{}A^”**a • tt§^
*

^ ^4—x+±><'"*Q-

LUQDA

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ibcdefgliljklmnopqrsluvwxyz&/£CE00acoe&CcAifrrinfnrni

01234S6789'/4>AHA^17()l](lAJ"“il -ttSV
<>«»+—±><"**a-

CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abedefghijklmnopqFStuvwxyz&i'ESOaaesBCgAAimnmOlt

0123466789 l4%'AA,;:!?(){]{}A-|’^a • tt§l*

HiLVfnCA

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcd@(ghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz&>ECE00aioeBQ9ASffnnfnffl

0123456789'/4y4y^-.,;:l70Q{}AJ”“"ii .n§r
<§e9'’Utf#%%» «*«•I—K4-±><"*»ci-

LUaOA SANS

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghlJklmnopqrstuvwxyz&^CE00aecE&CcAdfffinffiff

OI234S6789’/4»/4yi/-^l70ll(lA_l—il .t4§r
®©®«'5«£f#965&i o«»4—x-5-±><‘"*a~

Proprietary Custom FonS-OpHonal

PsinI Sizes 6 7 8 9 10 11 1Z 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 Jt

LUCIDA" Roman, Bold, liaUe isa oanom mm a •

LUQDA SANS'* Roman, Bold, italk isi ouracMn mm
•

HELVETICA* Roman. Bold, itMiie m Chmmmmn mm

TIM^ ROMAN* Rooiaa. Oekl, //o^te it cw.—wwi

CENTURY SCHOOLBOOK* Roman, Bold, ItaUe, Bold Italie

PI SYMBOLS 1 1* Ouraam la Ml • • a • • • a a • a a a •

*36pt available in ROMAN only

Standard Fonts

eamtlms 29 pttje9

Courier 1 S piteh
Courier 12 pitch
Courier 10 pitch
Courier 8 pitch
Courier Bold 12 pitch
Courier Bold 10 pitch

Courier Character set: 177

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuwxyz
0123456789$$£|%I.Y'

TJ§l*(acr- gA<?a

lie*'" +—«x + > <i
'

* *-
XAXfe£lfS50000aaaeeiIn6uuQ

DownJoadabie Fonts Available at No Cost

Our UNIX support tape provides 17 complete sets of public domain fonte which have 15 different point sizes (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, IT

14, 16. 18, 20, 22. 24, 2S. 36). We also provide a number of partial sets for over 890 different font files.

Our VAX/VMS TgX support tape provides over 70 different Metafont fonts which allow you to generate addiliorial sizes

and fonts.
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QMS-PS 800 FONTS
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PostScript— PostScript is a page description language that is compact, universal, coiwenient,

portable and flexible. It differs in a very fundamental way from all otlier page description lan^iages.

Namely, a PostScript description of a page is an executable program in a graphics programming

language, rather than being data input to some page formatter. Like any complete programming

language, PostScript has operators and operands, variables and constants, a syntax and a semantics,

and a customary usage style. Unlike most programming languages, it also has powerful graphics

primitives that underlie a uniform and consistent, device-independent, graphics-imaging model.

Thmsformations on Text and Graphics—QMS-I^ 800 allows text and graphics to \)e .scaled and
rotated. The full generality of two-dimensional matrix transformations is available. Scale, n)tate and
translate primitives exist in the language, but other transformation specifications can be built up.

Synthetic Halftone Text and Graphics—QMS-PS 800 provides capabilities for syntlietic halftone

text and graphics. Graphic shapes and text can be filled with halftone color or gray values. All

parameters of the halftone process (spot shape, orientation, screen frequency and transfer function}

may be specified by the user.

Arbitrary Oipping ofText and Graphics—With the QMS-PS 800, the u.ser can .specify arbitrary

clipping boundaries for text and graphics. PostScript can crop any text, graphics or scanned image Ic

its clipping region.

'^yPEFACES
With the QMS-PS 800, you have typefaces that include: Times, Times Bold, Times Bold Italic, Helvetic

Helvetica Bold, Helvetica Oblique, Helvetica Bold Oblique, Courier, Courier Bold, Courier Oblique,

Courier Bold Oblique, as well as Symbol, Underline, Sliadow and Hollow Styles for all resident

typefaces. They’re scaleable from four points upward and can be rotated to any orientatiom^x"^

GRAPHICS
Generate circles, graphs, pie and bar charts, letters, logos, and transparencies for business. Intricate

three-dimensional perspective plots for engineering. High-quality forms and documents with muitipl

typefaces. And phototypesetting simulations for electronic publishing.

PRINTSPEED
Eight pages per minute. Actual printing speed depends on application.

PRINTER SPECIFICATIONS
TYPE— Desk-top, electronic page printer.

PRINTMETHOD— Ra.ster scan semiconductor diode laser beam with rotating polygon mirror and
lens deflection onto photoreceptor, xerographic image transfer to plain paper.
PRINTSPEED— Eight pages per minute. Actual printing speed depends on application.

LASER—Semiconductor laser scanning .system.

TONER— Dry, monocomponent in user-replaceable cartridges.
PAPER-8^" X IT'; x 14'';A4 (international); B5 (international); envelopes, charts, Iransparei

cies (manual feed); minimum weight- 16 lbs.; Maximum weight-24 lbs.

RAPERIOADING—Cassette, 100 sheets each.
DOT PfTCH—300 dots per inch horizontal, 300 dots per inch vertical.
WARM-UPTIME—Two minutes from cold start.

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS- Printing-0.8 KVA; StandbyO.3 KVA
OPERATING ENVIRONMENT-50-90T (10-30°C); Humidity 20-80 '.r,

RECOMMENDED USE LEVEL-Up to 3,000 pages per month.
DIMENSIONS- 18.7" (W) x 11.4" (H) x 16.3" (D).
WEIGHT-6,5 lbs.

NOISE LEVEL- Less than 55 dBA.
STANDARD HOST INTERFACES— RS232, RS422 and AppleTalk"* port.
MEMORY REQUIREMENTS- 2M RAM and .5M ROM.
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Bitstream®

FONTWARE”

To Order

Rease complete this form and

mail to Bitstream inc.

Or...

Order by Phone: 800-522-3668

In Massachusetts: 617-497*7512

Typeface Package

Order Form

(PkasePrinO

Name

Title

Comoany

Addiess

City. Slate. Zip Code

Ship To (if different from above)

Nwie

Address

City. Slate. Zip Code

Order No. Typeface Package Name

FTP-A1 Swiss

FTP-A2 Century Schoolbook

RP-A3 Dutch

RP-A4 Zapf Calligraphic

FTP-A5 Futura Light

FTP-A6 Swiss Light

RP-A7 Swiss Condensed

FTP-A8 Futura Book

FTP-A9 Futura Medium

FTP-A10 Courier (10 Pilch)

FTP-A1

1

Letter Gothic (12 Pitcli)

FTP-A12 Prestige (12 Pilch)

FTP-A13 lie Avant Garde

FTRA14 Zapt Humanist

FTP-A15 ITC Garamond

FTP-A16 ITC Souvenir

FTP-A17 ITC Kormna

FTP-A18 Bitstream Charier

FTP-At 9 ITC Galliard

FTP-A20 Headlines 1 ; Bitstream Cooper Black • Broadway

University Roman • Cloister Black

Telephone

Country

Country

Quantity Price: S195.Q0 each
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S E YB 0 LO.

SANTA CLARA.
CALIFORNIA.
SEPTEMBER
9 - 1 2 1 9 8 7.

Bitstream

Fontware

Fontware

Typefaces

Swift

Century SebooUiaoic

Dutch

Zapf Calllgrapiiic

Futun Llgiit

Swiss Light

Swiss Condensed

Futun Book

Futun Medium

Courier (10 pitch)

Letter Gothic (12 pitch)

Prestige (12 pitch)

ITC Avint Garde

Zapf Humanist

ITC Garamond

ITC Souvenir

ITC Korinna

Bitstream Charter

ITC Gaillard

Headllna 1:

Cooper Black

Broadway

University Roman

Cloister Black

About Bitstream Fontware for Your PC
Based in Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts, Bitstream was the

first independent digital type

foundry. Founded by a pres-

tigious group of typographic

professional^ Bitstream has

grown rapidly to a team of

75 expert type designers,

softw^ engineers, as well as

marketing and customer sup-

port professionals^

An industry leader in typo-

graphic quality and innova-

dve tedmology. Bitstream

supplies digital type and
related software to 200
equipment manu^cturers

and software developers

diroughout the world. That
means you see Bitstream type

every day, everywhere: in

newspapers, magazines,

books, television, video and
business documents.

For More
Information:

Bitstream sales will assist you
in getting the typeface of

your choice, compatible with
your desktop publishing

system. Call Bitstream at

800-522-3668.

Fontware is the first program that makes fonts on the IBI

PCyAT or compatibles in virtually any size for most popu
displays and printers from typeface packages comprising

the Fontware Library. Fontware Installation Kits are avai!

able for Ventura Publisher and for Microsoft Windows
applications, among more to come.

Fontware gives you professional typographic quality and
variety so you can make the most of desktop publishing.

And since Fontware creates matching screen and printer

fonts, you can preview your document accurately before

you print iL

industry Leaders Endorse Fontware

Paul Brainerd, President ofAldus Corporation said, "Having

been a part ofdie evolution ofFontware over die last 18 mont
we know that die font requirements ofour PC PageMaker au
tomers willbe realized thanks to Fontware." Bitstream's new
product allows formatching screen and printer fonts and com-

plete control over type fonts and diameter adjustments, which

was not avaOabie for the PC until Fontware.

Ventura Software has beenworkingwith Bitstream to create

Fontware forVentura Publisher. The result is a produawhid
provides ezaedy die capabilities diat desktop publishing users

have been aski^fon fieedom to choose any type size, true

WYSIWYG capability, device independence and a large, profe

sional quality type libory,” said JohnR Meyer, President of

Ventura Softw^ Ihc

TTifaw—laWr was protfuemd using mimetran/e putUahing taeA-

niqumm. It «aaa aatM Swiss BImek Condanaad, Swiss Condsnmmd,
Mstrumm Cfiartar, and Smriss field Italic. AM fonta ivera generated

bf tfia Fontwaas Installation KM tor MIeroaott Windows using

Fontsrarm Outflnaa.
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3 Selecting and Controlling Fonts

Hewlett-Packard has standardized the typefaces in Figure 3.4:

Value ofT Typeface

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

27

28

29

30

136
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148

Line Printer

Pica

Elite

Courier

Helvetica (HELV, Swiss)

Times Roman, Dutch (TMS RMN)
Gothic

Script

Prestige

Caslon

Orator

Presentation

Helvetica Condensed
Futura

Palatino (Zapf CaUigraphic)

Souvenir

Zapf Humanist (Optima)

Garamond
Cooper
Coronet
Broadway
Bodoni
Century Schoolbook

University Roman
Avant Garde Gothic

Korinna

Bitstream Charter

Qoister Black

Galliard

Futura Book
Futura Light

Helvetica Light

Figure 3.4 Hewlett-Packard Typeface Desigtations
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Appendix B — Font List

Font Index Bitstream Name
Abbreviation

FONTl 001 (like) Gothic 73 1 Bold Gothic

FONT2 002 (like) Swiss 721 Bold (Helvetic Medium)
FONT3 003 (like) Clarendon 701 Clarendon Light [Craw Clarendon]

FONT4 004 (like) Swiss 721 Roman [Helvetic]

SWSR 006 Swiss 721 Roman
SWSI 007 Swiss 721 Italic

GOTBC 008 Gothic 73 1 Bold Condensed
SWSB 010 Swiss 721 Bold

DUTR Oil Dutch 801 Roman
Dun 012 Dutch 801 Italic

SQRBX 013 Square 721 Bold Extended
SQRX 014 Square 721 Extended

CLRL 015 Garendon 701 Clarendon Light

BODB 017 Modem 421 Bodoni Bold
BODBI 018 Modem 421 Bodoni Bold Italic

swsc 019 Swiss 742 Condensed

SWSBC 020 Swiss 722 Bold Condensed
SWBU 021 Swiss 742 Bold
SWBL 022 Swiss 742 Light

GMFL 023 Geometric 21 1 Futura Light

GMFH 024 Geometric 211 Futura Heavy
ZHDI 025 Zapf Humanist 601 Demi
SWSH 026 Swiss 721 Heavy
SWSBK 027 Swiss 721 Black

FRTZQ 028 Flareserif 861 FrizQuadrata
FRZQB 029 Flareserif 861 Friz Quadrata Bold
CNSCH 030 Century 702 Century Schoolbook
CSCHB 031 Century 702 Century Schoolbook Bold

ZHDIB 032 Zapf Humanist 601 Bold
SWSBO 033 Swiss 721 Bold Outline

BRSH 034 Brush 451 Brush Script

GARL 037 Aldine 851 ITC Garamond Light

GARB 038 Aldine 85 1 ITC Garamond Book Condensed
GARBD 039 Aldine 851 ITC Garamond Bold Condensed
PI2 098 Pi Font 2
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ADOBE FONT METRIC FILES
Specification

Version 2.0

POSTSCRIPr
January 16, 19B9
PostScript^ Developer Tools and Strategies Group

1. INTRODUCTION

This document describes • standard interchange format for communicating font

metric information to people and programs. The format is ASCII encoded (for both

human and machine readability), machine independent, and extensible. Files in this

formal are known as Adobe® ^nt Metrics (AI^) files and are available for all of

Adobe Systems's PostScript fonts.

2. PARSING DETAILS

Each AFM file contains the information for one PostScript primer font The file

begins with global information pertaining to the font as a whole, followed by

sections with character metrics, kerning data (optional) and composite character data

(optional). The file formal is line-oriented, each line beginning with a property

^ey) name, followed by the values for that property. Keys and values arc separated

by one or more white space characters (space or tab).

The format is:

Key value value ...

Key names are case-sensitive. All keys beginning with a capital letter arc reserved

for use by Adobe Systems; user-defined non-standard entries should begin with a

lowercase letter. The Adobe Systems standard keys arc detailed below, but other

keys are allowed and should be ignored by programs ikx recognizing them.

Values will be one of the following: atring, name, number. Integer or boolean.

• Strings are terminated by the end of line.

• Names are similar to strings except that they may not contain any white space

characters; they are terminated by white space characters or by a special

lermiruiiion chapter (see section on "Character Metrics" below).

• Numbers, integers and boolcans are separated by white space characters, which

may be space, newline, or tab.

• A number can be either a real number or an integer, and both must be allowed for.

• A boolean is either the value (rue or false.
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2.1 COMMENTS

Comments may be present in a font metric file. They are introduced by the keyword

Comment, and are terminated by the end of line. Lii^ should be no longer than 255

characters under any circumstances.

Comment string

The text is arbitrary, and should be ignored.

3. FILE STRUCTURE

An AFM file has aeveral sections, each of which is delimited by a Start and End
keyword. The main section contains a **header** of global font information, and each

of the other sections of the Hie is hierarchically one level down from the main

section.

StartFontMetrics version

EndFontMetrics

These comments delimit the entire font metrics file. The StartFontMetrics line

should be the first line in the file, and the EndFontMetrics keyword should be the

last line in the file.

3.1 GLOBAL FONT INFORMATION

The following global font keys are the same as those in the top level or Fontinfo

subdictionary of an Adobe Systems PostScript font dictionary. Their meanings are

described in the chapter on fonts in the PostScript Language Reference Manual.

Please note that although some of the keys in the PostScript Fontinfo

subdictionary begin with a lowercase letter (e.g., IsFixedPitch, version) all keys

listed here tegin with uppercase letters to distinguish them as keys reserved for use

by Adobe Systems. All numeric values are in the character coonbnate system (1000

units per em).

FontName string

Name of the font as presented to the PostScript flndfont operator.

Example: Garamond-Light

FullName string

The full text name of the font Example: ITC Garamond Light

FamIlyName string

The name of the **font family** lo which the font belongs.

Example: FTC Garamond.

Weight string

Weight of the font Example: Roman, Bold, Light, etc.
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ttallcAngle number
Angle (in degrees counter-clockwise from the vertical) of the dominant vertical

strokes of the font

Example: -12.

IsRxedPItch boolean

If boolean is true, this indicates that the font is a fixed pitch (monospaced) fonu A
value of false indicates a proportionally spaced font.

FonlBBox llx lly urx ury

Four numbers giving the lower left comer and the upper right comer of the font

bounding box. Note: the bounding box given here is that of the flattened paths, not

the Bezier curve descripuons. These values are all integers^ and should be rounded

off if necessary.

UnderllnePositlon number
Distance from the baseline for centering underlining strokes.

UnderllneThickness number
This is the stroke width for underlining, expressed in character coordinate space

(proportional to the font characters). It should be adjusted for point size by any

application wishing to perform underlining.

Version string

Font version idendfier. Matches the string found in the Fontlnfo dictionary of the

font itself.

Notice String

Font name trademark or copyright notice.

EncodIngSeheme string

String indicating the default encoding vector for this font The most common one is

AdobeSiandardEncoding. Special fonts may simply state FontSpecific,

CapHelght number
Top of capital H, measured in character coordinate system.

XHelghl number
Top of lower case x, meastired in character coordinates.

Ascender number
Top of lower case d.

Descender number
Bottom of lower case p.
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4. INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER METRICS

Each character's metrics consists of a list of keys and values separated by

semicolons; the metrics for a given character will always be contained in one Une.

The characters are sorted by numerically ascending character code. Unencoded

characters follow the encoded characters and are idendfied by character codes of -1.

Example: A character metric data line might look like this:

C 102; WX 333; N f; B 21 0 362 685; L 1 fi; L 1 fl;

StartCharMetrlcs integer

EndCharMatrlcs
These comments introduce (and conclude) the character metrics secdon of the file.

The integer value indicates how many individual characters to expect.

C integer

Decimal value of default PostScript character code (-1 if unencodsd).

WX number
Character width in x (y is 0).

W number^ number

y

Character width vector (x,y)

N name
PostScript character name.

B llx Ily urx ury

Character bounding box where llx, Ily, urx, and ury are all numbers.

L successor ligature

Ligature sequence where successor and ligature are both names. The current character

may join with the character named successor to form the character named Ugature.

Note that charactm may have more than one aich entry. {See auunple above.)

5. KERNING DATA

The kerning data secdon is optional; it may or may not be present for a given font

The secdon is surrounded by the lines StartKemData and EndKemData. Kerning

data is supplied in two forms: track kerning and pak-wtse kmiing. Track kerning is

applied to all characters uniformly whereas pak-wise kerning is applied to specific

character pairs. Ttack koning and pak-wise kerning may be used independently or

together (Le.. it is possible to apply track kerning to a Une of text and then to

apply pak-wise kerning on top of that). The two forms of kerning data are treated

as subsections within the ksning data secdon and both sections need not be present.
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StartKernData
EndKernData
These comments introduce (and conclude) the kerning section of the file.

5.1 TRACK KERNING

The track kerning data is surrounded by the lines;

StartlrackKern integer

EndTrackKern
Where integer indicates bow many differem sets of track kerning data are presenL

Normally track kerning is provided in different degrees of tightness. Within a track

(a degree of tightness), the amount to decrease (or possibly increase) the amount of

space between characters increases (or possibly decreases) with the point size of the

font (e.g., for tight track kerning, the amount to decrease the space between

characters at 6 point might be 0.1 points and at 72 point it might be 3.78 points).

The data itself begins with the key TrackKern and is followed by the track kerning

information:

TrackKarn degree mln-ptsiie min-kem max-ptsize max-kem

The degree is an integer where increasingly negative degrees represent tighter track

kerning arvi inaeasingiy positive degrees represent looser track kerning, min-pt-size^

min-kern-amt^ max-phsue and miu-kern-cmt are all numbers. Since the track

kerning is a linear function, the minimum and maximum cut-off values (point sizes)

are provided along with the amount to track kem by at the point size. The kerning

amounts are given relative to the point size. From those 4 v^ues. the track kerning

function can be derived. The track kerning function is a linear function. The equation

for the line can be determined from the data provided and. therefore, the track

kerning values for any point size can be determined. The track kerning values for any

point size below/above the minimum/mazimum point size are constant (the

minimum kerning ainount/maumum kerning amount).

In general the track kerning function is as follows:

TrackKern degree Pq pj kj

Where x * current point size

Where kj • max-kem-amt, kg min-kern-amt

Where pj « max-pi-sizc. Pq min-pl-sizc

fax < pg

/[i)m {kj-kif)»i*{kg*pj~kj*p0) tocpg ix i Pj

0
1

0
1

» kj tor x> Pj
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See the last section of this document for a good example of these keyw ords in use.

Below is a sample of text printed using these track kerning values.

Figure 1: Track Kerning

Opt"

mihmm wmk
•rkwMdkli
•tfkniaKkita

••ka.

_ vflAa.

§ «a4a.

, 12 pf '

An illustnidon of how track kerning works.

An illusoation of how track kerning works.

An iilustrarion ofhow track kerning works.

An iUustradon ofhow track kanmg works.

-—M An illustration of how track kerning works.

An illustration of how track kerning works.

An illustration ofhow track kerning works.

An illustration ofhow track kerning works.
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5.2 PAIR-WISE KERNING

The pair-wise kerning data is surrounded by the lines:

StartKernPaIrs Integer

EndKernPaIrs

Where integer indicates how many pain to expect

There will be one keniing pair per line. Each line will begin with a keyword of the

formKPorKPX.

KP name
^
name2 number^ numbefy

Name of the first character in the kerning pair followed by the name of the second

character followed by the kerning vector specified as an (x,y) pair. The kerning

vector is the amount to move the second ch^cter by relative to the first character

to position it properly. The kerning vector is specified in the character coordinate

system. In order to use this vector it is necessary to transform it into user space and

a^e it by the point size in use. The best way to do this is to use the FontMatrix

entry in the current font dictionary.

KPX name^ name2 number^

Name of the first character in the kerning pair followed by the name of the second

character followed by the kerning amount in the x direction (y is zero). The kerning

•mount is specified in the units of the character coordinate system.

A character pair kerning line might look like this:

KPX VA.129

Below is an example of pair-wise kerning applied to 100 point characters:

Figure 2 : Pair-wise kerning

• 12.9

Chaiacten piinied without kerning Pair-wise kerning applied
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6. COMPOSITE CHARACTER DATA

The composite character data section is also optional. Composite characters are new

characters that arc made up of characters already existing in the font, such as

accented characters. Character metric information for composite characters is found

in the Character Metrics section of the AFM file. Although most PostScript fonts

available from Adobe Systems include a rather extensive set of composite characters,

some applications may wish to generate their own. This section provides the data

necessary for accurate positioning of the individual pieces. All units are expressed in

the 1000 unil-per-em character coordinate system.

SlartComposItes Integer

EndComiMsites
Where integer irulicates how many pairs to expect

The data for each composite character is represented as a list of keys and values

separated by semicolons. Each composite chapter gets one line of description. The

standard keys are:

CC name Integer

The composite character name followed by the number of parts that make up the

composite.

PCC name deltax delta/

One of the parts of the composite character. The character name is given followed by

the X and y displacement firom the origin.

A composite character line might look like this:

CC Aacute 2; PCC A 0 0; PCC acute 194 214;

Figure 3: Example of positioning (or a composite characte ’

Positioning of

character A
Positioning of

character acute

Composite Aacute
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7. EXAMPLE FILE

The following is an example of an AFM file for Times Roman, although some of

the dam have been omitted to keep it short

StartFontMetrics 2.0

Comment Copyright (c) 1984 Adobe Systems Incorporated.

Comment All Rights Reserved.

FontName Times-Roman

FuilName Times Roman
FamilyName Times

Weight Medium
ttalicAngle 0.0

IsFixedPitch false

UnderlinePosition -98

UnderiineThickness 54

Version 001.000

Notice Times is a trademark of Allied Corporation.

EnoodingScheme AdobeStandardEncoding

FontBBox -167 -252 1004 904

CapHeight 673

XHeight 445

Descender -219

Ascender 686

StartCharMetrics 210

C32:WX 250;N8pace;BQ0 00;
C 33 : WX 333 ; N exclam ; B 128 -17 240 673 ;

C 34 ; WX 408 ; N quotedbl ; B 46 445 31 3 685 ;

C 35 : WX 500 ; N numbersign ; B 20 -17 481 673 ;

C 36 ;
WX 500 ; N dollar ; B 45 -92 456 726 ;

C 37 ; WX 833 ; N percent ; B 63 -36 771 655 ;

... - lines omitted for brevity -
C 101 : WX 444 ; N e ; B 24 -17 416 469 ;

C 1 02 ;
WX 333 ; N f ; B 21 0 382 685 ; L I fi

; L I fl

;

C 103 ;
WX 500 ; N g ; B 24 -220 469 468 ;

C 104 ;WX500;Nh:B 11 0 487686;
C 1 05 ; WX 278 ; N I : B 25 0 255 685 ;

C 106 ; WX 278 ; N 1 ; B -56 -217 205 685 ;

C 1 07 ; WX 500 ; N k ; B 7 0 496 686 ;

... - tines omitted for brevity -
C 248 ; WX 278 ; N isiash ; B 0 0 283 685 ;

C 249 ; WX 500 ; N osiash ; B 30 -104 469 566 ;

C 250 ; WX 722 : N oe ; B 30 -1 0 684 462 ;

C 251 ; WX 500

;

N germandbis ; B 13 0 468 686 ;

C-1 ;WX722;NAacute;B22 0 702 873:
C -1 ; WX 722 ; N Adrcumflex ; B 22 0 702 875 ;

C -1 ; WX 722 : N Adieresis ; B 22 0 702 819 ;

... - tines omitted for brevity -
EndCharMetrics

StartKemData

StartTrackKern 3
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Comment Light kerning

TrackKern -1 14 0 72 -1 .89

Comment Medium kerning

TrackKern -2 8 0 72 -3.2

Comment Tight kerning

TrackKern -3 6 -.1 72 -3.78

EndTrackKern

StartKemPairs 2

KPXVA-129
KPXAY-92
EndKemPairs
EndKernOata

StartComposites 1

CC Aacute 2; PCC A 0 0; PCC acute 194 214;

EndComposites
EndFontMetrics
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APPENDIX C

REGISTRATION PROPOSALS
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PART 1

PROPOSALS APPROVED BY X3H3 IN SEPTEMBER 1989

IN LETTER BALLOT #80. FINAL TEXT READY TO

FORWARD TO ISO IS INCLUDED.
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I Proposal Numb^ 1

I Presentation date of proposal; I 10 April 1987

I Sponsoring Authority; ANSI

Class of Graphical Item: UNETYPE

I Name: user-specified dash pattern

Description

This user>specified dash pattern linetype consists of alternating dashes and spaces. By using the registered

escape function Set Dash, a user can exercise precise control over important aspects of the appearance of lines of

this type. This control includes the ability to select the length of each dash and of each space, the offset to the

start of the *dash pattern”, and whether the dash pattern is restarted at each portion of a primitive. In addition,

lino cap, lino join, and mitre limit—each of which can be set by a registered escape function—apply to primitives of

this linetype.

Additional Comments
This registration proposal is accompanied by a proposal to register an escape function • Set Dash - that defines the

current user-specified dash pattern, it is intended that these proposals be processed together.

This linetype is not intended to be used as an edgetype.

Justification for Inclusion

User specified linotypes are needed to support the requirements of office document exchange and publishing. They

are commonly found in widely available proprietary graphics systems.

Relationship to Standards
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those defined in 5.4.1.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) - Specifies a registered linetype to supplement those defined in 5.7.2.

3) ANSI Y14.2M-1979 - Lino Conventions and Lettering.
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Proposal Number:! 36

I Date of Presentation; 10 April 1987

I Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

Ctjss of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier; Set Dash

Description

This escape function sets the characteristics of the user°specified (registered) linotype. Such a user-specified

dash pattern linotype consists of alternating dashes and spaces. This escape function allows a user to exercise

precise control over important aspects of the appearance of lines of this type. This control includes the ability to

select the length of each dash and of each space, the offset to the start of the "dash pattern”, and whether the

dash pattern is restarted at each portion of a primitive. In addition, line cap, line join, and mitre limit—each of

which can be set by a registered escape function—apply to primitives of this linetype. See attached sheet for

additional details.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

User specified line types are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems. They are needed to support the

requirements of office document exchange and publishing.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered escape.
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Set Dash

DAsegipfeion L

Set Dash controls the dash pattern used with line primitives of

registered linetype "user-specified dash pattern" (linetype TBD)

.

If the array of dash pattern lengths is empty (i.e, the number of
lengths is zero) , the linetype is equivalent to solid. This is the
default value. If the array of dash pattern lengths is not empty,

line primitives of registered linetype "user-specified dash
pattern" are drawn with dashes whose pattern is defined by the
array of lengths

.

Each length in the array of dash pattern lengths must be
non-negative. If any length in the dash pattern length array is

negative, a length of zero shall be substituted. At least one
length in the array must be non-zero. If all lengths are zero, the
linetype is equivalent to solid, if the number of lengths is less
than zero, a value of zero shall be substituted.

The elements of the array of dash pattern lengths are interpreted
in sequence as relative distances along the primitive. These
distances alternately specify the length of a gap between dashes.
The contents of the array are used cyclically, that is when the end
of the array is reached, the pattern starts over at the beginning.

Dashed lines wrap around curves and corners just as solid lines do.
The ends of each dash receive no special treatments. In particular,
the "ends" of dashes are not treated with current line cap. No
measures other than continuity as described below, are provided to
coordinate the dash pattern with features of an output primitive

.

The offset value may be thought of as the "phase" of the dash
pattern relative to the start of the path. It is interpreted as a
distance into the dash pattern at which the pattern should be
started. Before beginning output of the dash pattern, the elements
of the array of dash pattern lengths are cycled through, and the
distances of alternating dashes and gaps added up, but without
generating any output. When the offset distance into dash pattern
has been reached, the primitive is drawn (from its beginning) using
the dash pattern from the point that has been reached. If the
offset is greater than the total length (the sum of all lengths in
the dash pattern length array) , the lengths in the array shall be
re-cycled from the beginning. This process shall be repeated as
many times as necessary until the offset distance is reached.

When continuity is set to restart

,

each portion of a primitive
(e.g. each line segment within a polyline) is treated
independently; i.e. the dash pattern is restarted (and offset
applied) at the beginning of each portion. When continuity is set
to continuous

,

the dash pattern is not restarted in going from one
portion of a primitive to the next. If continuity is not either
restart or continuous, the default value of restart shall be used.
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Set Dash

Relationship to particular Standards;

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

The elements of the array of dash pattern lengths are interpreted
in sequence as distances in VDC units along the primitive. The
offset value is in VDC units. A functional description of the Set
Dash escape parameters is

:

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

offset (VDC)
continuity (one of: restart, continuous) (E)

list of lengths (nVDC)
dash pattern lengths array

Items for Data Record:

offset
continuity
number of lengths
dash pattern lengths array

Data Record Description:

The parameters define the offset, continuity, number of dash
pattern lengths, and the dash pattern lengths.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

The set dash escape is applicable at GKS level Oa and above. A
functional description of its parameters is given below;

Name Values
escape function identifier as assigned

input data record:
offset WC
continuity (RESTART, CONTINUOUS)
number of lengths
dash pattern lengths
array WC

Data Type Range
N

R
E
I >=1

nxR

output data record;
none

Errors

:

d GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in one of the
states GKOP,?fSOP, WSAC, or SGOP
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4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (CONT, DIMLEN, OFFSET, LEN)

Input Parameters

;

INTEGER CONT
INTEGER DIMLEN

REAL OFFSET
REAL LEN (DIMLEN)

Output Parameters

:

continuity (RESTART, CONTINUOUS)
dimension of the dash pattern lengths
array
offset into dash pattern
dash pattern lengths array

NONE

The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS
FORTRAN binding:

continuity indicator restart, continuous
INTEGER GREST, GCONT
PARAMETER (GREST=0, GC0NT=1)

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record

:

INTEGER IL
INTEGER IA( 1 )

INTEGER IA( 2 )

INTEGER RL
REAL RA( 1 )

REAL RA( 2 )

REAL RA( 3 )

REAL RA(1 + number of dash pattern lengths)
last length

INTEGER SL 0

2

continuity (RESTART, CONTINUOUS)
number of dash pattern lengths
1+ number of dash pattern lengths
offset
first length
second length

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.
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5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant ”1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GEscapeContinuity » (GVEscapeRestart , GVEscapeContinuous)

;

GREscapeDataIn RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1 : (

UOOOl Offset
UOOOl Continuity
UOOOl NumberLengths
UOOOl Lengths

END;

REAL
GEscapeContinuity;
INTEGER;
REAL )

;

GREscapeDataOut = RECORD
CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null Record*)
END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

Registered ESCAPE’S are in a library package named GKS_ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SET__DASH” form (as defined in

subclause 4 . 1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the ESCAPE is

:

—Escape function for a user specified dash pattern.
—Data types ESCAPE__ID and ESCAPE^FLOAT are defined in package
—GKS_ESCAPE

.

—Other data types are defined in package GKS_TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

type OFFSET is ESCAPE__FLOAT;
type CONTINUITY_CHOICE is (RESTART, CONTINUOUS)

;

type DASH_PATTERN_LENGTHS_ARRAY is array
(SMALL_NATURAL range <>)of ESCAPE^FLOAT

:

type SET_DASH_DATA__RECORD (NUMBER_OF_LENGTHS : SMALL__NATURAL : * ( ) ) is
record

OFFSET
CONTINUITY
DASH PATTERN LENGTHS

;in ESCAPE_FLOAT;
:in CONTINUITY_CHOICE:
:in DASH PATTERN LENGTH ARRAY

(1.. NUMBER OF LENGTHS);
end record;

procedure SET_DASH (DASH_RECORD : in SET__DASH DATA RECORD);

more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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Proposal Number:! 37

Date ot Presentation: 10 April 1987

Soonsorlnq Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: |
Set Line Cap

Description

This escape function sets a value for the current line cap. This value determines the shape put at the ends of line

segments. The shape is not applied to the ends of individual "dashes" that compose some linetypes. See attached

sheet for additional details.

Justification for Inclusion

User specified line caps are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems. They are needed to support the

requirements of office document exchange and publishing.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Specifies a registered escape.
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Set Line Cap

PescripfeionL

Set Line Cap selects the line cap value specified by the line cap
Indicator. This value determines the shape to be put at the ends of
line segments. The shape is not applied to the ends of individual
"dashes" that compose some linetypes. The following line cap values
are defined with this proposal:

butt cap : the line is squared off at the endpoint; there is
no projection beyond the endpoint.

round cap : a semicircular arc with diameter equal to the
line width is drawn around the endpoint and filled. The
drawn line thus projects beyond the endpoint.

projecting square cap : the line is squared off at a
distance equal to half the line width beyond the endpoint

.

If the line cap value is not one of the defined values, the default
value, butt cap, shall be used.

Relationship to partiCttlar standards :

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Set Line Cap escape parameters is

:

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

line cap indicator (E)

Items for Data Record:

line cap indicator

The following line cap indicator values are defined:

1 : butt cap
2 : round cap
3: projecting square cap

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the line cap value.
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Set Line Cap

2) CQl Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

This escape is applicable at GKS level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below:

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:
line cap indicator (BUTT, ROUND, E

PROJECTING SQUARE)

output data record:
none

Errors

:

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in one of the
states GKOP , VISOP, WSAC, or SGOP

4)

GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs" form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (LNCAP)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER LNCAP line cap indicator (BUTT, ROUND,
PROJECTING SQUARE)

Output Parameters

:

NONE
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The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS
FORTRAN binding:

line cap indicator
INTEGER
PARAMETER

butt,
GBUTT,
(GBUTT=*1,

round,
GROUND,
GROUND«2,

projecting square
GPROSQ
GPROSQ=3)

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record:

INTEGER IL
INTEGER IA (1)

INTEGER RL 0

INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.

1

line cap indicator (BUTT, ROUND,
PROJECTING SQUARE)
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5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GESCAPE” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant ”1" will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GEscapeLineEndType “ (GVEscapeButt , GVEscapeRound,
GVEscapeProjectingSquare)

;

GREscapeDataIn = RECORD

CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of
1 : (

UOOOl Linecap : GEscapeLineEndType)

;

End;

GREscapeDataOut » RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null Record *)

END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3:Ada)

Registered ESCAPE'S are in a library package named GKS_ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SET_LINE_CAP" form (as defined in
subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the ESCAPE is

:

—Escape function for a set line cap.
—Data type ESCAPE ID is defined in package GKS_ESCAPE

.

—Other data types are defined in package GKS_TYPES.

with GKS^TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS^ESCAPE is

type LINE_CAP_INDICATOR_TYPE is (BUTT, ROUND, PROJECTING SQUARE) ;

LINE_CAP_INDICATOR_VALUE ; in LINE_CAP_INDICATOR_TYPE ;

procedure SET__LINE_CAP
(LINE CAP INDICATOR VALUE : in LINE CAP INDICATOR TYPE)

/

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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I Proposal Number: I 38

Date of Presentation: 10 April 1987

I Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

I Class of Graphical item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Set Line Mitre Limit

Description

This escape function sets the line mitre limit value. This value helps determine the shape put at comers between

portions of lines primitives. Its purpose is to place a limit on how long a 'spike* can emanate from the join of

two portions of a line primitive by 'truncating* long mitre joins into bevel joins. See attached sheets for

additional details.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

User specified mitre limits are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems. They are needed to support the

requirements of office document exchange and publishing. This proposal accompanies proposal 39 for a Set Line

Join escape function.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Specifies a registered escape.
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De3Ci.ir>-biQnL

Set Line Mitre Limit sets the line mitre limit value used in
interpretation of line primitives to mitre length specifier, which
must be a number greater than or equal to 1. Mitre limit is a

dimensionless number that controls the treatment of corners between
portions of line primitives when mitre joins have been specified. A
related registered escape, Set Line Join, controls the type of
join that is selected. When portions connect at a sharp angle, a

mitre join results in a spike that extends well beyond the
connection point .. The purpose of the mitre limit is to cut off such
spikes when when they become objectionably long. If the mitre
length specifier is less than or equal to 1, the default value of 1

shall be used.

At any given corner, the mitre length is the distance from the
point at which the inner edges of the line portions intersect to
the point in which the outside edges of the portions intersect
(i.e., the diagonal length of the mitre). This distance increases
as the angle between the portions decreases. Whenever the ratio of
the mitre length to the line width exceeds the line mitre limit
parameter and is also greater than 1.415, a bevel is introduced at
the join perpendicular to the angle bisector and at the mitre
limit. (Note that this is not, in general equivalent to introducing
a -ioin when this limit is reached. Introducing such a join
causes discontinous behaviour, where small changes in the angle
between the segments results in radically different appearances .

)

Whenever the ratio of the line mitre length to the line width
exceeds the line mitre limit parameter ’and is also less than or
equal to 1.415 (that is, when the line mitre limit parameter is
between 1 and 1.415 inclusive), a bevel join is implemented at the
mitre limit.

The ratio of line mitre length to line width is directly related to

the angle 4) between the segments by the formula:

mitre length / line width = 1 / sin ((f>/2)

Examples of mitre length specifier values are: 1.415 cuts off
mitres (converts them to bevels) at angles less than 90 degrees,
2.0 cuts off mitres at angles less than 60 degrees, and 10.0 cuts
mitres off at angles less than 11 degrees. The default value of
line mitre limit is 10. Setting the line mitre limit to 1 cuts off
mitres at all angles so that bevels are always produced even when
mitres are specified. The lengths in the above formula must be in
the same units (WC, VDC, etc.) and cancel out to yield a
dimensionless mitre length specifier value. This escape applies to
line primitives

.
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Rela-bionahip t o particular standards :

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Set Line Mitre Limit escape
parameters is:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

mitre length specifier (R)

Items for Data Record:

mitre length specifier

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the line mitre length specifier value.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string", the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) GKS Functional Description (reference ISO 7942 GKS
functional description)

This escape is applicable at level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below:

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:

•

mitre length specifier R

output data record:
none

Errors

:

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be either in one of the
states GKOP.WSOP, WSAC, or SGOP

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

;

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (MITRE)

Input Parameters

:

REAL MITRE mitre length

Output Parameters

:

NONE
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b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of Paragraph 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record:

INTEGER IL
INTEGER RL
REAL RA( 1 )

INTEGER SL

0

1

mitre
0

length

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GESCAPE” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GREscapeDataIn » Record
CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of

1 : (

UOOOl MitreLengthSpecifier : REAL );
END;

GREscapeDataOut - RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null Record *)

END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

Registered ESCAPE'S are in a library package named GKS__ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS^TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SET_LINE__MITRE_LIMIT" form (as

defined in subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the
ESCAPE is:

—Escape function for a set line mitre limit.
—Data types ESCAPE_ID and ESCAPE__FLOAT are defined in package GKS
—GKS_ESCAPE

.

—Other data types are defined in package GKS TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

MITRE_LENGTH_SPECIFIER s in ESCAPE_FLOAT;

procedure SET_LINE_MITRE_LIMIT
(MITRE LIMIT : in MITRE LENGTH;

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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Proposal Number;! 39

I Date of Presentation: I 10 April 1987

I Sponsoring Authority; ANSI

I Class of Graphical Item; ESCA^

I Specific Escape I Function Identifier; | Set Line Join

Description

This escape function sets a line join value. This value determines the shape put at corners between portions of

line primitives. See attached sheet for additional details.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

User specified line joins are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems. They are needed to support the

requirements of office document exchange and publishing.

Relationship to Standards
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Specifies a registered escape.
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Set Line Join

DescriptioivL

Set Line Join sets the current line join value to line join
Indicator

.

This establishes the shape to be put at the corners
between portions (line segments) of line primitives c The following
line join values are defined:

mitre join : the outer edge of the two portions are extended
until they meet at a point. (Note that the mitre limit value
may affect the appearance of these joins .

)

round join : a circular arc with diameter equal to the line
width is drawn around the vertex between the adjoining
segments and is filled in, producing a rounded corner.

bevel join : the meeting portions are finished with butt end
cap and the resulting triangular notch is filled in.

If the line join indicator is not one of the defined values, the
default value, mitre join, shall be used.

Join styles are significant only at points where consecutive
portions of a line primitives connect at an angle; portions that
meet or intersect fortuitously receive no special treatment.
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Set Line Join

Relation ship to particular atandarda

;

1) CGM Fxinctional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Set Line Join escape parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

line join indicator (E)

Items for Data Record:

line join indicator

The following values of line join indicator are defined:

1: mitre join
2 : round join
3 : bevel join

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the line join indicator value.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in se<^ential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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Set Unr Join

3) GKS Functional Description (reference ISO 7942 GKS
functional description)

This escape is applicable at level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below:

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:-
line join indicator (MITRE, ROUND, E

BEVEL)

output data record:
none

Errors

:

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in one of the
states GKOP,WSOP, WSAC, or SGOP

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (LNJOIN)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER LNJOIN line join indicator (MITRE, ROUND,
BEVEL)

Output Parameters

:

NONE

The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS FORTRAN
binding:

line join
INTEGER
PARAMETER

indicator mitre,
GMITRE

,

(GMITRE=1,

round,
GROUND

,

GR0UND=2,

bevel
GBEVEL
GBEVEL=3)
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S^t Line Join

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record:

INTEGER IL 1

INTEGER 1A( 1 ) line join indicator (MITRE, ROUND, BEVEL)
INTEGER RL 0

INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape

.

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GEscapeLineJoin =• (Mitre, Round, Bevel) ;

GREscapeDataIn * RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1 : (

UOOOl LineJoinIndicator : GEscapeLineJoin)

;

END;

GREscapeDataOut = RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null Record*)
END;
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6) GKS Ada Language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3; Ada)

Registered ESCAPE’S are in a library package name GKS_ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides type
declarations

«

The binding for the "procedure SET__LINE_JOIN" form (as defined in
subclause 4 . 1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the ESCAPE is

:

-Escape function for a set line join
-Data type ESCAPE^ID is defined in package GKS_ESCAPE.
-Other data types are defined in package GKS TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS^ESCAPES is

type LINE_JOIN_INDICATOR_TYPE is (MITRE, ROUND, BEVEL)

;

LINE_JOIN_INDICATOR_VALUE ; in LINE_JOIN_INDICTOR_TYPE;

procedure SET_LINE__JOIN
(LINE JOIN INDICATOR VALUE : in LINE JOIN INDICTOR TYPE );

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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i Proposal Numfaer;T4Q

Date of Presentation; I
10 April 1987

Spon 3or]nq Authority; Af^

Class of Qraphleal Item; T^P

GDP Identifier; Poly Cubic Bezier Curve

Doscrlptlon

The point set used with this GOP is divided into disjoint sets consisting of four consecutive points each. A
separate Beiier cubic curve is drawn using each consecutive set of four points. The cunre starts at the first

point and ends at the fourth point within each set. The second and third points in each set are used as controi

points. In the event that the points within consecutive sets do not "overlap* (for example, the fourth point of one

set does not have the same value as the first point in the next set), the curve segments are not implicitly

connected. A poiy Bezier curve is a line primitive that takes line attributes. See the attached sheets tor a

detailed description.

Additional Comments
None.

•

Justification for Inclusion

Bezier curves are widely available in proprietary graphics systems. They are needed to support the

requirements of office document exchange and publishing.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Specifies a registered GDP. (See attached sheets).
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Poly Cubic Bezier Curve

Descripi^ion:

Poly Cubic Bezier Curve adds a Bezier cubic curve between the
first point, referred to here as {Xq, Yq) and the fourth point (Xj,

Tj) , using (Xj, Xi) and (X^, as control points, for each
consecutive set of four points in the point list. These consecutive
sets of points are obtained by dividing the point list into
disjoint sets of four consecutive points each. In the event that
points within the consecutive sets do not "overlap” (for example,
if the fourth point of one set does not have the same value as the
first point of the next set) , the curve segments are not
implicitely connected. If the number of points in the point list is
not an even multiple of four, then only those point sets (if any)
that contain four points shall be used. Any remaining points shall
be ignored.

Each set of four points defines the shape of its curve
geometrically. The curve starts at (Xg, Yq) , it is tangent to the

line from (Xg, Yq) to (Xj, Yi) at that point, and it leaves the

point in that direction. The curve ends at (Xj, Y^) , it is tangent

to the line from( X^, Y2) to (Xg, Yq) at that point, and it

approaches the point from that direction. The lengths of the lines
(Xg, ^g) to (X^, Y^) and

(X^, Y2) to (Xj, Yj) represent in some sense the "velocity" of the

path at the endpoints . The curve is always contained in the convex
hull of the four points

.

The mathematical foundation of a Bezier cubic curve is derived from
a pair of parametric cubic equations:

x(t) * -h c^t + Xq

y(t) - ayt^ -h byt^ -h Cyt + Yq

The cubic section produced by Cubic Bezier Curve is the path
traced by x(t) and y(t) as t ranges from 0 to 1. The Bezier control
points corresponding to this curve are:

- Xg + 0^3 Yi - yo

* X2 -h (c^ -h h^) /3 72 ^ 7i +

^3 “ Xg b^ + a^ 73 = yo +
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Poly Cubic Bezier Curve

Relationghip t o partleulas^ standards

:

1) COM Fnactional Speeifieation (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part li Functional Description)

A functional description of the Bezier curve generalized drawing
primitive parameters is:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

point list(nP)
data record (D)

Items for Data Record:

The data record is empty (that is, it is a null string.)

Data Record Description:

The data record is empty.

2) Ca€ Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string", the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items) ,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string *s contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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Poly Cubic Bezier Curve

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

This GDP is applicable at level Oa and above. It will use the
polyline attribute set. The control points are transformed to NDC
and the Bezier curve through those points is then drawn. A
functional description of its input parameters is:

Name Coordinate System Values Data Type Range
number of points (4) I

M 4“tuples of Bezier WC Mx4xP >0
control points

GDP identifier as assigned
N

GDP data record: empty

Errors

:

5 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be either in the state
f^SAC or in the state SGOP

10.0 Number of points is invalid: the number of points shall be
a multiple of four and shall be greater than zero

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GDpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the GDP (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority to
correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GDpqrs ( N, PXA, PYA )

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER N number of points (M^4)
REAL PXA(M*4), PYA(M’^4) 4-tuples of Bezier control points

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this GDP through the GGDP function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record

:

INTEGER IL 0

INTEGER RL 0

INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.
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Poly Cubic Bezir* Curve

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape" as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant **1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

NumPoints * M*4;
Points : GAPointArray;

GRGDPData » RECORD
CASE GDP Id : GTGDPDataTag OF

1: 0; (* null data record*)
END;

6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

Registered GDP's are in a library package named GKS_GDP . GKS Ada
provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides types
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure BEZIER__CURVE" form (as defined in
subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the GDP is:

—GDP function for a Bezier curve.
—Data type GDP_ DATA__RECORD is defined in package GKS_GDP

.

—GDP__ID and other data types are defined in package GKS_TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_GDP is

type BEZIER_POINTS is new WC . POINT_ARRAY (1...);

procedure BEZIER_CURVE
(BEZIER_CONTROL_POINTS : in BEZIER_POINTS

;

GDP_IDENTIFIER : in GDP ID);

—more GDP procedures can be inserted here

end GKS GDP;
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Proposal Number: 41

Date of Presentation: 10 April 1987

Sponsorinq Authority: ANSI

1
Class of Graphical Item: GCP

1
GDP Identifier: Conic Arc

Description

A bounded, connected portion of a parent conic curve is defined in a definition space and then transformed into an

approipriate standard-dependant coordinate system by the conic arc transformation matrix. The conic arc

transformation matrix is defined by the registered escape function Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix. A
Conic Arc is a line primitive that takes line attributes. See the attached sheets for a detailed description.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for inclusion

Conic arcs are commonly found in proprietary graphics system. They are needed to support the requirements of

office document and engineering drawing exchange.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered GOP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered GDP. (See attached sheets).
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Conic Arc

Degeription^

A conic arc is generated which is defined as follows:

A conic arc is a bounded connected portion of a parent conic curve

which consists of more than one point. The parent arc is either an

ellipse, a parabola, or a hyperbola. The conic arc is defined by a

start point, P, an end point, Q, and six parameters, A,B, C, £),£, and

F. The conic arc itself is defined by the six parameters and the
following equation:

+C*Y^^ +D*Xt +E*Y^ +F ^ 0

where iX-^, Y^) is an abstract Cartesian coordinate system called

"definition space". In order for the conic arc to be processed
correctly by the receiving system given the above presentation, the
conic arc entity must be positioned such that each of its axes is

parallel to either the X^ axis or Y^ axis. The arc is then

positioned correctly in the appropriate computer graphics
coordinate system by using the value of the current Conic Arc
Transformation Matrix.

To determine the form of the conic arc, the quantities QI, Q2 and
Q3 are defined as follows:

Ql * determinant of / A B/2 D/2 /

/ B/2 C E/2 /

/ D/2 E/2 F I

Q2 - determinant of / A B/2 /

/ B/2 C I

Q3 ^ A -h C

If Q2>0 and (Q1*Q3) <0, then the arc is elliptical.

If Q2<Q and QlOO, then the arc is hyperbolic.
If Q2-0 and Q1<>0, the the arc is parabolic.
If Ql^O or if both Q2>0 and (Q1*Q3)>30, the results are
implementation dependent.

In the case where the conic arc is elliptical, to distinquish the
arc in question from its complement, the direction of the arc with
respect to the definition space must be from start point to end
point in a counter-clockwise direction.

In the case where the conic arc is parabolic or hyperbolic, the
parameterization defines a unique portion of the parabola or a
unique portion of a branch of the hyperbola, thus, the direction is
irrelevant

.

The direction of the conic arc with respect to the space where it
is drawn is determined by the original direction of the arc in
definition space, in conjunction with the action of the current
Conic Arc Transformation Matrix.
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Conic Arc

RQlation<^hip to particular standards:

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

The start and end points are in definition space and are always
encoded as real numbers. The arc is transformed to VDC using the
current Conic Arc Transformation Matrix and is then drawn. A
functional description of the conic arc parameters is:

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

point list(nP) - P/ Q
data record (D)

:

A
B
C
D
E
F

Items for Data Record:

A
B
C
D
E
F

Data Record Description:

The data record contains the six coefficients of the defining
equation

.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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Conic Arc

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

This GDP is applicable at level Oa and above,. It will use the
polyline attribute set. The arc is transformed to NDC using the
current Conic Arc Transformation Matrix and then drawn. A
functional description of its input parameters is:

Name Coordinate System Values Data Type
number of points (2) I

GPD identifier as assigned N

GDP data record
(conic arc coefficients)

:

A R
B R
C R
D R
E R
F R

Errors

:

5 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in the state
WSAC or in the state SGOP

100 Number of points is invalid: The number of points must be
two (2) .

4) GICS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GDpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the GDP (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority to
correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GDpqrs (P, Q, A, B, C, D, E, F)

Input Parameters

:

REAL P (2) , Q(2) conic arc endpoints
REAL A, B, C, D, E, F conic arc coefficients
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Conic Arc

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this GDP through the GGDP function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard?

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record

:

INTEGER IL 0

INTEGER RL 6

REAL RA( 1 ) . A
REAL RA( 2 ) B
REAL RA( 3 ) C
REAL RA( 4 ) D
REAL RA( 5 ) E
REAL RA( 6 ) F
INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.
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Conic Arc

5) Paacal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding ia proposed for the procedure
"GEscape** as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant ”1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

NumPoints « 2;

GRGDPData ^ RECORD
CASE GDP Id

It i

UOOOl
UOOOl
UOOOl
UOOOl
UOOOl
UOOOl

END;

: GTGDPDataTag OF

CoefA : REAL;
CoefB : REAL;
CoefC : REAL;
CoefD : REAL;
CoefE ; REAL;
CoefF : REAL)

;
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Conic Arc

6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3:Ada)

Registered GDP's are in a library package named GKS_GDP . GKS Ada
provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure CONIC_^ARC" form (as defined in
subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the GDP is

;

“GDP function for a conic arc

.

—Data type GDP_^DATA__RECORD is defined in package GKS__GDP

.

—GDP___ID and other data types are defined in package GKS__TYPES

.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_GDP is

type CONIC_ARC_DATA_RECORD is new GDP_DATA_RECORD (0,6,0);

procedure C0NIC_ARC
(CONIC_ARC_RECORD s in CONIC_ARC_DATA_RECORD ) ;

—The components of the CONIC_ARC_DATA__RECORD are the start and end—points as well as the coefficients specified in the registration
--procedure

.

—more GDP procedures can be inserted here

end GKS GDP;
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I Proposal Number:! 42

Date of Presentation: 10 April 1987

Sponsoring Authority; ANSI

Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

I Specific Escape Function Identifier; Set Conic Arc TrEinsformation Matrix

Description

This escape function sets a value of the transformation matrix needed to describe how a conic arc described by

the registered GOP Conic Arc is moved from 'definition space* to a standard-depended graphic coordinate

system. See attached sheets for a detailed description.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

Conic arcs are commonly found in proprietary graphics system. They are needed to support the requirements of

engineering drawing exchange. Due to various numerical problems, such curves are best specified in a 'definition

space* and then transformed to their final location by applying a transformation matrix. This escape function is

needed to suppiy values for the required 'modeiling* or transformation matrix.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered GOP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered GOP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a GOP. See attached sheets.
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Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix

Descriptions

This escape is intended to work in conjunction with the conic arc
generalized drawing primitive to transform the conic arc from
definition space to "drawing space". Drawing space is a
standard-dependent coordinate system, usually World Coordinates for
API standards and Virtual Device Coordinates for metafile and
device interface standards . The conic arc transformation matrix
transforms definition space point coordinates by means of a matrix
multiplication. This transformation is performed by applying the
following matrix multiplication to coordinates

:

/ Rii Ri2 Ri 3 f I ^in I I ^out !

I R21 ^22 R23 I X I I * / ^out /

/ 1 /

where IRijI is the transformation matrix, is

corrdinate to be transformed and (>^out' ^out^ is the coordinate
resulting from the transformation. Both the input and output
coordinate systems are assumed to be orthogonal, Cartesian and
right-handed. The default transformation matrix is:

I 1 0 0 I

I 0 1 0 I

[Note: IGES version 3.0 defines this transformation as a matrix
multiplication followed by a vector addition (translation) . To be
consistent with the way transformations are defined in computer
graphics standards, an equivalent homogeneous coordinate
formulation is used here instead. To translate this form to the
IGES form, simply use the first two columns of the above matrix as
the IGES matrix and the last column as the "T-vector" values T1 and
T2 in IGES .

]

)
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Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix

Re T nnflhip to particular atandarda

;

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

This matrix is used to transform a Conic Arc element from its

definition space into VDC where it is drawn. A functional
description of the Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix escape
parameters is

;

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

Rll

^12
R13

R21

R22

^23

Items for Data Record:

Rii
R12

R13

R2i
R22

^23

Data Record Description:

The parameters define a 2x3 matrix used to transform a Conic
Arc element from its definition space into VDC where it is drawn.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items )

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix

3) GKS Functional Description (reference ISO 7942 GKS
functional description)

This escape is applicable at level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below

s

Name Valuea Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

(transformation matrix) 2X3XR
Rll R
R12 R
R13 R
R21 R
R22 R
R23 R

output data record:
none

Errors

:

5 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall he in the state
WSAC or in the state SGOP

100 Number of points is invalid

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (Rll, R12, R13, R21, R22, R23)

Input Parameters

:

REAL Rll 2X3 transformation matrix
REAL R12
REAL R13
REAL R21
REAL R22
REAL R23

Output Parameters

:

NONE
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Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of Paragraph 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record:

INTEGER IL Q

INTEGER RL 6

REAL RA( 1 ) Rll
REAL RA( 2 ) R12
REAL RA( 3 ) R13
REAL RA( 4 ) R21
REAL RA( 5 ) R22
REAL RA( 6 ) R23
INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant ”1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GREscapeDataIn » RECORD
CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of

UOOOl MatrixRealll
UOOOl MatrixReall2
UOOOl MatrixReall3
UOOOl MatrixReal21
UOOOl MatrixReal22
UOOOl MatrixReal23

END;

REAL;
REAL;
REAL;
REAL;
REAL;
REAL) ;

GREscapeDataOut » RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (* Null Record*)
END;
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Set Conic Arc Transformation Matrix

6) GKS Ada Language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3:Ada)

Registered ESCAPE'S are in a library package named GKS__ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS^TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SET_CONIC__ARC_TRANSFORMATION_
MATRIX” form (as defined in subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language
binding) of the ESCAPE is:

—Escape function for a set conic arc transformation.
—Data type ESCAPE_ID and ESCAPE_FLOAT are defined in package
—GKS_ESCAPE

.

—Other data types are defined in package GKS TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

type CONIC_TRANSFORM__MATRIX is array (1..2,1..3) of ESCAPE_FLOAT;

procedure SET_CONIC_ARC_TRANSFORMATION_MATRIX
(CONIC__ARC_MATRIX : in CONIC_TRANSFORM_MATRIX ) ;

—The components of CONIC_ARC_DATA are the 2X3 transformation
—matrix specified in the registration proposal

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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I Proposal Number:) 43

Date of Presentation: 10 April 1987

I Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical Item; GCP

GDP Identifier: Parametric Spline Curve

Description

A planar (two dimensional) parametric spline curve is drawn. A parametric spline cun/e is a line primitive that

takes line attributes. See attached sheets for a detailed description.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

Parametrics spline curves are commonly found in proprietary graphics system. They are needed to- support the

requirements of engineering drawing exchange.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered GDP. (See attached sheets).
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Parametric Spline Curve

PesGriptiQii-L

A paramatric spliaa curva as defined below is drawn. A
parametric spline curve is a sequence of parametric polynomial
segments. The curve is defined using the following parameters:

curve type (E)

N (number of segments) (I)

T (knot sequence for polynomial) ((N+1)R)
X coordinate polynomial list (N sets of four)

((4*N)R)

Y coordinate polynomial list (N sets of four)

Ay,By,Cy,Dy ((4*N)R)

.

This parametrization is generalized to allow for the representation
of many different parametric spline curves using this one element.
The curve type parameter indicates the type of parametric curve as
it was represented in the sending system before being converted to
this generic form. The following curve types are defined:

1) linear
2) quadratic
3) cubic
4) Wilson-Fowler
5) modified Wilson-Fowler
6) B spline

If the curve type is not one of the defined values, the default
value, linear, shall be used.

The number of segments parameter, N, is the number of polynomial
segments to be used to define the curve. Each segment is defined by
a cubic polynomial in X and Y that is evaluated using the eight
polynomial coefficients associated with that segment:
^xt^xr^xr^xf^yf^yr^yr^y' Segment i is delimited by its knots, T{i)

and T(l+1). If the number of segments is less than one (1), the
default value, one (1) , shall be used.

The coordinates of the points of the i"^^ segment of the curve are
given by the following cubic polynomial equations . Note that
coefficients D, or C and D will be zero if the polynomials are of
degrees 2 or 1, respectively:

X(u) - A^d) -h Bx(i)*s -h C^(i)*s^ + D^(i)*s3
Y(u) = Ay(i) + By(i)*s + Cy(l)*s^ -h Dy(i)*s^

where T(l) <- u <- T (1+1 ) , , . . . , N and s ^ u - T(l). In order to
avoid degeneracy, for each i at least one of the six real
coefficients B C D

B

y, Cy, Dy must be non-zero. If the knot

sequence or the Y coordinate polynomial lists are invalid, the
results are implementation dependent.
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Parametric Spline Curve

To enable determination of the terminate point and derivatives
without computing the polynomials, the polynomials and
derivatives are evaluated at u ^ T(N+1 ) . These data, divided by the
appropriate factorial (i.e. the second derivative divided by 2/,
the third by 31, etc.), are used as the or terminate point
values

.
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Parametric Spline Curve

Relationship to particular atandarda

:

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

The parameters of the curve are transformed to VDC and the curve is

drawn. A functional description of the parametric spline curve
parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the- Registration
Authority

point list - empty
data record (D) :

-

C (curve type) (Note 1) (E)

N (number of segments) (I)

T (knot sequence for polynomial) ((N+1)R)
X coordinate polynomial list (N sets of four)

AX, BX,CX,DX ( (4*N)R)

Y coordinate polynomial list (N sets of four)

AY, BY,CY,DY ( (4*N)R) .

Note 1; Curve type is one of (linear^ quadratic, cubic,
Wilson-Fowler, modified Wilson-Fowler, B spline)

Items for Data Record.*

C
N
T(l)

T(N+1)
AX(1)
BX(1)
CX(1)
DX(1)
AX(2)
BX(2)

AY(1)
BY(1)

Data Record Description:

The data record contains the parameters needed to define the
parametric spline curve curve type, number of segments, knot
sequence list, and the coefficients of the two polynomials that
define the X and Y coordinate values, respectively, for the curve.
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Parametric Spline Curve

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4 . Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) 6KS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7 942 GKS
Functional Description)

This GDP is applicable at level Oa and above. It will use the
polyline attribute set . The parameters of the curve are
transformed to NDC and the curve is drawn. A functional
description of its input parameters is

:

Name Coordinate System
number of points

Values
( 0 )

Data Type
I

GDP identifier as assigned N

GDP data record:
see IGES attachments for definitions

CTYPE Note 1 I

NSEG I

knot sequence for (N+1)R
polynomials

X coordinate polynomial ((4*N)R)
list

Y coordinate polynomial ((4*N)R).
list

Note 1: Curve type is one of (linear, quadratic, cubic,
Wilson-Fowler, modified Wilson-Fowler, B spline)

Errors

:

5 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in the state
WSAC or In the state SGOP

100 Number of points is invalid
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4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GDpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9,1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the GDP (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority to
correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GDpqrs ( CTYPE, NSEG, T, X, Y )

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER CTYPE
INTEGER NSEG
REAL T(NSEG+1)
REAL X (NSEG, 4)

REAL Y(NSEGV 4)

curve type
number of polynomial segments
knot sequence list
X coordinate polynomial coefficients
Y coordinate polynomial coefficients

The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS FORTRAN
binding:

curve type

INTEGER

PARAMETER

linear, quadratic, cubic, Wilson-Fowler,
modified Wilson-Fowler, B-spline
GLIN,
GMWLFOW,
(GLIN^l,
GMWLF0W=5

,

GQUAD,
GBSPLN
GQUAD=«2,
GBSPLN=6)

GCUBIC,

GCUBIC=3,

GWLFOW,

GWLF0W=4

,

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this GDP through the GGDP function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record

:

Integer IL 2

Integer IA(1) C
Integer IA(2) N
Integer RL (9N+1)R
Real RA(1) T(l)
• • c

Real RA(N+1) T(N+1)
Real RA(N+2) AX(1)
Real RA(N+3) BX(1)
Real RA(N+4) CX(1)
Real RA(N+5) DX(1)
Real RA(N+6) AX(2)
Real RA(N+7) BX(2)

Real RA(5N+2) AY(1)
Real RA(5N+3) BY(1)

Integer SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.
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Parafnetric Spline Curve

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "I” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GEGDPCurvePropertyS - (linear, quadratic, cubic,
Wilson-Fowler, modified Wilson-Fowler,
B-spline)

;

GRGDPData » RECORD
CASE GDP Id : GTGDPDataTag OF

1 : (

UOOOl CType : GEGDPCurvePropertyS;
UOOOl NSeg : INTEGER;
UOOOl T : array [1. . (NSeg+1)

]

of REAL;
UOOOl X : array [1. . (4^NSeg)

]

of REAL;
UOOOl Y : array [1. . (4^NSeg)

]

of REAL)

;

END;
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Parametric Spline Curve

6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO DIS 8651/3 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3t Ada)

Registered GDP*s are in a library package named GKS_GDP . GKS Ada
provides a data type package ^ GKS^TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure PARAMETRIC_SPLINE_CURVE” form (as

defined in Paragraph 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the
GDP is :

—GDP function for a parametric spline curve gap.
—Data type GDP_DATA_RECORD is defined in package GKS_GDP

.

~“GDP__ID and other data types are defined in package GKS_TYPES

.

with GKS^TYPES;
use GKS__TYPES;
package GKS_GDP is

type CURVE__TYPE is (linear, quadratic, cubic, Wilson-Fowler,
modified Wilson-Fowler, B-spline)

;

type KNOTS is array (SMALL NATURAL rangeO) of
ESCAPE_FLOAT;

type SPLINE_CURVE_DATA_RECORD (NUM_SEG : SMALL_NATURAL 0) is
record
SPLINE_TYPE : CURVE_TYPE;
KNOT_SEQUENCE ; KNOTS (1. . (NUM_SEG+1) )

;

POLYNOMIALS : POLYNOMIAL_ARRAY ( 1 . . NUM_SEG , 1 . . 4 )

;

end record;

procedure PARAMETRIC_SPLINE_CURVE
(SPLINE_CURVE_RECORD ; in SPLINE_CURVE_DATA_RECORD ) ;

—The components of the SPLINE_^CURVE_DATA_RECORD are those
--specified in the registration proposal.

—more GDP procedures can be inserted here

end GKS GDP;
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Proposal Number; 44

Date of Presentation; 10 April 1987

I Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical Item;

GDP Identifier: Rational B>Spline Curve

Description

A planar (two dimensional) rational spline B-spiine curve is drawn. A rational B-spline curve is a line primitive

that takes line attributes. See attached sheets for a detailed description.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

Rational B-spline curves are commonly found in proprietary graphics system. They are needed to support the

requirements of engineering drawing exchange.

Relationship to Standards
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Specifies a registered GOP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered GOP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered GOP. (See attached sheets).
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Rational B-spline

Descripi^ion l

A rational B-s''>line curve as defined below is drawn. T’^.e curve
is defined using the following parameters;

K (upper index of summation) (I)

M (degree of the basis functions) (I)

curve open (one of ; open, closed) (E)

equation type (one of; rational, polynomial) (E)

T (knot sequence) ((K+M+1)R)
W (weights) ((K+1)R)
P (control points) ((K+1)P)
start param ,end param (2R)

The parametric equation governing the definition of the rational
B-spline curve is shown in the following expression;

K

^ffa)pa)b^ (t)

G(t) =

(t)

i-0

where W(l) are the weights, P(i) are the control points and are

the basis functions

.

The B-spline basis functions, are non-negative piecewise
polynomials of degree M. T is a non-decreasing sequence of real
numbers T (-M) , , . , , T (0)

,

. ,T (K+1) . Each function b£ is supported by

the knot sequence interval [T ( i-M) , T (i+1) ]. Between any two
adjacent knot values, T(j) and T(j+l)f the corresponding basis
function can be expressed as a single polynomial of degree M,

The curve itself is parametrized, with;

start param <= t end param,
T(0) < start param < end param <=» T(N)

Thus, for any parameter value t between T(0) and T(K+1), the sum of
the basis functions satisfies the following identity;

K

- 1 .

i~0

The B-spline basis functions themselves are defined as follows. Let

N(t
* i-t-i

)

denote the B-spline basis function of degree m supported on the
interval .
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Rational 6-spline

The degree k functions are defined in terms of those of degree k-1
as follows

:

N(t ) -
'^/1»***»*^

k-I

^k-I
“ ^0

(h - I Sg

^k ‘ ^1

Since some denominators will be 0 in the case of multiple knots,
the convention 0/0 =» 0 is adopted in the above definition.

If the knot sequence, weights, or control points are invalid (i.e.

they are not consistent or do not match the equation type) the
results are implementation dependent. If start param is greater
than end param, no curve shall be drawn. If the equation

If the beginning and ending points of the curve are identical, then
curve open is set to closed, otherwise, it is set to open. If curve
open is not one of the defined values, then the default value,
open, shall be used. When curve open is closed, and the derived
curve end points are not equal, the curve end points shall be
forced to be equal by an implementation dependent method.

If all of the weights (i.e. elements of the weights array, W ) are
not equal, then equation type is set to rational

,

Otherwise, if all
of the weights are equal, then the weights cancel, the denominators
sum to one and the equation type becomes polynomial. If equation
type is not one of the defined values, then the default value,
rational, shall be used. If the value of equation type is not
consistent with the weight values, then the type equation inplied
by the weight values shall be substituted.
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Rational B-spline

RelatioP-^hip to particular atandardLL

1) CGM Fxisetional SpecifiGation (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

The parameters of the curve are transformed to VDC and the curve is

then drawn. A functional description of the rational B-spline
parameters is s

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the- Registration
Authority

point list(nP) - contains the control points

data record (D)

:

K (upper index of sum) (I)

M (degree of the basic functions) (I)

curve open (one of: open, closed) (E)

equation type (one of: rational, polynomial (E)

T (knot sequence) ((K+M+1)R)
W (weights) ((K+1)R)
P (control points) ((K+1)P)
start param, end param (2R)

Items for Data Record:

K
M
curve open
equation type
T(-M)
T(-M+l)

T(K+1)
W(0)

W(K+1)
start param
end param

Data Record Description:

The data record contains the parameters that define the
rational B-spline curve: the upper index of summation, the basis
functions, curve open, equation type, the knot sequence, the
weights, and two parameters — start param and end param — that
determine the beginning and end of the curve.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8 632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

This GDP is applicable at level Oa and above. It will use the
polyline attribute set. The control points are transformed to NDC
and the curve is
parameters is

:

drawn. A functional description of its input

Name Coordinate System Values Data Type
number of points I

control points WC nxP

GDP identifier as assigned N

GDP data record:

K (upper index of summation) I

M (degree of basis functions) I

CUROPN (open, closed) E
EQNTYP (rational, polynomial) E
T R
W R
SPARAM, EPARAM R

Errors

:

5 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in the state
WSAC or in the state SGOP

100 Number of points is invalid
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Rationai B-spline

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GDpqrs" form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the GDP (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority to
correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

+
SUBROUTINE GDpqrs (N, PXA, PYA, K, M, CUROPN, EQNTYP, T,

W, SPARAM, EPARAM)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER N
REAL PXA(*) , PYA(*)
INTEGER K
INTEGER M
INTEGER CUROPN
INTEGER EQNTYP
REAL T( N+2M )

REAL W( K )

REAL SPARAM, EPARAM

number of control points
control points
upper index of summation
degree of basis functions

knot sequence
weight
determines start and end points

The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS FORTRAN
binding;

curve open
INTEGER
PARAMETER

Open,
GCROPN,
(GCROPN=0,

closed
GCRCLO
GGCRCL0=1)

equation type
INTEGER
PARAMETER

rational,
GEQRAT,
(GEQRAT -0,

polynomial
GEQPOL
GEQRAT =1)
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Rational B-spline

b) The following parameter? are proposed for use when accessing
this GDP through the GGDP function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS

FORTRAN language binding standard;

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data

Record;

Integer IL 4

Integer IA(1) K
Integer IA(2) M
Integer IA(3) CUROPN
Integer IA(4) EQNTYP
Integer RL 2K + M + 4

Real RA(1) T(-M)
Real RA(2) T(-M+l)

Real RA(K+M+1) T(K+1)
Real RA(K+M+2) W(0)

Real RA(2K+M+2) W(K+1)
Real RA(2K+M+3) SPARAM
Real RA(2K+M+4) EPARAM
Integer SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.

5) Pascal language binding (reference; ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2; Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1" will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

;

GEGDPCurveProperty2 - (GVGDPOpen, GVGDPClosed)

;

GEGDPCurvePro*perty3 * (GVGDPRational, GVGDPPolynomial) ;

Points ; GAPointArray; (*control points*)

GRGDPData * RECORD
CASE GDP Id ; GTGDPDataTag OF

1 : (

UOOOl K
UOOOl M
UOOOl CurveOpen
UOOOl EquationType
UOOOl T
UOOOl W
UOOOl StartParam
UOOOl EndParam

INTEGER;
INTEGER;
GEGDPCurveProperty2

;

GEGDPCurveProperty3

;

REAL;
REAL;
REAL;
REAL;

)

END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS

Language Bindings; Part; 3: Ada)^

a) Registered GDP’s are in a library package named GKS_GDP . GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure Rational_B_SPLINE_CURVE" form
(as defined in subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of
the GDP is

:

—GDP function for a rational B_Spline curve.
—Data type GDP__DATA_RECORD is defined in package GKS_GDP

.

—GDP ID and other data types are defined in package GKS_TYPES.

with GKS-TYPES;
use GKS-TYPES;
package GKS_GDP is

type CURVE_OPEN__TYPE is (OPEN, CLOSED) ;

'CURVE_OPEN_VALUE ; in CURVE_OPEN_TYPE;

type EQUATION__TYPE is (RATIONAL, POLYNOMIAL) ;

EQUATION_VALUE s in EQUATION_TYPE;

type KNOT_SEQUENCE_ARRAY is array (SMALL NATURAL rangeO) of
ESCAPE_FLOAT;

type WEIGHT_SEQUENCE_ARRAY is array (SMALL NATURAL rangeO) of
ESCAPE FLOAT;

type RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_DATA__RECORD is
record

UPPER_INDEX_OF_SUM
DEGREE_OF_BAS IS_FUNCTIONS
CURVE_OPEN_VALUE
EQUATION__VALUE
KNOT__SEQUENCE
WEIGHT_SEQUENCE
START_PARAM
END_PARAM

end record;

INTEGER;
INTEGER;
CURVE__OPEN_TYPE ;

EQUATION^TYPE;
KNOT_SEQUENCE_ARRAY ;

WEIGHT__SEQUENCE__ARRAY ;

ESCAPE__FLOAT;
ESCAPE FLOAT;

procedure RATIONAL_B_SPLINE_CURVE
(CONTROL_POINTS
RATIONAL B SPLINE DATA RECORD

:in WC.POINT_ARRAY;
:in GDP DATA RECORD);

—The components of the RATIONAL__B__SPLINE_DATA__RECORD are those
—specified in the registration proposal.,

—^more GDP procedures can be inserted here

end GKS GDP;
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PART 2

REVISED PROPOSALS FROM LETTER BALLOT #76.

TEXT READY FOR REVIEW AND THEN RE-BALLOTTING

.
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I Proposal Number:! 45

Date of Presentation: 10 April 1987

Sponsoring Authority; ANSI

Class of Griphlcal Item; ESCAPE

Specific Escape \
Function Identifier; | Set Edge Mitre Limit

Description

This escape function sets a value for the current edge mitre limit This value determines the shape put at

corners between consecutive edges of filled area graphical primitives. Its purpose is to place a limit on how long

a "spike* can emanate from the join of two portions of an edge of a filled area primitive by "truncating” long

mitre joins into bevel joins. See attached sheets for additional details.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

User specified mitre limits are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems. They are needed to support the

requirements of office document exchange and publishing.

Relationship to Standards
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Not applicable.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Not applicable.
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Set Edge Mitre Limit

Da jcriptlonj.

Set Edge Mitre Limit sets the edge mitre limit value used in
interpretation of filled area primitives to mitre length specifier,
which must be a number greater than or equal to 1. Mitre limit is a

dimensionless number that controls the treatment of corners between
portions of edges of filled area primitives when mitre joins have
been specified. A related registered escape. Set Edge
Join, controls the type of join that is selected. When portions
connect at a sharp angle, a mitre join results in a spike that
extends well beyond the connection point. The purpose of the mitre
limit is to cut off such spikes when when they become objectionably
long. If the mitre length specifier is less than or equal to 1, the
default value of 1 shall be used.

At any given corner, the mitre length is the distance from the
point at which the inner edges intersect to the point in which the
outside edges intersect (i.e., the diagonal length of the mitre).
This distance increases as the angle between the edges decreases.
Whenever the ratio of the mitre length to the line width exceeds
the edge mitre limit parameter and is also greater than 1.415, a
bevel is introduced at the join perpendicular to the angle bisector
and at the mitre limit. (Note that this is not, in general
equivalent to introducing a bevel join when this limit is reached.
Introducing such a join causes discontinous behaviour, where small
changes in the angle between the segments results in radically
different appearances , ) Whenever the ratio of the edge mitre length
to the edge width exceeds the edge mitre limit parameter and is
also less than or equal to 1.415 (that is, when the edge mitre
limit parameter is between 1 and 1.415 inclusive), a bevel join is
implemented at the mitre limit

.

The ratio of edge mitre length to edge width is directly related to

the angle <j) between the segments by the formula:

mitre length / line edge =» I / sin ((p/2)

Examples of mitre length specifier values are: 1.415 cuts off
mitres (converts them to bevels) at angles less than 90 degrees,
2.0 cuts off mitres at angles less than 60 degrees, and 10.0 cuts
mitres off at angles less than 11 degrees. The default value of
edge mitre limit is 10. Setting the edge mitre limit to 1 cuts off
mitres at all angles so that bevels are always produced even when
mitres are specified. The lengths in the above formula must be in
the same units (WC, VDC, etc.) and cancel out to yield a
dimensionless mitre length specifier value. This escape applies to
filled area primitives.
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Relation^^hip to taarticular standards r

1) CGM Functional Specification (raference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Set Edge Mitre Limit escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

;

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

mitre length specifier (R)

Items for Data Record:

mitre length specifier

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the mitre length specifier.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7492, GKS
Functional Specification)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO DIS 8651/1 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.

5) GKS Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3:Ada)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes.
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I Proposal Number; 46

Date of Presentation: I
10 Aprii 1987

Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

I Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

I Specific Escape I Function Identifier; |
Set Edge Cap

Description

This escape function sets a value for the current edge cap. This value is used to determine the shape put at the

corners where consecutive edges of filled area graphical primitives meet. See attached sheet for additional

details.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion
•

User specified edge caps are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems. They are needed to support the

requirements of office document exchange and publishing.

Relationship to Standards
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Not applicable.

2} ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Not applicable.
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Description l

Set Edge Cap selects the edge cap value specified by the edge cap
indicator. This value determines the shape to be put at "corners”
of the edgde of filled area primitives. The shape is not applied
to the ends of individual "dashes" that compose some edgetypes. The
following edge cap values are defined with this proposal

:

butt cap : the edge is squared off at the endpoint; there is
no projection beyond the endpoint.

roTind cap ; a semicircular arc with diameter' equal to the
edge width is drawn around the corner point and filled. The
drawn line thus projects beyond the corner point.

projecting square cap t the edge is squared off at a
distance equal to half the edge width beyond the corner
point

.

If the edge cap value is not one of the defined values, the default
value, butt cap, shall be used.

Relationship to particular standards

;

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 3632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Set Edge Cap escape parameters is:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D) :

edge cap indicator (E)

Items for Data Record:

edge cap indicator

The following edge cap indicator values are defined:

1 : butt cap
2 : round cap
3: projecting square cap

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the edge cap indicator.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7492, GKS
Functional Specification)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.

5) GKS Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.

6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge antributes

.
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I Proposal Number: I 47

1 Date of Presentation: 10 April 1987

1 Sponsorinq Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

1
Specific Escape Function Identifier: Set Edge Join

Description

This escape function sets a value for the current edge join. This value determines the shape put at comers

between consecutive edges of filled area graphical primitives. See attached sheet for additional details.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

User specified edge joins are commonly found in proprietary graphics systems. They are needed to support the

requirements of office document exchange and publishing.

Relationship to Standards
1 ) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Not applicable.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Not applicable.
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Degcription:

Sat Edge Join sets the current edge join value to edge join
indicator

.

This establishes the shape to be put at the corners
between portions of edges of filled area primitives . The following
edge join values are defined:

mitra join : the outer edge of the two portions are extended
until they meet at a point. (Note that the mitre limit value
may affect the appearance of these joins .

)

roiind join : a circular arc with diameter equal to the edge
width is drawn around the vertex between the adjoining
segments and is filled in, producing a rounded corner.

baval join : the meeting portions are finished with butt end
cap and the resulting triangular notch is filled in.

If the edge join indicator is not one of the defined values, the
default value, mitre join, shall be used.

Join styles are significant only at points where consecutive edges
of filled area primitives connect at an angle; portions that meet
or intersect fortuitously receive no special treatment.
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Reiationflhip to partic^lac—atandards

;

1)

CGM Fiinctional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Set Edge Join escape parameters is:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

edge join indicator (E)

Items for Data Record:

edge join indicator

The following values of edge join indicator are defined:

1: mitre join
2 : round join
3: bevel join

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the edge join indicator value.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3^4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string", the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4 . Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7492, GKS
Functional Specification)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes.

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.
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5) GKS Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.

g) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

This escape does not apply to GKS since GKS does not have separate
edge attributes

.
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I Pfoposai NumberH 48

Date of Presentation: 18 July 1988

Soonsorlnq Authority; ANSI

Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Select Typeface Posture

Description

Select Typeface Posture selects a desired typeface postureo This information is used to indicate a preference for

one posture oyer others when a typeface is selected during "font substitution” or when a graphical "font* is not

completely specified in a typographic sense. See attached sheet for additional details. .

Additional Comments
This escape is intended for interim use, pending the revision of the text model in computer graphics standards

based upon the developing ISO font architecture (DIS 9541).

Justification for Inclusion

Extensions to the text model in computer graphics standards are urgently needed if such standards are to be

usable in office systems and graphic arts applications. Most proprietary graphics systems currently use a

typographic text model that includes a posture attribute. This escape allows the posture of a typeface to be

selected for font substitution or selection purposes.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Specifies a registered escape.
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Deaeription:

Select Typeface Posture sets the desired typeface posture to the
value specified by the typeface posture indicator. This information
is used to indicate a preference for one posture over others when a
typeface is selected during "font substitution” or when a graphical
"font” is not completely specified in a typographic sense. The
following posture values (from ISO/DIS 9541) are defined:

upright
oblique
back slanted oblique
italic
back slanted italic

If the typeface posture indicator is not one of the defined values,
then the default value, upright, shall be used.
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Relationship to partic\ilar—atandarda

;

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Select Typeface Posture escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

typeface posture indicator (upright, oblique, back slanted
oblique, italic, back slanted italic) (E)

Items for Data Record:

typeface posture indicator

The following typeface posture indicator values are defined:

1 : upright
2: oblique
3: back slanted oblique
4 : italic
5 : back slanted italic

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the desired typeface posture.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string", the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) GKS Functional Specification (refer<»nce ISO 7 942 GKS
Functional Description)

This escape is applicable at GKS level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below:

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:
typeface posture indicator Note 1 E

Note 1. Typeface posture indicator is one of: (upright, oblique,
back slanted oblique, italic, back slanted italic)

output data record:
none

Errors

:

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in one of the
states GKOP,ffSOP, WSAC, or SGOP

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (TFPOS)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER TFPOS typeface posture indicator (upright,
oblique, back slanted oblique, italic,
back slanted italic)

Output Parameters

:

NONE

The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS
FORTRAN binding:

typeface posture

INTEGER

PARAMETER

upright,
italic,
GTFUP

,

GTFITL,
(GTFUP =1,
GTFITL=4,

oblique, back slanted oblique,
back slanted italic
GTFOBL, GTFBSO,
GTFBSI
GTFOBL =2, GTFBS0=3,
GTFBSI=5)
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b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record:

INTEGER IL 1

INTEGER IA( 1 ) posture indicator
INTEGER RL 0

INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2^ GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GESCAPE” as defined in paragraph 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant ”1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GEscapeTypefacePostureType = (GVEscapeUpright, GVEscapeOblique,
GVEscapeBackSlantedOblique,
GVEscapeltalic,
GVEscapeBackSlantedItalic)

;

GREscapeDataIn * RECORD

CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of
1 : (

TextPosture : GEscapeTypefacePostureType)

;

End;

GREscapeDataOut * RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null Record *)

END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3:Ada)

Registered ESCAPE’S are in a library package named GKS__ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS^TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SELECT__TYPEFACE_POSTURE" form (as
defined in subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the
ESCAPE is

:

—Escape function for typeface posture.
—Data type ESCAPE ID is defined in package GKS_ESCAPE

.

—Other data types are defined in package GKS-TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

type TYPEFACE_POSTURE_INDICATOR_TYPE is (UPRIGHT, OBLIQUE,
BACK_SLANTED_OBLIQUE, ITALIC, BACK_SLATED_ITALIC) ;

type TYPEFACE_POSTURE_DATA_RECORD is
TYPEFACE_POSTURE_INDICATOR_VALUE : in

TYPEFACE_POSTURE_INDICATOR_TYPE

;

procedure SELECT_TYPEFACE_POSTURE

(TYP.EFACE_POSTURE__INDICATOR_VALUE s in
TYPEFACE_POSTURE INDICATOR TYPE)

;

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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Proposal Number: I 49

Date of Presentation: 18 July 1988

Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Select Typeface Structure

Description

Select Typeface Structure selects a desired typeface structure. This information is used to indicate a preference

for one structure over others when a typeface is selected during "font substitution* or when a graphical "font"

is not completely specified in a typographic sense. See attached sheet for additional details.

Additional Comments
This escape is intended for interim use, pending the revision of the text model in computer graphics standards

based upon the developing ISO font architecture (DP 9541).

Justification for Inclusion

Extensions to the text model in computer graphics standards are urgently needed if such standards are to be

usable in office systems and graphic arts applications. Many proprietary graphics systems currently use a

typographic text model that includes a structure attribute. This escape allows the structure of the strokes of the

shapes of the glyphs in a typeface to be selected for font substitution or selection purposes.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Specifies a registered escape.
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DegeriptioriL

Select Typeface Structure sets the desired typeface structure
to the value specified by the typeface structure indicator

.

This
information is used to indicate a preference for one structure over
others when a typeface is selected during "font substitution” or
when a graphical "font” is not completly specified in a typographic
sense. The following structure values (from ISO/DIS 9541) are
defined:

solid
outline
inline
shadow
patterned

If the typeface structure indicator is not one of the defined
values^ then the default value^ aolidr shall be used.
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Relationship to particular—standards :

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Select Typeface Structure escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

typeface structure indicator (solid, outline, inline,
shadow, patterned) (E)

Items for Data Record:

typeface structure indicator

The following typeface structure indicator values are defined:

1: solid
2: outline
3 : inline
4 : shadow
5: patterned

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the desired typeface structure.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4 . Within the four
octets that comprise the string’s contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7 942 GKS
Functional Description)

This escape is applicable at GKS level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below:

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:
typeface structure indicator Note 1 E

Note 1. Typeface structure indicator is one of: (solid, outline,
inline, shadow, patterned)

output data record:
none

Errors

:

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in one of the
states GKOP,WSOPr WSAC, or SGOP
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4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (TFSTRC)

Input Parameters:
INTEGER TFSTRC typeface structure indicator (solid,

outline, inline, shadow, patterned)

Output Parameters:
NONE

The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS
FORTRAN binding:

typeface structure

INTEGER

PARAMETER

solid, outline, inline,
shadow, patterned
GTFSOL, GTFOTL, GTFINL,
GTFSHD, GTFPAT
(GTFSOL -1, GTFOOTL -2, GTFINL=3,
GTFSHD=4 , GTFPAT-5

)

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of Paragraph 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record

:

INTEGER IL
INTEGER lA (1)

INTEGER RL 0

INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.

1

typeface structure indicator
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5) Paacal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GESCAPE" as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCM>E identifier at registration)

:

GEscapeTypefaceStructureType *
(GVEscapeSolid, GVEscapeOutline,
GVEscape Inline, GVEscapeShadow,
GVEscapePatterned)

;

GREscapeDataIn ^ RECORD

CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of
1 : (

UOOOl TypefaceWeight
: GEscapeTypefaceStructureType)

;

End;

GREscapeDataOut * RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1* 0 ; (*Null Record *)

END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part3:Ada)

Registered ESCAPE’S are in a library package named GKS__ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS^TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SELECT__TYPEFACE_STRUCTURE" form (as

defined in subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the
ESCAPE is

:

—Escape function for typeface structure.
—Data type ESCAPE ID is defined in package GKS_ESCAPE.
—Other data types are defined in package GKS-TYPES

.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS^ESCAPE is

type TYPEFACE_STRUCTURE_INDICATOR_TYPE is (SOLID, OUTLINE,
INLINE, SHADOW, PATTERNED)

;

type TYPEFACE_STRUCTURE_DATA__RECORD is
TYPEFACE_STRUCTURE_INDICATOR_VALUE ; in

TYPEFACE_STRUCTURE_IND ICATOR_TYPE ;

procedure SELECT_TYPEFACE_STRUCTURE

(TYPEFACE_STRUCTURE_INDICATOR__VALUE ; in
TYPEFACE STRUCTURE INDICATOR TYPE)

;

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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Proposal NumbenjSI

I Date of Presentation; 18 July 1988

\

Sponsorlnq Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical Item; FSCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier; Select Typeface Scores

PQ9cr<Ptlon

Select Typeface Scores selects the desired typeface scores, it allows selection of right scores (underscore in

lefMo-right writing mode (DIS 9541) or RIGHT Text Path (computer graphics standards)}, left scores

(overscore in left-to-right writing mode (DIS 9541) or RIGHT Text Path (computer graphics standards)), and

through scores (scores drawn through the centre of glyphs) This information is used to indicate a preference for

the [resence of scores when a typeface is selected during ”font substitution* or when a graphical "font* is not

completely specified in a typographic sense. See attached sheets for additional details.

Additional Comments
This escape is intended for interim use, pending the revision of the text model in computer graphics standards

based upon the deveioping ISO font cU’chitecture (DIS 9541).

Justification for Inclusion
Extensions to the text model in computer graphics standards are urgently needed if such standards are to be

usable in office systems and graphic arts applications. Most proprietary graphics systems currently use a

typographic text model that allows scoring as one attribute. Examples of such scores are underscores (or

underline), through scores, and overscores. This escape allows presence of scores in a typeface to be selected

for font substitution or seiection purposes.

Relationship to Standards
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered escape.
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PeacriptionL

Select Typeface Scores selects one of more typeface scores as
specified by the values of right score indicator, left score
indicator, and through score indicator. This information is used to
indicate a preference for the presence of scores when a typeface is
selected during "font substitution" or when a graphical "font" is
not completly specified in a typographic sense. The following score
indicators (from ISO/DIS 9541) are supported?

right score indicator (an underscore in left-to-right writing
mode)

left score indicator (an overscore in left-to right writing
mode)

through score indicator (a score located through the "centre"
of the glyphs)

The allowable values for each score indicator are?

off : the score is absent
on i the score is present

If any score indicator is not one of the defined values r then the
default valuer offr shall be used.
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Relationahip to partig^Iag—standards:

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1; Functional Description)

A functional description of the Select Typeface Scores escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D) :

right score indicator (off, on) (E)

left score indicator (off, on) (E)

through score indicator (off, on) (E)

Items for Data Record:

right score indicator
left score indicator
through score indicator

The following values for each score indicator are defined:

0: off
1 : on

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the desired typeface scores.
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2) CQl Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2 , 3 ,^)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record/ containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last/ will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string", the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) GKS Funcbional Speciflcatiion ^Creference ISO 7 942 GKS
Functional Description)

This escape is applicable at GKS level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below:

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:
right score indicator (off, on) E
left score indicator (off, on) E

through score indicator (off, on) E

output data record:
none

Errors

:

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in one of the
states GKOPfWSOP, mAC, or SGOP

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (TFSCOR)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER TFRSCR right score indicator (off, on)
INTEGER TFLSCR left score indicator (off, on)
INTEGER TFTSCR through score indicator (off, on)

Output Parameters :

NONE

The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS
FORTRAN binding:

typeface score indicator on, off

INTEGER GTFSON, GTFSOF
PARAMETER (GTFSON=0, GTFS0F=1)
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b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of stibclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record:

INTEGER IL
INTEGER lA (1)

INTEGER IA (2)

INTEGER lA (3)

INTEGER RL 0

INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.

3

right score indicator (off, on)
left score indicator (off, on)
through score indicator (off, on)
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5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GESCAPE” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GEscapeTypefaceScoreType » (GVEscapeScoreOff

,

GVEscapeScoreOn)

;

GREscapeDataIn = RECORD

CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of
1 : (

DOOOl RightScoreIndicator
: GEscapeTypefaceScoreType)

;

UOOOl LeftScoreIndicator
: GEscapeTypefaceScoreType)

;

UOOOl ThroughScoreIndicator
: GEscapeTypefaceScoreType)

;

End;

GREscapeDataOut “ RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null Record *)

END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3:Ada)

Registered ESCAPE ' s are in a library package named GKS_ESCAPE . GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SELECT__TYPEFACE_SCORES" form (as

defined in subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the
ESCAPE is:

—Escape function for typeface scores

.

—Data type ESCAPE ID is defined in package GKS_ESCAPE

.

—Other data types are defined in package GKS-TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS-TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

type TYPEFACE_SCORE__INDICATOR__TYPE is (OFF, ON) ;

type TYPEFACE_SCORE__DATA_RECORD is
record

RIGHT_SCORE_INDICATOR_VALUE : in
TYPEFACE_SCORE__INDICATOR__TYPE ;

LEFT_SCORE_INDICATOR_VALUE : in
TYPEFACE_SCORE_INDICATOR__TYPE ;

THROUGH_SCORE_INDICATOR__VALUE : in
TYPEFACE_SCORE_INDICATOR_TYPE ;

end record;

procedure SELECT_TYPEFACE_SCORES
(TYPEFACE SCORE RECORD : in TYPEFACE SCORE DATA RECORD)

;

--more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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fProposai Number: I 52

Date of Preaentation; 18 July 1988

I Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical *tam; ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier; Select Typeface Weight

Description

Select Typeface Weight selects a desired typeface weight. This information is used to indicate a preference for

one weight over others when a typeface is selected during “font substitution* or when a graphical *font* is not

completely specified in a typographic sense. See attached sheet for additional details.

Additional Comments
This escape is intended for interim use, pending the revision of the text model in computer graphics standards

based upon the developing ISO font architecture (OP 9541).

Justification for Inclusion
Extensions to the text model in computer graphics standards are urgently needed if such standards are to be

usable in office systems and graphic arts applications. Most proprietary graphics systems currently use a

typographic text model that includes a weight attribute. This escape allows the weighte of a typeface to be

selected for font substitution or selection purposes.

Relationship to Standards
1} ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered escape.
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Deacription

:

Select Typeface Weight sets the desired typeface weight to the
value specified by the typeface weight indicator. This information
is used to indicate a preference for one weight over others when a
typeface is selected during "font substitution" or when a graphical
"font" is not completly specified in a typographic sense. The
following weight values (from ISO/DIS 9541) are defined:

ultra light
extra light
light
semi light
medium
semi bold
bold
extra bold
ultra bold

If the typeface weight indicator is not one of the defined values,
then the default value, medium, shall be used.
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Relationship to particular standards

:

1) CGM FTinctional Specification (reference ISO 8 632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Select Typeface Posture escape
parameters is

:

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

typeface weight indicator (ultra light, extra light,
light, semi light, medium, semi bold, bold, extra bold,
ultra bold) (E)

Items for Data Record:

typeface weight indicator

The following typeface weight indicator values are defined:

1 : ultra light
2 ; extra light
3 : light
4 : semi light
5 : medium
6: semi bold
7 : bold
8: extra bold
9: ultra bold

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the desired typeface weight.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string’s contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

This escape is applicable at GKS level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below;

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:
typeface weight indicator Note 1 E

Note 1. Typeface weight indicator is one of: (ultra light, extra
light, light, semi light, medium, semi bold, bold, extra bold,
ultra bold)

output data record:
none

Errors ;

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in one of the
states GKOP.WSOP, WSAC, or SGOP

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs" form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (TFWGHT)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER TFWGHT typeface weight indicator (ultra light,
extra light, light, semi light, medium,
semi bold, bold, extra bold, ultra
bold)

Output Parameters

:

NONE
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The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS
FORTRAN binding:

typeface weight ultra light

r

extra light
light. semi light.
medium. semi bold.
bold,
ultra bold

extra bold.

INTEGER GTFUL, GTFEL,
GTFLIT, GTFSL,
GTFMED, GTFSB,
GTFBLD,
GTFUB

GTFEB,

PARAMETER (GTFUL=»1, GTFEL*2,
GTFLIT=*3, GTFSL=4

,

GTFMED=5, GTFSB=6,
GTFBLD*?,
GTFUB*9)

GTFEB=8,

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of subclause 9o3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record:

INTEGER IL 1

INTEGER lA (1) typeface weight indicator
INTEGER RL 0

INTEGER SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.
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5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GESCAPE” as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1" will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GEscapeTypefaceWeightType =» (GVEscapeUltraLight

,

GVEscapeExtraLight

,

GVEscapeLight

,

GVEscapeSemiLight

,

GVEscapeMedium,
GVEscapeSemiBold,
GVEscapeBold,
GVEscapeExtraBold,
GVEscapeUltraBold)

;

GREscapeDataIn * RECORD

CASE Escape ID : GTEscapeDataTag of
1 : (

UOOOl TypefaceWeight
: GEscapeTypefaceWeightType)

;

End;

GREscapeDataOut * RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null Record *)

END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8 651“3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

Registered ESCAPE’S are in a library package named GKS__ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS^^TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SELECT__TYPEFACE_WEIGHT" form (as

defined in subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the
ESCAPE is:

““Escape function for typeface weight

.

““Data type ESCAPE ID is defined in package GKS_ESCAPE

.

—Other data types are defined in package GKS-TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

type TYPEFACE_WEIGHT__INDICATOR_TYPE is (ULTRA_LIGHT, EXTRA_LIGHT,
LIGHT, SEMI_LIGHT, MEDIUM, SEMI_BOLD, BOLD, EXTRA_BOLD,
ULTRA__BOLD) ;

type TYPEFACE_WEIGHT_DATA__RECORD is
TYPEFACE_WEIGHT_INDICATOR__VALUE : in

TYPEFACE_WEIGHT_IND ICATOR_TYP E

;

procedure SELECT_TYPEFACE_WEIGHT

(TYPEFACE_WEIGHT_INDICATOR_VALUE : in
TYPEFACE_WEIGHT INDICATOR TYPE)

;

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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I Proposal Number;i53

Date of Presentation: 9 September 1988

Sponsoring Authority: I ANSI

Class of Graphical Item; ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Set Fully Justified Text

Description

This escape function sets a value for the fully justified text This value may be either on, indicating that

Restricted Text (and associated Append Text) is drawn in a fully justified style, or off, indicating that

Restricted Text is not drawn in a fully justified style. This attribute has no affect on the drawing of Text

primitives, and does not apply to standards that do not contain a Restricted Text Primitive. See attached sheet

for additional details.

Additional Comments
This escape is intended for interim use, pending the revision of the text model in computer graphics standards

based upon the developing ISO font architecture (OP 9541).

Justification for Inclusion

Extensions to the text model in computer graphics standards are urgently needed if such standards are to be

usable for most applications. Most proprietary graphics systems supporting typographic quality text allow fully

justified text Such text is drawn by the target system by varying the spacing between words and characters in

a text string to insure that the string starts at the beginning of a restricted region, ends at the end of the region,

and has a pleasing appearance. The Restricted Text primitive in the existing graphics standards partially meets

this goal, but its semantics allows the target system to adjust text by many different means to meet this

restriction. This escape requires that the text be fit by adjusting only the Character Spacing where this is

possible. Equivalent effects cannot be achieved with typographic fonts by directly adjusting Character Expansion

Factor and Character Spacing, especially where font substitution may occur. Based on "minimality”, it was
decided to simply add an "attribute” to Restricted Text and Append Text to affect this restriction rather than

adding a separate "Justified Text* primitive.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) > Not applicable.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Not applicable.
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DeacriDtioiLJ,

Set Fully Justified Text sets a current fully justified text
value to the value specified by the fully justified text Indicator.
This establishes whether Restricted Text (and Append Text
associated with Restricted Text) are drawn in a fully justified
style as defined below. This escape is applicable only to standards
that include a Restricted Text primitive.

Fully Justified text is defined by these rules:

1) As with Restricted Text^ fully justified text is constrained to
be contained within the parallelogram defined with the Restricted
Text primitive.

2) In fitting the text within this parallelogram, the values of
Character Height, Character Expansion Factor, Text Precision, and
TextFont Index may not be adjusted. Only the Character Spacing may
be adjusted.

3) The text is drawn in such a way that the characters drawn appear
to "fill" the parallelogram along the text path, with the first and
last characters drawn touching the sides of the parallelogram. In
case the text cannot be fit within the parallelogram by adjusting
only the Character Spacing, then the text will be drawn using the
rules for Restricted Text.

4) The manner in which Character Spacing is adjusted when
implementing fully justified text is implementation dependent. It
•is suggested, however, that the excess space (the length in the
Restricted Text primitive less the sum of the lengths of all the
individual characters in the string) be divided between
inter-character and inter-word spacing by dividing 1/3 of the
excess space equally among all inter-character spaces and dividing
2/3 of the excess space equally among all inter-word spaces in the
string. This is the most common rule used in typographic practice.

The following fully justified text indicator values are defined:

Off I fully justified text is set to Off, indicating that
Restricted Text and associated Append Text is not drawn in a
fully justified style.

On; fully justified text is set to On, indicating that
Restricted Text and associated Append Text is drawn in a fully
justified style.

If the fully justified text indicator value is not one of the
defined values, then the default value. Off shall be used.
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Relationahip to Particular standards

:

1) CGM Foinetional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Set Fully Justified Text escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

fully justified text indicator (Off, On) (E)

Items for Data Record:

fully justified text indicator

The following values of fully justified text indicator are defined:

1: Off
2 : On

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the fully justified text indicator.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) GKS Funclilonal Speclflca^blon (reference ISO 7 94 2 GKS
Functional Description)

This escape does not apply to GKS since it does not contain a

Restricted Text primitive.

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

This escape does not apply to GKS since it does not contain a
Restricted Text primitive.

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

This escape does not apply to GKS since it does not contain a
Restricted Text primitive.

6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

This escape does not apply to GKS since it does not contain a
Restricted Text primitive.
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I Proposal Number;! 54

1 Date of Presentation: 18 July 1988 1

Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Select Typeface Proportionate Width

Description

Select Typeface Proportionate Width selects a desired typeface proportionate width. This information is used to

indicate a preference for one proportionate width over others when a typeface is selected during "font

substitution* or when a graphical "font* is not compietly specified in a typographic sense. See attached sheet for

additional details.

Additional Comments
This escape is intended for interim use, pending the revision of the text model in computer graphics standards

based upon the developing ISO font architecture (DP 9541).

Justification for Inclusion

Extensions to the text model in computer graphics standards are urgently needed if such standards are to be

usable in office systems and graphic arts applications. Many proprietary graphics systems currently use a

typographic text model that includes a proportionate width attribute. This escape allows the proportionate width

of a typeface to be selected for font substitution or selection purposes. For example, extended and condensed

fonts are provided, where the font designer specifies changes in character spacing to achieve the condensed or

extended appearance. Although these effects could be crudely approximated by varying the Character Spacing

attribute of graphical text, such an approximation is inappropriate for systems that require high-quality text.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered escape.
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D„eacg.igtiQXi;,

Select Typeface Proportionate Width seta the desired typeface
proportionate width to the value specified by the typeface
proportionate width indicator. This information is used to indicate
a preference for one proportionate width over others when a
typeface is selected during "font substitution" or when a graphical
"font" is not completly specified in a typographic sense. The
following proportionate width values (from ISO/DIS 9541) are
defined?

ultra condensed (highest ratio of glyph height to width)
extra condensed
condensed
semi condensed
medium
semi expanded
expanded
extra expanded
ultra expanded (lowest ratio of glyph height to width)

If the typeface proportionate width indicator is not one of the
defined values ^ then the default value, medium, shall be used.
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Relationghip to pasticular standards

:

1) CGM Fiinctlonal Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Select Typeface Proportionate Width
escape parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

typeface proportionate width indicator (ultra condensed,
extra condensed, condensed, semi condensed, medium, semi
expanded, expanded, extra expanded, ultra expanded) (E)

Items for Data Record:

typeface proportionate width indicator

The following typeface proportionate width indicator values are
defined:

1: ultra condensed
2 : extra condensed
3 : condensed
4 : semi condensed
5 : medixim
6 : semi expanded
7 : expanded
8 : extra expanded
9 : ultra expanded

Data Record Description:

The parameter defines the desired typeface proportionate width.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string", the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items) ,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for- that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4 . Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) 6KS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

This escape is applicable at GKS level Oa and above. A functional
description of its parameters is given below:

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:
typeface proportionate Note 1 E
width indicator

Note 1. Typeface proportionate width indicator is one of: (ultra
condensed, extra condensed, condensed, semi condensed, medium, semi
expanded, expanded, extra expanded, ultra expanded)

output data record:
none

Errors

:

d GKS not in proper state: GKS shall he either in one of the
states GKOP,f^SOP, WSAC, or SGOP

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO DIS 8651/1 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in Paragraph 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs (TFPRWD)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER TFPRWD typeface proportionate width indicator
(ultra condensed, extra condensed,
condensed, semi condensed, medium, semi
expanded, expanded, extra expanded,
ultra expanded)

Output Parameters

:

NONE
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The following mnemonic FORTRAN names and their values for GKS
ENUMERATION type values are added to the list in the GKS
FORTRAN binding;

typeface proportionate
width

INTEGER

PARAMETER

ultra condensed,
condensed,
medium,
expanded,
ultra expanded
GTFUC,
GTFCON,
GTFMED,
GTFEXP,
GTFUE
(GTFUC-1,

extra condensed,
semi condensed,
semi expanded,
extra expanded,

GTFEC,
GTFSC,
GTFSE,
GTFEE,

GTFEC='2,

GTFC0N*3,
GTFMED-5,
GTFEXP-7,
GTFUE-9)

GTFSC=4

,

GTFSE=6,
GTFEE=8,

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of Paragraph 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard;

Parameters to the Pack and Unpack Data Record functions;

INTEGER IL 1

INTEGER IA( 1 ) proportionate width indicator
INTEGER RL 0

INTEGER SL 0
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5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO DIS 8651 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GESCAPE" as defined in paragraph 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1" will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GEscapeTypefaceProportionateWidthType *
(GVEscapeUltraCondensed,
(aVEscapeExtraCondensed

,

(jVEscapeCondensedf
GVEscapeSemiCondensedf
(3VEscapeMedium r

CaVEscapeSemiExpanded,
GVEscapeExpanded,
GVEscapeExtraExpanded

r

GVEscapeUltraExpanded)

;

GREscapeDataIn * RECORD

CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of
IJ (

UOOOl TypeFaceProportionateWidth
:GEscapeTypefaceProportionateWidthType)

;

End;

GREscapeDataOut » RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null° Record *)

END;
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6) 6KS Ada language binding (reference ISO DIS 8651/3 GKS
Language Bindings; Part3:Ada)

Registered ESCAPE’S are in a library package named GKS^ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SELECT_TYPEFACE_PROPORTIONATE_WIDTH"
form (as defined in Paragraph 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding)
of the ESCAPE is:

-Escape function for typeface proportionate width.
-Data type ESCAPE ID is defined in package GKS_ESCAPE

.

-Other data types are defined in package GKS-TYPES.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

type TYPEFACE_PROPORTIONATE_WIDTH_INDICATOR_TYPE is (

ULTRA_CONDENSED, EXTRA_CONDENSED , CONDENSED, SEMI_CONDENSED

,

MEDIUM, SEMI_EXPANDED, EXPANDED, EXTRA_EXPANDED , ULTRA_EXPANDED
)

;

type TYPEFACE_PROPORTIONATE_WIDTH_DATA_RECORD is
TYPEFACE _PROPORTIONATE_WIDTH_ INDICATOR__VALUE : in
TYPEFACE_PROPORTIONATE_WIDTH_INDICATOR_TYPE;

procedure SELECT_TYPEFACE_PROPORTIONATE_WIDTH

(ESCAPE_IDENTIFIER : in ESCAPE_ID:
TYPEFACE_PROPORTIONATE__WIDTH_INDICATOR__VALUE : in
TYPEFACE PROPORTIONATE WIDTH INDICATOR TYPE)

;

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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PART 3

PARTIALLY REVISED PROPOSALS WHICH NEED

ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL WORK PRIOR TO BALLOT.
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I Proposal Numb^ 56

Date of Presentation: 10 April 1987

Soonsorlnq Authority: ANSI

1 Class of Graphical Item: 1 GCP

1 GDP Identifier: Pel Array

Description

This Generalized Drawing Primitive provides a very flexible mechanism for describing raster (image) data

within computer graphics standards. It can be viewed as an extension of the Cell Array primitive to allow

alternate encoding and compression schemes. See attached sheets for additional details.

Additional Comments
The features in this GDP are based upon those in the Cell Array primitive, with extensions adopted from CCITT

T.4 and T.6. Tag Image File Format(TlFF), and Tiled Raster Interchange Format (TRIF) as needed to meet the

requirements of intended applications.

Justification for Inclusion

The raster data capabilities of existing graphics standards provide a rich and flexible set of facilities for dealing

with raster (image) data. These facilities do, however, lack a few features that limit their wider applicability

and often force users to utilize techniques outside of computer graphics standards to describe/transfer raster

data. This GDP is intended to add the missing facilities. With it, a single file format—the CGM—can meet the needs

of both raster and "vector” graphics storage and exchange in office, publishing, and other applications.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.3.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered GDP as defined in 5.6.10.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Specifies a registered GDP. (See attached sheets).
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Pel Array

De3criptiQn_L

The Pel Array generalized drawing primitive is an extended version
of the Cell Array primitive designed to support the transfer,
storage, and printing of raster image data from a variety of
sources

.

Parameters

:

3 corner points P/Q/ and R (3P)

nx,ny (number of pels per line; number of lines) (21)

encoding (one of: packed, run-length, T.4, T.6, LZW) (E)

local colour precision

pel array colour specifiers (nx*ny*local colour precision)

In the general case, P,Q/R can delimit an arbitrary parallelogram.
P and Q delimit the end points of a diagonal of the parallelogram,
and R defines a third corner.

In the simplest case, the three corner points, P,QrRr define a

rectangular area in the coordinate space. This area is subdivided
into nx*ny contiguous rectangles as follows . The edge from P to R
is subdivided into nx equal intervals, and the edge from R to Q is

subdivided into ny equal intervals. The grid implied consists of
nx*ny identical pels. The colour list consists of nx*ny colour
specifications, conceptually an array of dimensions nx and ny
representing respectively the column and row dimensions. Array
element (1,1) is mapped to the pel at corner P, and array element
(nx,l) is mapped to pel at corner R. Array element (nx,ny) is
mapped to the pel at corner Q. Hence, the colour elements are
mapped within rows running from P to R, and with the rows
incrementing in order from R to Q. [Note that all four traditional
values of pel path — 0, 90, 180, and 270 — as well as both
traditional values of line progression — 90 and 270 — can be
realized by varying the inter-relationships among P, Q, and R]

The encoding parameter specifies how the pel array values are
encoded. This parameter allows an API standard to pick up a pel
array (image) obtained from an external device, such as a scanner,
and image (print) it without having to interpret the data in it.
Similarly, it allows a graphical metafile or interface standard to
transfer such data without having to interpret it. The allowable
values of encoding are:

Packed : No compression, but pack colour values as tightly as
possible, with no unused bits except at the end of a row. The
colour values are represented by rows of values, each row starting
on a (16 bit) word boundary. [Note: This encoding is identical to
the ’’packed list" mode in the binary binding of the CGM. It is also
equivalent to the "packed" mode of TIFF, with byte order restricted
to "MM" .

]
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Run-length. : The colour list values are represented by rows
broken into runs of constant colour; each row starts on a (16 bit)

word boundary. [Note: This encoding is identical to the "packed
list" mode in the binary binding of the LGM.]

T.4 one dimensional : Facsimile-compatible CCITT Group 3,

exactly as specified in "Standardization of Group 3 facsimile
apparatus for document transmission" Recommendation T.4 Volume VII,
Fascicle VII. 3, Terminal Equipment and Protocols for Telematic
Services, The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT), Geneva, 1985, pages 16 through 21. All rows
must begin on a byte boundary. The restrictions in T.4 for the
number of pels per line (nx) , the number of lines per pel array
(ny) , and the size, position, and orientation of an pel array
within a picture do not apply. [Note that the addition of fill bits
before EOLs to force them to end on word boundaries is not required
but is allowed.]

T.4 two dimensional : Facsimile-compatible CCITT Group 3 two
dimensional, exactly as specified in "Standardization of Group 3

facsimile apparatus for document transmission" Recommendation T.4
Volume VII, Fascicle VII. 3, Terminal Equipment and Protocols for
Telematic Services, The International Telegraph and Telephone
Consultative Committee (CCITT), Geneva, 1985, pages 21 through 28.
All rows must begin on a byte boundary. The restrictions in T.4 for
the number of pels per line (nx) , the number of lines per pel array
(ny) , and the size, position, and orientation of an pel array
within a picture do not apply. [Note that the addition of fill bits
before EOLs to force them to end on word boundaries is not required
but is allowed.]

T.6 ; Facsimile-compatible CCITT Group 4, exactly as specified in
"Facsimile Coding Schemes and Coding Control Functions for Group 4

Facsimile Apparatus", Recommendation T.6, Volume VII, Fascicle
VII. 3. Terminal Equipment and Protocols for Telematic Services, The
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT), Geneva, 1985, pages 40 through 48. The restrictions in T.4
for the number of pels per line (nx) , the number of lines per pel
array (ny) , and the size, position, and orientation of an pel array
within a picture do not apply. [Note that the addition of fill bits
before EOLs to force them to end on word boundaries is not required
but is allowed.] [Note: This encoding is identical to that of the
T.4 two dimensional with the single exception that the "K"
parameter which controls the number of consecutive two dimensional
lines without an intervening one dimensional line has the value
infinity rather than a small integer.]

LZW Compression : An adaptive compression for raster images as
defined in an article by Terry A. Welch, entitled "A Technique for
High Performance Data Compression", IEEE Computer , vol . 17 no. 6

(June 1984), and called the basic Lempel-Ziv & Welch (LZW)
algorithm. [Note: The author's goal in that article was to describe
a hardware-based compressor that could be built into disk
controller or database engine, and used on all types of data. There
is no specific discussion of raster images.]

LZW is fully reversible. All information is preserved, but if noise
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or information is removed from an image, perhaps by smoothing or

zeroing some low-order bitplanes, LZW compresses images into a

smaller size. Thus, 5-bit, 6-bit, or 7-bit data masquerading as

8-bit data compresses better than true 8-bit data. Smooth images
also compress better than noisy images, and simple images compress
better than complex images. LZW works well on bilevel images too.

LZW Encoding

The LZW algorithm is based on a translation table, or string table,
that maps strings of input characters into codes . Variable-length
codes are used, with a maximum code length of 12 bits . This string
table is different for every pel array, and, remarkably, does not
need to be kept- for the decompressor. The trick is to make the
decompressor automatically build the same table as is built when
compressing the data. The following C-like pseudocode describes the
coding scheme

:

InitializeStringTable 0

;

WriteCode (ClearCode)

;

Cl » the empty string
for each character in the pel array

{

K =* GetNextOctet 0 ;

if Q+K is the string table

{

Q » Q+K; /* string concatenation*/
}else{

WriteCode (CodeFromString (Q) ) ;

AddTableEntry (il) ;

Cl - K;

}

}/*end of for loop*/
WriteCode (CodeFromString (il) ) ;

WriteCode (EndofInformation)

;

The "characters" that make up LZW strings are octets of
uncompressed pel array data. InitializeStringTable ( ) initializes
the string table to contain all 256 possible single octet codes,
numbered 0 through 255. WriteCode () writes a code to the output
stream. The first code written is a Clear code, which is defined to
be code #256. Q represents the "prefix" string. GetNextOctet (

)

retrieves the next octet from the input stream. The " + " sign
indicates string concatenation.

AddTableEntry ( ) adds a table entry. Since InitializeStringTable has
already added 256 entries to the table, and since entry 256 is
reserved for a special "clear code", and entry #257 is reserved for
a special "End of Information" code, therefore the first
multi-octet entry to the table is made at position 258.

Since codes are written using as few bits as possible, WriteCode ()

starts out with 9 bit codes since the new entries are greater than
255 but less than 512. When table entry 512 is added, WriteCode
switches to 10 bit codes. Likewise, it switches to 11 bit codes at
1024 and to 12 bit codes at 2048. The table is limited to 12 bit
codes, so when entry 4094 is reached, a ClearCode is written and
the compresor re-initilaizes the table and starts writing out 9 bit
codes again. Each encoded pel array begins with a Clear code and
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ends with an End of Information code.

LZW Decoding

The procedure for decompression is described by the following
pseudocode

:

while ( (CodeNextCode ( ) !=End of Information code)

{

if ( (Code Clear code) {

InitializeTable ()

;

Code * GetNextCode ( )

;

if (Code End of Information code )

break;
WriteCode (StringFromCode (Code) ) ;

OldCode * Code;

} */end of Clear code case*/

else {

if (IsInTable (Code) )

{

WriteString (StringFromCode (Code) )

;

AddStringToTable (StringFromCode (OldCode) +FirstChar
(StringFromCode (Code) ) )

;

WriteString (OutString)

;

AddStringToTable (OutString)

;

OldCode * Code;

}else{
OutString=StringFromCode (OldCode

)

+ FirstChar (StringFromCode (Code) )

;

AddStringToTable (OutString)

;

OldCode * Code;
WriteString (OutString)

;

}

}/*end of not-Clear code case*/
}/*end of while loop*/

The function GetNextCode ( ) retrieves the next code from the
LZW-coded data. It must keep track of bit boundaries. It knows that
the first code that it gets will be 9-bit code. We add a table
entry each time we get a code, so GetNextCode ( ) must switch over to
10-bit as soon as string #511 is stored into the table.

The function StringFromCode ( ) gets the string associated with a
particular code from the string table.

The function AddStringToTable ( ) adds a string to the string table.
The " + ” sign joining the two parts of the argument to
AddStringToTable indicate the string concatenation.

StringFromCode ( ) looks up the string associated with a given code.

WriteString ( ) adds a string to the output stream.
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The ’local colour precision* parameter declares the precision of
'cell colour specifiers*. It applies only to computer graphics
standards that support the both direct and indexed specification of
colour. If indexed colour selection is used^ then this parameter
specifies the colour index precision. If direct colour selection is
used, then then this parameter specifies the colour precision.
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Reiationahip to pactlculag—Standards:

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

The LCP (local color precision) parameter declares the precision of
the cell colour specifiers. The precision is for either indexed or
direct colour, according to the COLOUR SELECTION MODE of the
picture . The form of the parameter is encoding dependent . If the
picture uses indexed colour selection, then the form of the
parameter is the same as that of COLOUR INDEX PRECISION. If the
picture uses direct colour selection, then the form of the
parameter is the same as that of COLOUR PRECISION. Since the array
may be compressed, its length may not be able to be calculated
directly from the number of pel array colour specifier values

.

Consequently, the pel array is treated as an array of 16 bit
integer words and its length is specified by the pel array length
parameter

.

A functional description of the Pel Array generalized drawing
primitive parameters is:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

point list(nP) contains the three points P, Q, and R
data record (D)

Items for Data Record:

nx
ny
encoding
LCP
pel array length
start of pel array colour specifiers

Data Record Description:

The data record contains the dimensions of the pel array, its
encoding type, its local colour precision, and the pel array
itself

.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3^4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4 . Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

This GDP is applicable at level Oa and above. The corner points are
transformed to NDC and the pel array through those points is then
drawn. The pel array colour specifiers may be either index or
direct colour values, as determined by the value of the colour
specification type parameter. If the pel array uses indexed colour
selection, then the local colour precision specifies the length of
the index values- in bits . If the pel array uses direct colour
selection, then the local colour precision specifies the length of
the direct RGB colour values in bits. Since the array may be
compressed, its length may not be able to be calculated directly
from the number of pel array colour specifier values . Consequently,
the pel array is treated as an array of 16 bit integer words and
its length is specified by the pel array length parameter.

A functional description of all input parameters is

:

Name Coordinate System Values Data Type
number of points (3) I

corner points (P,Q/ and R) WC 3xP

GDP identifier as assigned N

GDP data record:
nx,ny (21)

encoding (packed, run-length, T.4, T.6, LZW) E

colour specification type (indexed, direct) E

local colour precision I

pel array length I

pel array colour specifiers (nx*ny*local colour precision) I*pel
array
length

Errors :

5 GKS not In proper state: GKS shall he In the state WSAC or
in the state SGOP

100 Number of points is invalid
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4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GDpqrs” form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the GDP (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority to
correspond to the assigned Register Identifier )

i

SUBROUTINE GDpqrs ( N, PXA, PYA, NX, NY, lENCODE, ICSPEC, LCP,
+IPAL, IPACS) .

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER N
REAL PXA(3) , PYA(3)
INTEGER NX, NY

INTEGER lENCODE

INTEGER ICSPEC

INTEGER LCP
INTEGER IPEL
INTEGER IPACS(IPEL)

number of points (3)

P,Q, and R corner points
number of pels per line; number of
lines
encoding (packed, run-length, T.4, T.6,
LZW)
colour specification type ( indexed,
direct)
local colour precision
pel array length
pel array colour specifiers
(number of values is nx*ny*loGal colour
precision)

b) The following parameters are proposed for use when accessing
this GDP through the GGDP function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record

:

Integer IL 5 + pel array length (which depends the
relationship of LCP to integer precision
integer precision and encoding)

Integer IA(1) nx
Integer IA(2) ny
Integer IA(3) encoding
Integer IA(4) LCP
Integer IA(5) pel array length
Integer IA(6) start of pel array colour specifiers

Integer RL 0

Integer SL 0

The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.
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5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape" as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

NumPoints * 3;

Points : GAPointArray;
GEGDPCurveProperty6 ^ (packed, run-length, T.4, T.6, LZW)

;

GEGDPCurveProperty? » (indexed, direct)

;

GRGDPData * RECORD
CASE GDP Id : GTGDPDataTag OF

1 : (

UOOOl PelsPerLine
UOOOl LinesPerArray
UOOOl EncodingType
UOOOl ColourSpecificationType
UOOOl LocalColourPrecision
UOOOl PelArrayLength
UOOOl PelArrayColourSpecifiers

END;

: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: GEGDPCurveProperty6

;

: GEGDPCurvePropertyT

;

: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: array

[1. .PelArrayLength]
of INTEGER)

;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

Registered GDP’s are in a library package named GKS__GDP . GKS Ada
provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides types
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure PEL_ARRAY" form (as defined in
subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the GDP is

:

—GDP function for a Pel Array.
—Data type GDP_DATA__RECORD is defined in package GKS_GDP

.

—GDP_ID and other data types are defined in package GKS_TYPES

.

with GKS__TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_GDP is

type CORNER_POINTS is new WC .POINT__ARRAY (1..3);
type ENCODING__TYPE is (PACKED, RUN_LENGTH, T.4, T.6, LZW) ;

type COLOUR_SPECIFICATION_TYPE is (indexed, direct);
type PEL_ARRAY_COLOUR_SPECIFIERS is array (NATURAL rangeo) of

ESCAPE_INTEGER)

;

type PEL_ARRAY_DATA_RECORD is
record

PELS_PER_LINE
LINES_PER_ARRAY
ENCODING
COLOUR__SPECIFICATION
LOCAL_COLOUR__PRECISION
PEL_ARRAY_LENGTH
PEL ARRAY

ESCAPE_INTEGER;
ESCAPE_ INTEGER;
ENCODING__TYPE;
COLOUR_SPECIFICATION__TYPE ;

ESCAPE^ INTEGER;
ESCAPE^ INTEGER;
PEL ARRAY COLOUR SPECIFIERS;

end;

procedure PEL_ARRAY
( CORNER POINTS tin BEZIER_POINTS;

:in PEL ARRAY DATA RECORD;PEL_ARRAY_RECORD
) ;

more GDP procedures can be inserted here

end GKS GDP;
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Proposal Number:! 57

Date of Presentation; 9 September 1988

Sponsoring Authority; ANSI

I Class of Graphical Item; ESCAPE

I Specific Escape Function Identifier; Set Indexed Colour Response

Description

This escape function sets a value for the indexed colour response curve. This curve is used to provide exact

photometric information in terms of density for indexed colour specifications contained in pel array primitives.

See attached sheets for additional details.

Additional Comments
This escape is intended for use in conjunction with the pel array generalized drawing primitive, although it could

be used for rendering other primitives as well.

Justification for Inclusion

Photometric information in terms of density for indexed colour specifications contained in pel array primitives is

needed if output devices are to reproduce input pel arrays precisely. Many proprietary systems for

defining/storing/transferring raster image data provide this capability. This is one in a set of escapes that

provide extended raster/image data capabilities enabeiing the family of computer graphics standards to meet the

requirements of office document generation/exchange and technical publications.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Specifies a registered escape.
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DQ3criDtiQn.L

The purpose of the Set Indexed Colour Response escape function is

to define a "curve" providing exact photometric interpretation
information in terms of optical density for indexed colour image
data contained in pel array primitives. In particular, if the
index values represent ranges of a monochrome value such as gray,
this escape can be used to provide more exact photometric
interpretation information for gray scale image data. The default
curve is linear in intensity/reflectance.

Since optical density is specified in terms of fractional numbers.
Real numbers are used for these values. Optical densitometers
typically measure densities within the range of 0.0 to 2,0. If the
indexed colour response curve is known for the data in a pel
array, and if the indexed colour response of the output device is
known, then an intelligent conversion can be made between the
input data and the output device. For exaimple, the output can be
made to look just like the input. In addition, if the input image
lacks contrast (as can be seen from the response curve) , then
appropriate contrast enhancements can be made.

The purpose of the indexed colour response curve is to act as a
"lookup" table mapping values from 0 to 2** (local colour
precision)-! into specific density values. The 0th element of the
indexed colour response curve array is used to define the colour
response value for all pels having an index value of 0, the 1st
element of the indexed colour response curve array is used to
define the colour response value for all pels having a value of 1,

and so on, up to 2** (local colour precision)-!. It is permissible
to have a indexed colour response curve even for bilevel (1-bit)
pel arrays . The indexed colour response curve will have 2 values

.

Implementers may wish to purphase a Kodak Reflection Density
Guide, catalog number 146,5947, available for $10 or so at
prepress supply houses, and use it to determine reasonable density
values for their scanner or frame grabber. If this is not
practical the default curve that is linear in
intensity/reflectance can be used.
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Rglationahip to particular standards :

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

The local colour precision value in this escape should match that
used in subsequent Pel Array GDPs when index colour is used. A
functional description of the Set Indexed Colour Response escape
parameters is s

Parameters:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

LCP (local colour precision) (I)

colour response curve ( (2**LCP) * R)

Items for Data Record:

LCP (local colour precision)
colour response curve (0)

colour response curve (1)

colour response curve ((2**LCP)-1 )

Data Record Description:

The paraimeters define the local colour precision and indexed*
colour response curve for pel array data.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) GKS Functilonal Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

The set dash escape is applicable at GKS level Oa. A functional
description of its parameters is given below;

Name Values Data Type
escape function identifier as assigned N

input data record:
LCP (local colour precision)
colour response curve

output data record

:

none

Errors

:

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall he in one of the states
GKOPfWSOP, WSAC, or SGOP

4) GKS FORTKAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651“!,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRMI)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs” form
(as defined in sxibclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs(LCP, CRC)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER LCP local colour precision
REAL CRC(2**LCP) colour response curve

Output Parameters

:

NONE

b) The following paraimeters are proposed for use when accessing
this escape through the GESC function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

I

(2**LCP) *R

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record:

Integer IL
Integer IA(1)
Integer RL
Real RA(1)
Real RA(2)

1

LCP (local colour precision)
2**LCP
colour response curve (0)

colour response curve (1)

Real RA(2*’^LCP) colour response curve {(2**LCP)-1 )

Integer SL 0
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The Unpack Data Record function is not required by this escape.

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2 GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape" as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant ”1” will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

:

GREscapeDataIn =* RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of
1 : (

UOOOl LocalColourPrecision : INTEGER;
UOOOl ColourResponseCurve :

array [1. . (2**LocalColourPrecision)

]

of REAL)

;

END;

GREscapeDataOut » RECORD
CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of

1: 0 ; (*Null Record*)
END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

Registered ESCAPE’S are in a library package named GKS_ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS^TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SET_INDEXED_COLOUR_RESPONSE" form
(as defined in subclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of
the ESCAPE is;

—Escape function to set the indexed colour response curve for a
—pel array.
—Data types ESCAPE_ID and ESCAPE^^FLOAT are defined in package
—GKS__ESCAPE

.

—Other data types are defined in package GKS_TYPES

.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

type COLOUR_RESPONSE_CURVE is array
(SMALL_NATURAL range <>)of ESCAPE_FLOAT

:

type INDEXED_COLOUR_RESPONSE_RECORD is
record
LOCAL__COLOUR_PRECISION ; in INTEGER;
COLOUR_RESPONSE ; in COLOUR__RESPONSE_CURVE

(0. . (2**LOCAL__COLOUR_PRECISION-l) ) ;

end record;

procedure SET_INDEXED_COLOUR_RESPONSE
(COLOUR^RESPONSE ; in INDEXED_COLOUR_RESPONSE_RECORD );

—more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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Proposal Number;) 58

Date of Presentation: 9 September 1988

Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

! Class of Graphical Item: ESCAPE

I Specific Escape" Function Identifier: Set Direct Colour Response

Description

This escape function sets a value for the direct colour response curve. This curve is used to provide exact

photometric information in terms of intensity for direct colour specifications contained in pel array primitives.

See attached sheets for additional details.

Additional Comments
This escape is intended for use in conjunction with the pei array generalized drawing primitive, although it couid

be used for rendering other primitives as well.

Justification for Inclusion

Photometric information in terms of intensity for directly specified colour contained in pel array primitives is

needed if output devices are to reproduce input pel arrays precisely. Many proprietary systems for

defining/storing/transfening/viewing raster image data provide this capability. This is one in a set of escapes

that provide extended raster/image data capabilities enabeling the family of computer graphics standards to

meet the requirements of office document generation/exchange and technical publications.

Relationship to Standards
1) ISO 7942 (GKS) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.2.

2) ISO 8632 (COM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Specifies a registered escape.
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PeacriptionL

The purpose of the Set Direct Colour Response escape function is
to define a "curve" providing exact photometric interpretation
information in terms of intensity for direct colour image data
contained in pel array primitives. Three colour response curves,
one each for Red, Green and Blue color information are defined.
The Red entries come first, followed by the Green entries,
followed by the Blue entries. The default curves are linear in
intensity/reflectance. The length of each subcurve is 2** (local
colour precision) , using the same local colour precision value as
subsequent pel array generalized drawing primitives . Each entry is
a 16 integer value. 0 represents the minimum intensity, and 65535
represents the maximum intensity. Black is represented by (0,0,0),
and white by (65535, 65535, 65535) . Therefore, a color response
curve entry for direct (RGB) colour data with a local colour
precision of 8 bits would have 3 * 256 entries, each consisting of
a 16 bit integer.
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Relationahip to particular standards:

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

The local colour precision value in this escape should match that
used in subsequent Pel Array GDPs when index colour is used. A
functional description of the Set Indexed Colour Response escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

LCP (local colour precision) (I)

red response curve ( (2**LCP) * I)

green response curve ( (2**LCP) * I)

blue response curve ( (2**LCP) * I)

Items for Data Record:
LCP (local colour precision)
red response curve (0)

red response curve (1)

red response curve ((2**LCP)-1 )

green response curve (0)

green response curve (1)

• • •

green response curve ((2**LCP)-1 )

blue response curve (0)

blue response curve (1)

• • •

blue response curve ((2**LCP)-1 )

Data Record Description:

The parameters define the local colour precision and indexed
colour response curve for pel array data.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4 . Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.
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3) 6KS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7942 GKS
Functional Description)

The set dash escape is applicable at GKS level Oa and above. A
functional description of its parameters is given below:

Name Values
escape function identifier as assigned

input data record:
LCP (local colour precision)
red response curve
green response curve
blue response curve

output data record:
none

Errors

:

Data Type
N

I

(2**LCP) *I
(2**LCP) *I
(2**LCP) *I

8 GKS not in proper state: GKS shall be in one of the
states GKOPfWSOP, WSAC, or SGOP

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

a) The following language binding is proposed for the "GEpqrs" form
(as defined in subclause 9.1 of the GKS FORTRAN language binding)
of the escape (pqrs is to be assigned by the Registration Authority
to correspond to the assigned Register Identifier)

:

SUBROUTINE GEpqrs(LCP, RCRC, GCRC, BCRC)

Input Parameters

:

INTEGER LCP local colour precision
INTEGER RCRC(2**LCP) red response curve
INTEGER GCRC(2**LCP) green response curve
INTEGER BCRC(2**LCP) blue response curve

Output Parameters

:

NONE
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b) The following parameters are proposed for use when acct* rising

this escape through the GESC function of subclause 9.3 of the GKS
FORTRAN language binding standard:

Parameters used by the Pack Data Record function for the Input Data
Record;

Integer IL
Integer IA(1)
Integer IA(2)
Integer ,IA(3)

Integer IA(2**LCP+1)
Integer IA(2**LCP+2)
Integer IA(2**LCP+3)
• e •

Integer IA(2*2**LCP+1)
Integer IA(2*2**LCP+2)
Integer IA(2*2**LCP+3)
• e •

Integer IA(3*2**LCP+1)
Integer RL
Integer SL

The Unpack Data Record function

1 + 3*(2**LCP)
LCP (local colour precision)
red response curve (0)

red response curve (1)

red response curve ({2**LCP)-1 )

green response curve (0)

green response curve (1)

green response curve ((2**LCP)-1 )

blue response curve (0)

blue response curve (1)

blue response curve ((2**LCP)-1 )

0

0

is not required by this escape.

5) Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The following Pascal language binding is proposed for the procedure
"GEscape" as defined in subclause 6.2 of the GKS Pascal language
binding (note the case variant "1" will be replaced with the actual
ESCAPE identifier at registration)

;

GREscapeDataIn » RECORD
CASE Escapeld : GTEscapeDataTag of
1 : (

UOOOl LocalColourPrecision : INTEGER;
UOOOl RedResponseCurve

: array [1 . . (2**LocalColourPrecision) ] of INTEGER);
UOOOl GreenResponseCurve

: array [1 . . (2**LocalColourPrecision) ] of INTEGER);
UOOOl BlueResponseCurve

: array [1 . . (2**LocalColourPrecision) ] of INTEGER);
END;

GREscapeDataOut * RECORD
CASE EscapelD : GTEscapeDataTag of

1 : 0 ;

(*Null Record*)
END;
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6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

Registered ESCAPE'S are in a library package named GKS_ESCAPE. GKS
Ada provides a data type package, GKS_TYPES which provides type
declarations

.

The binding for the "procedure SET__DIRECT_COLOUR_RESPONSE" form (as

defined in siibclause 4.1 of the GKS Ada language binding) of the
ESCAPE is

;

—Escape function to set the indexed colour response curve for a
—pel array.
—Data types ESCAPE^ID and ESCAPE^^FLOAT are defined in package—gks_esc:ape .

—Other data types are defined in package GKS^^TYPES

.

with GKS_TYPES;
use GKS_TYPES;
package GKS_ESCAPE is

type DIRECT_COLOUR_RESPONSE_CURVE is array
(SMALL_NATURAL range <>)of INTEGER:

type DIRECT_COLOUR_RESPONSE_RECORD is
record
LOCAL_COLOUR_PRECISION : in INTEGER;
COLOUR_RESPONSE : in DIRECT_COLOUR__RESPONSE__CURVE

(0. . (2**LOCAL_COLOUR_PRECISION-l) ) ;

end record;

procedure SET__DIRECT__COLOURj_RESPONSE
(COLOUR_RESPONSE : in DIRECT__COLOUR_RESPONSE_RECORD );

--more ESCAPE procedures can be inserted here

end GKS ESCAPE;
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Proposal Number;

I Date of Presentation; 6 October 1989

Sponsoring Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical Item; ESCAPE

I Specific Escape I Function Identifier; Segment List

Description

This escape function defines an association between the name of a global segment (in a CGM) and an identifier.

This identifier is used by the receiving system to locate the segment Its purpose is to allow such segments to be

externally defined and included in a CGM file by reference. This escape applies only to the CGM standard.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

In many ‘closed" interchange environments it is useful to build libraries of standard graphical objects that can be

incorporated into pictures by reference. This leads to more compact picture descriptions and to more uniform

appearance.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Does not apply.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) < Does not apply.
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Segment List

Description-L

Segment: List: permits global segments to externally defined. This
escape is only applicable to the CGM standard. Each segment name in

the segment name list is associated with the corresponding
identifier in the external identifier list. The total number of
elements in both lists must be identical and is given by the number
of correspondences

.

The effect is as if each segment definition
that is externally referenced were included within the metafile
descriptor as a global segment definition

.

The content and structure of the identifiers in the external
identifier list are not standardized by this escape element, and
are expected to be defined by application profiles. However, the
following scheme is suggested for general use in CGMs that do not
conform to a specific application profile:

1) each identifier is a string consisting of three portions;

2) the portions are separated from each other by the solidus
character (/)

;

3) the first portion is the local file name of a CGM file where the
segment may be found;

4) the second portion gives the picture number within the file
designated in the first portion; a value of zero (0) designates a
global segment within that file;

5) the third portion gives either the local segment name within the
picture designated by the second portion or the global segment name
in case the second portion designates a global segment.

For example, "My Symbol File/0/1" designates global segment "1" in
file "My Symbol File" . (Note that global segment names are realized
as integers in the CGM, so character codes in identifiers are
translated into equivalent integer values as necessary to determine
their meanings .

)

If any segment name or identifier is invalid, then that element of
both lists shall not be processed and no association shall be
established. If the number of correspondences is invalid, the
escape shall be ignored. If the number of correspondences and the
contents of the two lists are not consistent, then the escape shall
be ignored. If any identifier cannot be translated into a valid
external reference, then that element of both lists shall be
ignored.
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Reiationghip to parti^ttlac—aiiandarda

;

1)

CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Select General Fill escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

number of correspondences (the number of elements in both
the segment name list and the external identifier list)

segment name list (a list of segment names)
external identifier list (a list of external identifiers)

Items for Data Record:

number of correspondences (I)

segment name list (nSN)

external identifier list (nS)

Data Record Description:

The parameters designate a correspondence between a set of
segment names and a set of external identifiers.

2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string", the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7492, GKS
Functional Specification)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.
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5) GKS Pascal language binding (reference? ISO/IEC 8651-2,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 2? Pascal)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.

6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3? Ada)

The proposer only. wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.
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I Proposal Number;

Date of Presentation: 6 October 1989

Soonsorinq Authority: ANSI

Class of Graphical stem: ESCAPE

Specific Escape Function Identifier: Glyph Association I

Description

This escape function defines an association between a glyph collection and a set of codes. Such an association is

commonly called a "character set." This escape is applicable only to the CGM standard. The designated tail

sequence is used to invoke defined "character set* within a CGM. The glyph collection can be either a registered

glyph collection. Glyph identifiers may be registered identifiers or may have only private meaning.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

Presently, the CGM standard allows only coded character sets defined or registered according to the procedures

of ISO 646, ISO 2022, or ISO 2375 to be used in text strings. In office systems standards the used of such

coded character sets is being replaced by a new set of glyph identifier and glyph collection identifier registration

procedures that de-couple the notion of glyph (or "character") from the code used to represent that glyph in

interchange.. Without this extension, these glyphs and glyph collections cannot be used within a CGM, since the

associated registers do not record any association of glyphs to codes. Further, there are additional requirements

for user defined fonts and user defined character sets that can conveniently utilize an escape that allows an

association between codes and glyphs to be defined within a CGM. This escape is designed to meet both these

needs.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Does not apply.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) - Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) • Does not apply.

4) ISO 10036 (Procedure for registration of glyph and glyph collection identifiers) - Identifiers registered

according to these procedures can be used in this Escape function.
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DeseriptionL

Glyph Association permits the definition of "character sets”
constructed by associating glyph identifiers with points in a code
table (in the sense of ISO 2022) . This escape is only applicable to
the CGM standard. The number of bytes in each code word is defined
by code bytes. Each code in the code list is associated with the
corresponding glyph identifier in the glyph identifier list. The
total number of elements in both lists must be identical and is

given by the number of glyphs. The designation tall sequence must
correspond to one of the character sets listed in the CHARACTER SET
LIST element, and establishes the relationship between the
character set type in that element and the codes in this escape
function. The glyph collection Identifier may be used to associate
the glyph collection with its registered identifier for information
purposes only. The default glyph Identifier designates the glyph
that is used for all unspecified bit combinations (codes)

.

The content and structure of the identifiers in the glyph
Identifier list are not standardized by this escape element, and
may be defined by application profiles or taken from those in the
International Register of Glyph Identifiers established by ISO
10036. The glyph collection Identifier is either a registered glyph
collection name or is a null string.

The number of bytes in a code point in both this element and in the
CHARACTER SET LIST must be consistent. If they are not, this
element shall be ignored. If the number of correspondences and the
contents of the two lists are not consistent, then this escape
shall be ignored. If any glyph identifier is not recognized, then
the corresponding code shall be set the default glyph identified by
the default glyph Identifier, The code list need not contain a code
point for each possible bit combination. Those code points that are
omitted shall use the default glyph identified by the default glyph
Identifier

.

If the default glyph Identifier is not recognizable,
the asterisk glyph (*) shall be used.
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1 at-.ionfihip to Particular standards :

1) CGM Functional Specification (reference ISO 8632 CGM;
Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Select General Fill escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

;

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

:

number of glyphs (the number of elements in both code list
and glyph identifier list)

code bytes (the number of bytes in each element of code
list)

code list (a list of codes)
glyph identifier list (a list of glyph identifiers)
designation tail sequence (the tail sequence used to

designate this chaarcter set in the CGM)
glyph collection identifier (the registered identifier - if

any - of the collection of glyphs in the glyph
identifier list)

default glyph identifier (the identifier of a default glyph
that is used for unspecified code points)

Items for Data Record:

number of glyphs (I)

code bytes (I)

code list list of (S)

glyph identifier list list of (S)

designation tail sequence (S)

glyph collection identifier S
default glyph identifier s

Record Description:

The parameters define a glyph collection and associate each
glyph in the collection with a code.
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2) CGM Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string”, the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items),
the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4. Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GKS Functional Specification (reference ISO 7492, GKS
Functional Specification)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651”1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1; FORTRAN)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.

5) GKS Pascal language binding (reference*. ISO/IEC 8 651”2,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 2i Pascal)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.

6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.
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I Proposal Number:

Date of Presentation: 6 October 1989

Sponsoring Authority; ANSI

Class of Graphical Item; ESCAPE

Specific Escape" Function Identifier: | Select General Ril

Description

This escape function selects a general nil interior style for filled area primitives. It is only applicable to the CGM
standard. The filled area treatment in this case is derived by copying the indicated segment, repeated as

necessary, throughout the filled area. The current RII Reference Point and Pattern Size fire used to locate the

segment and modify its size. The interior style reverts back to one of the defined interior styles when the next

Interoir Style element is encountered.

Additional Comments
None.

Justification for Inclusion

The exchange of technical illustrations and engineering drawings both require filled area treatments that cannot

be implemented with one of the present styles. In particular, the ability to register hatch styles seems to be

limited to hatches consisting of parallel lines only. Patterns cannot be implemented efficiently on many devices

and are inadequate for filling areas with geometricaily-described pictures. What is required is a filled area

interior style treatment that: (i) allows any "picture* as a fill; and (ii) the filled area does not transform as the

object is re-scaled. The use of such a general fill can replace most purposes for which clipping to arbitrary

boundaries might be used, while still allowing devices that cannot support such clipping to produce a reasonable

picture.

Relationship to Standards

1) ISO 7942 (GKS) - Does not apply.

2) ISO 8632 (CGM) • Specifies a registered escape as defined in 5.8.1.

3) ISO 8651 (GKS Language Bindings) - Does not apply.
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Deaeripfeion!

Select General Fill selects interior style "general fill" based
on the segment identified by segment identifier as defining the
general fill. This escape is only applicable to the CGM standard.
This segment is copied within stibsequent filled areas as many times
as needed to fill them completely. This copying takes place
according to the following rules:

1) The graphical effect is as if successive COPY SEGMENT Elements
were encountered with:

a) the initial translation portion of the copy transformation
matrix translates to the current Fill Reference point;

b) subsequent translations are derived by calculating the extent of
the virtual device coordinates present in the segment, and
offsetting the translation point to "repeat" the segment as
necessary until the area is completely filled;

c) the scaling and rotation portion of the copy transformation
matrix is derived from the current Pattern Size; no rotation is
done, and the pattern height and pattern width components define
the vertical and horizontal scaling respectively;

2) All graphical objects are clipped to the boundary of the filled
area primitive.

If the segment identifier is not a valid segment name, then to
current interior style shall remain unchanged. The interior style
reverts to one of the interior styles defined in the CGM standard
when the next valid INTERIOR STYLE element is encountered.
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Reiationahip —pas-^iculag—afcandag.da

1) CGM Fxinctional Specifica'tion (reference ISO 8632 CGM;

Part 1: Functional Description)

A functional description of the Select General Fill escape
parameters is

:

Parameters

:

function identifier (I) as assigned by the Registration
Authority

data record (D)

;

segment indicator (the name of a segment used as the fill)

Items for Data Record:

segment indicator (SN)

Data Record Description:

The parameter gives the name of the segment to be used as a

"general fill"

.

2) CC3M Encodings (reference ISO 8632 CGM; Parts 2,3,4)

All encodings will be handled in the same way. The entire data
record, containing the data record items in sequential order from
first to last, will be treated as a string. Ignoring (for the
moment) the contents of the "string", the entire data record will
be encoded according to the rules for string in that encoding.
Considering the string contents (that is, the data record items)

,

the base data types in the data record are encoded according to the
encoding rules for that type in that encoding. For example, in the
binary encoding, a data record that contains two 16 bit integers
would be coded as if it were a string of length 4 . Within the four
octets that comprise the string's contents, the two 16 bit integers
would be coded using the binary coding for 16 bit binary integers.

3) GES Functional Specification (reference ISO 7492, GKS
Functional Specification)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.

4) GKS FORTRAN language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-1, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 1: FORTRAN)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.
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5) GKS Pascal language binding (reference: ISO/IEC 8651-2,
GKS Language Bindings; Part 2: Pascal)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.

6) GKS Ada language binding (reference ISO/IEC 8651-3, GKS
Language Bindings; Part 3: Ada)

The proposer only wishes to use this escape with the CGM standard.
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